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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

LARRY HOPKINS
Republican nominee

WASHINGTON — More than
150,000 people have died as a
result of the war with Iraq and
at least 5 million have lost their
homes or jobs, the environmental activist group Greenpeace
said today. Page 5B

PORTLAND, Ore. — Two old
friends, defense and rebounding,
helped the Portland Trail Blazers stay alive in the Western
Conference finals. Page 2B

WASHINGTON — The U.S.
economy shrank at an annual
rate of 2.6 percent from January
through March as the country
suffered its first consecutive
quarterly declines in economic
activity since the. 1981-82 recession, the government said today.
Page 2A

Partly cloudy tonight. Low
• around -70. Light south wind.
Continued warm and humid
Thursday. High in the upper
80s.

KENTUCKY LAKE
359.4, +0.7; below 320.7, +7.6
BARKLEY LAKE
359.7, +1.1; below 317.2, +1.3

Democratic Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones built margins throughout the
state to claim the Democratic nomination for governor in Kentucky
Tuesday, but the Republican primary was too close to call.
Seven-term U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins survived a nip and tuck
battle with Lexington lawyer Larry
Forgy for the Republican gubernatorial nomination, with fewer than
1,400 votes separating the two
from more than 160,000 cast in the
end.
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler
conceded defeat to Jones early during .the counting process, but former state highway chief Dr. Floyd
Poore refused to give in while he
awaited vote totals from far western Kentucky, one of his
strongholds.
Turnout for the primary was very
light, around 34 percent, according
to Calloway County Clerk Teresa
Rushing, making it a long day for
poll officers.
"They didn't have a lot of visitors," she said.
Counting was slowed somewhat
by miscounts in six of the precincts, Rushing said. Officials were
forced to revisit several of the voting machines to recheck and correct at least four tallies, she said.
"Thankfully we caught the mistakes and were able to go back and
change them," she said.
Jones carried the county for the
Democrats, capturing 2,069 votes
to Poore's 1,774. Lexington Mayor
Scotty Baesler totaled 1,087 votes
in the county but earned enough
votes statewide to come in second
to Jones. Gatewood Galbraith
earned 139 county votes (Precinctby-precinct totals on page 3A).
In a telephone interview Wed-

nesday morning, a spokesman from
the Friends For Jones campaign
headquarters said, "We are all very
excited for all the help and support
we received, especially in Calloway County,-where so many turned
out for us. We are looking forward
to the fall race."
At present. the Friends are working on a plan for the next election,
"We will continue to run a positive
race, and hope that our Republican
opponent wilt do the same." She
added they plan to be in Calloway
County frequently where, they
enjoy so much support.
As far as maintaining his campaign structure in Calloway County, the spokesman said, "Jones said
he doesn't want to tinker with a
winning team."
For the Republicans, Hopkins
edged Forgy by a mere two votes
— 153-151 — in county totals,
making it by far the closest race of
the primary in Calloway.
"The Hopkins campaign of Calloway County congratulates Larry
Forgy and his supporters, for, a
magnificent showing in this primary," according to Hopkins Calloway campaign chairman Joe
Fuhrmann.
"Larry Forgy has obviously
touched the minds and hearts of
many Kentuckians. Congressman
Hopkins has wop their support and
is now our codidate. We expect a
united campaign to bring victory
and the changes so badly needed
by the Commonwealth of Kentucky."
For lieutenant governor, Democrat Fred Cowan won ,the county
but lost the state to Paul. Patton.
earning 1,506 votes over second
place Patton who collected 1,354
votes in county figures. Other totals included: Bobby Richardson,
994; Steve Collins, 322; Pete

Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones supporters of all ages — including those too young to vote — listen to state voting
results as they come in Tuesday night. Jones carried the Democratic nomination for governor and will face
Republican Larry Hopkins in November.
Worthington, 206; Ray Corns 168; retary of state with .2,542 votes to ney general over John Lackey
who
and John Stewart, 89.
second-place Benson with 440 vot- captured 2,202 votes to Gorman's
Republican lieutenant governor es. Evans was a close third with 957 votes
in the county.
hopeful Eugene Goss earned only 433 votes.
Other county totals in the Demo59 votes in the county but won the
Babbage will go up against cratic races included: auditor for
state-wide nomination by three pre- Republican Dexter S. Wright who
public accounts: Ben Chandler,
centage points, defeating Lawson captured 134 votes in the county,
2,027; Rqhert Mead C.P.A., 1,450.
Walker who captured 103 votes in defeating C. Hoge Hockensmith in
State trelsurer: Donnie Kell, 1,019;
the county. Tommy Klein finished
both county and state-wide totals. Drex Davis Jr., 721; Frances Mills,
with 71 votes.
Hockensmith collected only 67 639; Mary Ray Oaken, 587; John
Bob Babbage was overwhelm- county votes.
R. Glascock Jr., 328; Jim Malone,
ingly elected as the Democratic
Chris Gorman narrowly won the
nominee in the county race for sec- Democratic nomination for attor-

Bush unveiling plan on Middle East arms control
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP) — Two months after
vanquishing Iraq in the Gulf War, President Bush is unveiling
a long-awaited plan to rid the Middle East of weapons of
mass destruction.
Bush, after five days of rest and relaxation at his oceanfront
home in Maine, was flying to Colorado Springs, Colo., today
to talk defense strategy and arms control in a commencement
address at the U.S. Air Force Academy.
Bush will use the service academy as a backdrop for "a
new initiative for combating the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, beginning in the Middle East," White
House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said Tuesday.
Bush also will discuss his concept of a new world order and
the lessons learned in the Gulf War fpr the nation's military
arsenal, especially the Air Force.41 the future.

The president, who waxed optimistic Tuesday about the
chances for a summit with Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, will also talk about the changes in East-West relations,
the defense cuts "looming on the horizon and what those
mean for refocusing our defense strategy, particularly strategic defense," Fitzwater said.
Administration sources have said his new arms control initiative will include bold moves to curb nuclear, chemical and
biological weapons, but only limited efforts to curb the traffic
in conventional weapons like those used in the Gulf War.
The sources, who spoke only on condition of anonymity,
said the initiative includes a ban on further production of
weapons-grade nuclear material in the Middle East, with the
aim of creating a nuclear-free zone in the region. Israel is
widely believed to possess nuclear weapons but does not

Negotiators bargain for release of guards held hostage
PINE CITY, N.Y.(AP) — Negotiators bargained with inmates
today for the release of three
guards taken hostage at a prison for
the state's toughest convicts while
a heavily-armed state police unit
stood ready to use force.
Fifty-two prisoners, some armed
with homemade knives and other
weapons, overcame guards around
noon Tuesday at the maximumsecurity Southport Correctional
Facility, said state corrections
spokesman James Flateau.
One hostage was released Tues-

day evening, and was listed in
stable condition at a hospital in
Elmira with superficial puncture
wounds to his left side. •
_ Two other guards injured in the
confrontation required medical
treatment. Flateau said one was
treated for head injuries and
released. The other was listed in
stable condition with head and
neck lacerations and other wounds.
Members of the department's
crisis intervention unit were talking
to the prisoners holding the guards,
Flateau said.

"I can't categorize the discussions until we get the other three
out," Flateau said.
Meanwhile, 50 members of the
special police unit entered the prison Tuesday night. And about 60
state troopers kept watch just
inside the prison fences. Flateau
said they were there as a
precaution:
Flateau declined to say what the
inmates' demands were. However,
guards said inmates have complained about their living
conditions.

Regular office hours are
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

"No one's shocked this happened. We've been telling them
about it for a long time," Barry
Fletcher, president of the local
guards union, said as he emerged
from the prison early today.
Fletcher said incidents of inmate
violence against guards increased
dramatically this year. He said prison -superintendent Robert McClellan received a letter from an inmate
this week revealing a hostagetaking plot was imminent.
Dennis Middaugh, the union's
field staff representative, blamed

the uprising on reduced staffing at
the prison.
Authorities said four inmates
broke a weld in a chain-link fence
and took the guards by surprise,
thep unchained other prisoners,
during their daily one-hour period
of exercise on the recreation yard.
A teleyision crew was admitted_
to the prison Tuesday afternoon at
the request of inmates who wanted
their grievances taped. However,
officials forbade interviews with
inmates until all of the hostages
were freed.

Did anything in particular make you get out and vote?
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admit it. ,
Israel has called for a nuclear-free zone in the ,region if the
Arabs sign a peace treaty with the Jewish state.
The Bush plan also would ban ballistic missiles with ranges
in excess of 90 miles, with a halt to further testing and
deployment as the first step, the sources said.
It will call upon the five permanent members of the U.N.
Security Council to devise a blueprint for curbing tanks,
planes, missiles, rockets and other conventional weapons.
The Security Council's Big Five — the United States, China, the Soviet Union, Britain and France — are the world's
leading sellers of conventional weaponry.
The Israeli Defense Ministry said in advance of Bush's
speech that any accord should place equal restrictions on conventional weapons.
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Jackie Hill
"I always make it a practice to
vote. I don't think I've missed an
election since I was 18. I come out
to vote on the issues and what the
candidates stand for. I don't vote
for the parties."
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Debbi Swift
"I just think everybody should
take advantage of their right to
vote. If you don't vote, you don't
have the right to complain."

Harold Williams
"No, there's no certain issue or
candidate that caused me to come
out and vote. I just always try to
vote."

BEIJING (AP) — In the first
protest of its kind in nearly a year,
students at Beijing University
unfurled banners and distributed
leaflets honoring the 1989 democracy movement that was crushed
by the military, a student said
today.
In Tuesday's incident, a banner
reading "We will never forget June
4" was hung from a graduate students' dormitory at lunchtime and
leaflets were flung from the building, said the student, who spoke on
,condition of anonymity.
On, June 4, 1989, the country's
Communist rulers sent troops into
the capital to clear student-led
demonstrators from central Tiananmen Square. The soldiers opened
Janna Hopkins
fire on unarmed civilians, killing
"Yes, I came out to vote today hundreds.
because I have very strong feelings
Tuesday's protest was the first in
toward particular candidates run- nearly a year on one of Beijing's
ning in this race."
campuses, which have been under
tight security since the 1989
crackdown.
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WASHINGTON (AP)-The U.S. economy shrank at an annual rate of
2.6 percent from January through March as the country suffered its first
consecutive quarterly declines in economic activity since the 1981-82
recession, the government said today.
The Commerce Department said the falloff in the gross national product, the total output of goods and services, was only slightly less severe
than onginally reported a month ago.
At that time, the GNP drop was put at 2.8 percent. However, a better
U.S. trade performance and newfound strength in government spending
helped to make today's GNP report look slightly better.
Still, the 2.8 percent rate of decline was significantly steeper than the
1.6 percent drop recorded in the October-December quarter. The two consecuuve quarterly declines were the first since the last recession eight
years ago.
The economic hard times took their toll on American businesses during
the first three months of the yeai. The Commerce Department said in a
companion report that after-tax profits of U.S. corporations fell by 5.6
percent in the first quarter, the biggest drop since a 5.9 petkent-decline in
the third quarter of 1989.
The first quarter profits decline followed a I percent drop in the fourth
quarter as a:number of Amencan businesses suffered a profits squeeze
caused by the 'recession.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

Inflation, as measured by an index tied to the GNP that tracks purchases, moderated significantly in the first three months of the year to annual rate of 3.6 percent, compared to a 6.3 percent rate of increase in the
final quarter of 1990. The improvement was credited to falling energy
prices.
Two consecutive quarterly declines in the GNP meets the common
definition for a recession although the National Bureau of Economic
Research, the official arbiter of when downturns begin and end, has actually picked July 1990 as the starting date for the current slump based on
readings of a variety of monthly statistics.
Analysts said today's GNP report did little to resolve the bigger quesuon of when the recession will end. The Bush administration is sticking
by its official forecast that the economy will resume growth in the current
April-June quarter.
While that view is supported by many private forecasters as well, both
administration and private economists concede there are significant
threats to that outlook.
Michael Boskin, chairman of the president's Council of Economic,
Advisers, expressed concerns recently about economic sluggishness in
America's major overseas markets.
The administration is counting on continued strong export growth to be
a major force to get the U.S. economy moving again.

ALBAMA
VIENNA, Austria - Ann government pro
testers clashed with authorities in the
Albanian capital, Tirana, today alter
police used water canons to disperse
50 000 people gathered to support a hun
get strike by miners Several demonstra
tors and police were injured in central
Skanderbeg Square said Tatyana Luxi, a
journalist at the main opposition news
paper %India Demokratike Ms Lux,
who contacted The Associated Press by
telephone from Tirana. said youths threw
rocks at police and burned three police
trucks The protesters had earlier staged
a rally for the miners, who have been on
a hunger strike since the weekend The
fast is part of a 2-week old nationwide
strike for higher wages and better work
ing conditions Journalists from state
media also confirmed the clashes but
said no soldiers were present Another
reporter working tor state media said tear
gas was used and police fired into the air
when a group of about 5,000 youths
attacked

7›er

In London, however, leaders of
another rebel group that seized its
northernmost province of Eritrea
said it will not take part in the
transitional administration proposed at the peace talks in London.
The Eritrean People's Liberation

In London. a U.S. mediator said
he believed the rebels would comply with promises for democracy
and free elections in the Horn of
Africa nation where 30 years of
civil war have left a legacy of poverty and famine.

Iran s oil minister says lire ISFAHAN
fighters from his country have been con
tracted by the Kuwaiti government to
extinguish 60 oil well fires Speaking to
reporters at an oil conference on Tuesday night, Gholamreza Agazadeh said
the contract will be worth about $100 million and the work will take about six
months Aqazadeh made a similar
announcement two weeks ago At the
time, Kuwaiti officials denied a contract
had been finalized So tar, U S firms
have dominated the effort to put out the
estimated 600 oil well fires set by Iraqi
troops before they were driven from
Kuwait in February

Front said it will run the
independence-seeking northern
province separately until a United
Nations-supervised referendum is
held on independence.
The Front fought a 30-year war
to seize Eritrea.

Argument led to Dexter shooting death
GARLAND S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
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ETHIOPIA
through an open window after he
continued to argue from outside,
police said. •
Calloway County Coroner Johnny - Miller pronounced Southern
dead ,,at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 3:26 a.m.,
according to reports.
Miller said the bullet struck an
artery in le neck causing death by
bleeding.•
Randall was lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a $30,000 cash
bond.

a.m., police said.
Police said Southern was shot in
the neck with a .22 caliber rifle as
he was standing outside the trailer
home of Randall on Kentucky 1346
east of Dexter. Randall was inside
the trailer when the shots were fired, police said.
Southern and his father, Bobby
Joe Southern, who lives beside
Randall, were in Randall's trailer
along with Randall's wife and
another woman, police said.
Southern and Randall had been
arguing for several hours when
Randall ordered him to leave
aroundi 2 am, and then shot him

An argument between neighbors
has been determined as the probable cause in the shooting death of
a Dexter man Tuesday morning.
according to reports.
Nathan D. Randall, 58, of Rt. 1,
Dexter, was charged with fitst
degree murder Tuesday after reportedly shooting Bobby Joe Southern
Jr., 21, of RL 1, Dexter, around 2

JERUSALEM, Israel - A top aide to
ousted Ethiopian leader Mengistu Haile
Mariam was secretly brought to Israel in
the airlift of Ethiopian Jews that came as
rebels encircled the country's capital. an
Israeli official said today Kassa Kebede,
identified as Mengistu's half-brother, was
among several Ethiopian, officials reportedly taken aboard Israeli planes that ferried more than 14,000 Jews from the
war-ravaged nation

BANGLADESH
CHITTAGONG - Seven thousand U S
sailors and Marines sailed for home
today after a two week humanitarian mission distributing desperately needed
relief to survivors of a killer cyclone
-What the American task force leaves
behind is hope and life for the people of
Bangladesh " Maj Gen Henry Stack
pole, commander of Operation Sea
Angel, said in a message relayed to the
seven U S ships carrying the.eerficemen
as they headed south in the Bay of Ben
gal "The people of Bangladesh will never forget your presence here To them,
Sea Angels was not a catchword phrase,
It represented the gift of life out of death
and hope out of misery,- he said President Bush diverted the task force, which
had ben heading home from the Persian
Gulf War, to speed relielto an estimated
1 7 million survivors of the April 30
cyclone that devastated coastal areas
and low lying islands in southeast Bangladesh According to government estimates, 139,000 people died As the task
force was leaving this morning, the USS
St Louis an amphibious cargo ship,
arrived from Japan with a large quantity
of intravenous solution for cyclone

Calloway voters...
(COn('d from page 1)

267; and Charles Van Winkle. 65.
Superintendent for public instruction: Eben Henson, 555; John Stephenson, 442; David Jackson, 440;
Colin Cox, 372: Roy Rogers, 273;
Foster Jones Jr., 244; Stephen
Imhoff, 150; and Charlie Masters,
The Calloway County Fiscal
121. Commissioner of Agriculture:
Court approved a bid -tor blacktop for three county roads durJulian Harris, 813: Ed- Logsdon,
729; Michael Greene, 517; Donald
ing special session Tuesday.
Gooch, 336; Glen Holbrook, 296:
The approved bid of $25.50
Willard Morris, 184; and Harry
per,ton was awarded to Gettrin
Hieneman, 115. Railroad CommisConstruction Company of
sioner: William Bailey, 2,780; Lar- survivors
Coldwater.
ry Tierney, 283; and Thomas PERU
The blacktop will be used to
LIMA - On the eve of a strike they
Rasche, 265.
cover portions of Brooks
decreed and threatened to enforce with
In the county Republican races: arms,
Chapel Road, Cline Road and
Shining Path rebels burned a railAuditor of public accounts: Betty road station, dynamited a bank and critiTorn Taylor Road, according to
Holmes, 97, Wade Lewis, 66 and cally wounded a shoe _factory manager,
reports.
by members of
Virgil C. Moore, 44. State treasur- police said The attacks
The court also approved a
the Maoist-inspired insurgency were the
A.
YeaDon
Bell,117
and
Don
er:
petition to close a county road
latest of several violent incidents precedter. 77. Superintendent for public ing the two-day armed strike called for
located in the Lynnwood
instruction: W.S. Krogdahl, 87: the capital today During armed strikes,
Heights Subdivision.
Shining Path forbids all commercial
Edward
E. Rippetoe, 75; Donna the
The petition was submitted
actiVity and public transport on pan of
Shedd, 32; and Gilbert Wooden, death Armed strikes called by the insurby George Holland, according
10. Commissioner of agriculture: gents have often shut down cities in the
to reports.
and southern highlands where
Leonard W. Beasley. 89; Barry central
they are strongest The strikes have usuDrew Barmore, 50; Randall G. ally been largely ignored in Lima. a city
ol about 7 million people Early Tuesday,
Curry, 32; J. Kenneth Evans.
Shining Path rebels shot the factory man"1344
and
A.
EddieUnderwood,
10;
ager five times in the chest and his
1441
10 year-old daughter once in the arm as
.44 man, 2.

Fiscal Court OKs
bid for blacktop
for three roadt

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today'.s Doctor ofC hiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classnxim instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a- license. In most •
states, continuing, educational seminars must . be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition Lind
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
L'niersitv in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C.-in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, 1ceit:ed National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life ljniyersity and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training :Since college in Pediatric 'Adjusting from Dr..
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Techni9ue frum Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
- Williams, President of Life UniverSity And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I-devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay current on the latest chiropractic advances.
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Tuesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky
Lottery: Pick 3: 8-7-7 (eight,
seven, seven)

RABAT - Iraqi President Saddam Hussein denounced reports that he has pocketed 15 percent of Iraq's past oil
revenues, a newspaper reported Tues
day Saddam called allegations that he
holds billions of dollars in bank accounts
and foreign investments "Western American propagandS," said Al-Itihad AlIchtirak, a nationalist Moroccan opposition newspaper The newspaper said did
not say when or where Saddam gave the
interview "The West makes a great error
when they concentrate their attacks on

t
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I Painful Joints
I Shoulder Pain
J Arm/Leg Pain
I Cold Hands/Feet
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STATE AUTO OFFERS SOMETHING SPECIAL
It's the Auto/Home Discount with Special,
reduced rates if both your car and home
are insured with the State Auto Companies. Find out how much your savings
can. be.

.34

To introduce you to ..he healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

_71:499111 wi9911/

ti
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Did you krio
.w that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

they left their home in Chosica, a town
just east of Lima, police said The mana
ger was listed in critical concktion in a
hospital, and his daughter was not in
danger, they said Witnesses said the
man threw himself on lop of his daughter
to protect her from the bullets In rebel
attacks later Tuesday, a railroad station
on Lima's eastern outskirts was burned
down and a bank in downtown Lima was _
damaged by dynamite, police said No
injuries were immediately reportect, ineither incident

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

34
.41
44

HAPPLIANCE11

This is the kind of fraining and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don t know, cant help you. Call me
today and let me help you.

I

me personally," the newspaper quoted
Saddam as saying "The Western media
and politicians have forgotten their own
principles in ganging up on Iraq. just
because Saddam Hussein dared to say
'No,'" he was quoted as saying Saddam
accused the U S •led military alliance
which routed his invasion forces from
Kuwait of destroying non military targets
and starving the Iraqi people, the news
paper reported

IRAN

Tigreans form interim government, Eritreans take part
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (AP)
- A day after claiming the capital
with little resistance. Tigrean rebel
leaders took steps today to form an
intern government, restore order
and encourage confidence among
residents.
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GNP falls 2.6 percent in first quarter of 1991
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This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthriess test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 436-6099
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DALE CARNEGIE'COURSE®

UNDERWOOD
APPLIANCE

August Class Now Forming
-Communicate More Effectively
.Acquire s Better Understanding of
Human Relations
•Gain Leadership Abilities
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Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505
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-Additional Self Confidence
-Control Tension and Anxiety
'Remember Names

Presented by Charles D. Eubank 8, Assoc Inc
Dale Carnegie Founder
747 Oak Hill Road
Evansville, Indianai7711-5369
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SOUTH AFRICA
CAPE TOWN -- Police on Tuesday
arrested 40 supporters of the African
National Congress who were preparing to
march on Parliament to demand freedom
for political prisoners on hunger strikes
Police made the arrests when about 150
protesters gathered at a city square for
the march Winnie Mandela, wife of ANC
leader Nelson Mandela, is among the
hundreds arrested in 'Such demonstra
lions in 'the past two weeks An indepen
dent monitoring group, the Human Rights
Commission, said Tuesday 73 political
prisoners were tasting to demand their
release The Justice Department said
Sunday 58 prisoners had been tasting
and most ,had begun eating

EL SALVADOR
SAN SALVADOR - Rebels tired a rock
et grenade at the capital's largest military
base Tuesday_ but it hit a nearby house
and wounded two civilians, the base
commander said The rebels meanwhile,
accused the government of beginning a
new offensive Both sides accused the
other of threatening the success of peace
talks under way in Caracas, Venezuela
The attack was on the San Carlos base.
home of the 1st Brigade, which is
responsible for the area around the capital Base commander Col Francisco Eie
na Fuentes said the rebels fired a single
RPG-7 round, similar to a bazooka
round, from a nearby rooftop, but it hit a
house in the densly populated
neighborhood

BULGARIA
SOFIA -- Parliament voted Tuesday to
hold a nationwide referendum on whether
Bulgaria should become a monarchy or
remain a republic It would be the first
country of Eastern Europe where Cornmunists ousted monarchs .after World
War 11 10 hold such a referendum Opin ;
ion polls have indicated that only a small
minority in this Balkan country favor a
return to monarchy under King Simeon II
who lives in exile in Spain But deputies
said a vote, proposed for July 6, was
necessary to supplant a plebiscite in
1946 they say was rigged by the Communists A vote now would put the issue
to rest. they said

ISRAEL
JERUSALEM -- A senior negotiator said Tuesday Israel was ready to tree all
Lebanese and Palestinians captured in
Lebanon in exchange for seven Israelis
missing since 1982 But Israel would not
meet captors' demands to release Palestinian prisoners from the Israeli-occupied
territories, said Un Lubrani, the Defense
Ministry's chief adviser on Lebanon
Israel would also refuse to make concessions merely for information about the
missing Israelis, said Lubrani, who heads
Israeli efforts to, tree Israeli _prisoners.

TURKEY
ANKARA - Turkish troops on Tuesday
killed 10 Kurdish separatist guerrillas in a
firelight in southeastern Turkey, state
television reported The clash occurred in
the Pazarcik district near the city of Kahramanmaras, 360 miles southeast of the
capital. the TAT television reported. It
said also 17 alleged guernlla sympathisers were arrested in the province of Mardin Also Tuesday, Parliament renewed a
state of emergency in 10 predominantly
Kurdish provinces for another lour
months, starting July 19 The region was
placed under martial law in 1978 and
later under a state of emergency that has
been continually renewed About 3,000
people have been killed since Kurdish
separatists began a guerrilla war in 1984
The dead include insurgents, troops and
civilians Kurds make up about 20 per.
cent of Turkey's 55 million people

NORTH KOREA
SEOUL - In a major diplomatic turnabout, Communist North Korea said Tuesday it would apply to join the United
Nations simultaneously with longtime
rival South Korea. Both are expected to
loin at the same time but separately in
September without difficulty or acrimony,
diplomats at U N Headquarters in New
York said The surprise announcement
by the North Korean Foreign Ministry
represents a breakthrough in four
decades of bad relations between the
two Koreas and could advance dialogue
on easing political and military tensions.
It is seen as North Korea's first major initiative toward expanding relations and
opening its closed society to the world.
Observers see this as essential to securing lasting peace and security in the
North Pacific Diplomatic sources in
Seoul say North Korea was forced to
move after China told it that international
pressure would force China to abstain
from voting, rather than veto South Korea's U N application as North Korea
hoped

-ISRAEL
JERUSALEM - Israeli Detensg Minister
Moshe Arens has called for an international conference of arms suppliers to
discuss limiting or stopping arms shipments to the Middle East Until now
efforts in the region have focused on limiting non-conventional arms, Arens said
in a statement But "conventional wea
ponry in such quantities are weapons of
mass destruction they have the capabili
ty of killing very large numbers not only
of combatants but also of civilians We
see this as the primary problem in the
area," said the statement issued Monday Arens referred to reported weapons
deals involving Syria Israel's staunchest
enemy in the Middle East Iraq repeatedly attacked Israel with Scud missiles during the Persian Gulf War The version of
the Soviet-designed Scud reportedly
being sod in Syria carries a larger paytoed than its Iraqi montarpart and is said
to be more accurate Arens said he
hopes that an international conference of
arms suppliers, including "at least some
countries in the area," could impose a
"limitation on the shipment of arms into
the area. maybe best of all that there
would be a cessation of the shipment of
arms " Arens statement appeared linked
to the Bush administration's Middle East
arms control initiative, expected to be
announced later this week According to
U S government sources. the package
will include ambitious moves on nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons but far
more modest steps on conventional wea
pons It will call on the five permanent
members of the U N Security Council to
come up with a plan to restrain the sale
of such weapons
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What their kids know that ours don't
U S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
WHERE THE DOLLAR YOU CHECK OFF GOES
"Tax Freedom Dar was May 8. The average American's tax
burden equaled everglipenny earned through the first 4 months and
8 days of this year. Wirhrhis in-mind, I'd like to talk to /ou about
one of the Federal programs consuming your tax dollars - an entitlement program for politicians.
For the last 16 years, you have been asked on your Federal tax
form whether you wanted to designate SI for the Presidential Election Campaign Fund. What the form does not mention is that SI
less, if you check yes, then goes to progiams that help provide for
child nutrition.
The SI is being used to pay for balloons and champagne at the
quadrennial festivals c'lled presidential nominating conventions, for
television advertisements, and for political consultants.
Recently on the floor of the Senate, I proposed an amendment
to transfer funds from the check-off to federal child nutrition programs. By the end of this year, there will be about S150 million in
.the presidential fund. That's a lot of school lunches. Our nation's
children need money that now goes to politicians.
The Food Research Action Center (FRAC) estimates that
approximately 5.5 million children under 12 - or one in eight - go
hungry in the United States. And studies show that children eating
school lunch receive one-third to one-half of their daily nutrients
from the program.
Still, one in four American children is suffering some degree
of hunger. The public interest would be better served by providing
more nutritious meals for needy children, and letting politicians fend.
for themselves in paying for their campaigns.
The presidential campaign system is a bad joke funded by taxpayers who are not, amused. Fewer than one in five taxpayers now
check the box on their tax founs to designate SI from the treasury
to the Presidential Election Campaign Fund.
The check-off on tax forms which directs money to the presidential fund allocates money'from general revenues. The 20 percent
minority who check "yes" are not contributing a dollar, nor are they
reducing their tax refund by a dollar. They are diverting one dollar
from the treasury - money that belongs to all Americans. Five hundred Million dollars from the fund was spent on the last 4 presidential elections.
It's a matter of priorities. Which is more important: children
or politicians? Feeding kids or paying Consultants? Milk for school
children, or champagne for delegates at political conventions?
We need to end this waste of tax dollars. My amendment would
help do that by plugging at least one of the black holes in the Federal
budget.

Lynne V. Cheney is getting to be
hard for educationists to live with.
Last November this troublemaking
woman blasted the whole educational establishment for its "tyranny" in producing miserable textbooks. Now she has further
embarrassed the establishment by
inquiring into the testing of high
school student. abroad. What will
she do to discomfort us neat?
Mrs. Cheney, for the record, is
chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities. A few
days - ago she released, without
comment, the texts of examinations
given to students in France. Germany, England, Japan and the
European Community. Her silence
spoke louder than words.
Without rubbing it in. the chairman made the point that America's
young people will grow to adulthood in a world of international
competition. They will face a much
higher level of intellectual demands
than we have known before.
In England, by way of example.
all 16-year-olds (our 10th-graders)
take a general examination on their
academic achievements. Then
about half of them begin a twoyear college-preparatory program
(the equivalent of our 11th and
12th grades) leading to a second
examination when the students, are
18.

By way of example, England's
16-year-olds may be asked to
answer questions about the Gunpowder Plot (if it was a plot) of
1605. A comparable question for
our 16-year-olds might deal with
the treason (if it was treason) of
Aaron Burr. The questions cannot
be answered by guessing at multiple choice selections or by marking
true or false. These 10th-graders
have to look critically at conflicting evidence.
The student in England who is
college bound takes the second
examination two years later. Some
questions deal with U.S. history.
Try these for size:
•"Why, and with what justification, is the, presidential election of
1800 spoken of as a 'revolution'?"
•"Assess the extent and significance .xf opposition to western
expansilk in the pre-Civil War
period."
"Account for the prominence of
the temperance issue in American
politics from 1900 to 1933."
Would our college-bound high
school seniors have an equivalent
knowledge of British .history over a
span of 200 years? Mrs. Cheney
wonders about this. All of us ought
to wonder.
Or take the examination given to
college-bound students in Japan.
Here a student is quizzed not only

A
CONSERVATIVE
VIEW

dent may be examined in Russian
literature. A moderately difficult
question asks for an essay contrasting presidential power as ,it has
been exercised by U.S. presidents
since Truman. Yet another question
deals with debt management in the
Third World.

ByJames J, Kilpatrick

A German student may be tested
on "the role and significance of
on Japanese history and culture, Robespierre in the French Revolt',
tion." This same student is
but on the history of England
to have an intimate knowexpected
beginning with the Vikings. A typical question deals with commerce ledge of the Weimar Republic.
seniors
between France and England in the Would our high school- know-,
equivalent
an
have
mastered
time of Louis XIV. Some questions
ledge of U.S. political history in
offer multiple choice:
"In the classical period of the 1920s?
Mrs. Cheney's purpose is releasGreek and Roman civilizations.
advanced science and technologies ing this sobering comparison is to
were introduced from (other lands). promote national achievement testing here at home. She believes this
Choose the correct statement:
be done without resort to a
can
"(a) The Sumerians devenationally prescribed curriculum —
loped mathematics, particularly the
something most conservatives
concept of zero and the decimal
• would fiercely resist. She also
system.
believes a standard test can be put
"(b) The Egyptian solar
fairly for all students, and
together
calendar became a basis of the
for those going on to
merely
not
Julian calendar.
college.
"(c) The numbers currently
All of this amounts to a tall
used in the world were invented in
order, but if 18-year-olds abroad
the Babylonian kingdom.
can handle tough questions, our
"(d) Phoenician surveying
own young people had better be
technique became a basis of
prepared to handle equally tough
geometry developed in Greece."
ones here at home.
In France, the college-bound stu-
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Today In History
Today is Wednesday, May 29. the 149th day oft 1991. There are 216
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 29, 1765, Patrick Henry denounced the Stamp Act before Virginia's House of Burgesses. Responding to a cry of "Treason!," Henry
replied. "If this be treason. make the most of it!"
On this date:
In 1453. the capital of the Byzantine Empire. Constantinople, fell to the
Turks.
In 1790. Rhode Island became the 13th and final original colony to
This could be phrased more deliratify the United _States Constitution.
but the fact of the matter is
cately,
In 1848, Wisconsin became the 30th state of the union.
R. Januz has a real big
Lauren
that
In 1917, the 35th president of the United States. John F. Kennedy. was
butt.
born in Brookline, Mass.
My guess is that he probably has
In 1932, World War I veterans began arriving ieWashington to demand
spacious a butt as anyone in the
as
cash bonuses they weren't s,:hecluled to receive for another 13 years.
suburb of Lake Forest,
wealthy
In 1953, Mount Everest was conquered as Edmund Hillary of New Zeahe lives, and where
where
is
which
land .and Tensing Norkay of Nepal became the first clianbers to reach the
strive for a bottom that
people
MoSt
summit of the 29.000 foot Himalayan Mountain.
they can proudly display on a ten-,
In 1973, Tom Bradley was elected the first black mayor of Los
court_
nis
•
Angeles. defeating- incumbent Sam Yorty.
that's his business. Or it
But
In 1977, A.J. Foyt won the Indianapolis 500 a record fourth time (The 'should be his business, since it is
race featured the first appearance of a woman at Indy, Janet Guthrie. who
his oversized butt. However, he has
had to drop out because of engine trouble.)
to make the size of his hind
chosen
In 1980. National Urban League president Vernon E. Jordan Jr. was
issue.
public
a
end
shot and seriously wounded in a motel parking lot in Fort Wayne. Ind.
sent a stern letter
recently
Januz
(Joseph Paul Franklin, a self-proclaimed racist, was tried but acquitted of
the chief executive officer of
to
violating Jordan's civil rights).
McDonald's Corp. He sent copies
. In 1982. a 450-year-old schism. between the Church of Rome and the
to me and the Minority Rights
Church of England came closer to an end as Pope John Paul II and the
Division of the U.S. attorney's
Archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Runcie. prayed together in Canterbury
office.
Cathedral.
He wrote, "Frepresent aminority
In 1985, thirty-five people were killed and hundreds injured in noting
that is just as visible as
group
that erupted between British and Italian spectators at the European Cup
blacks, Mexicans, Latins, Asians or
soccer fine in Brussels, Belgium.
women. Your company has taken it
In 1987, a jury in Los Angeles found "Twilight Zone" movie director
upon itself to grossly and improJohn Landis and four associates innocent of involuntary manslaughter in
perly discriminate against large
the deaths of actor Vic Morrow and two children.
people — both tall and heavyset —
In 1988, Ronald Reagan became the first American president in 14
and we are prepared, if necessary,
years to visit Moscow
to bring federal litigation against
Ten years ago: President Reagan's special envoy Philip Habib. Ordered
your company to comply with the
back to the Middle East after meeting with the president, said a peaceful
Rights in Public AccomodaEqual
resolution to the Syrian missile crisis in Lebanon was achievable.
Provision.
tions
ReaFive years ago: Some of the United States' closest allies urged the
"I refer specifically to your disgan administration at a NATO foreign ministers' meeting in Halifax,
crimination against overweight
Nova Scotia, not to scrap the Salt 11 arms accord.
people: namely, the fact that the
One year ago: Boris, N. Yeltsiji. was elected president of the Russian
.seats in your restaurants are for the
republic in the third round of balloting by the Russian parliament. Soviet
most part 'fixed seats' or 'booths'
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev visited Canada en route to his Washingin which the distance between the
ton summit with President Bush. Peru was struck by an earthquake that
chair and table is not adjustable.
claimed 56 lives.
Thought for Today: "Genius does what it must. talent does what it
can." —Edward Bulwer-Lytton, English author (1803-1873).

Getting to the bottom of discrimination
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Ten years ago
Graduation ceremonies for more
than 125 adults who have earned
high school equivalency certificates
through General Educational Development (GED) Program were held
at Murray State University. Raymond Barber, Kentucky Superintendent of Public Instruction, was

speaker.
William Lyn Dunn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Dunn, was
awarded a degree ,of Master of
International Management from
American Graduate School of
International Management at Glendale, Ariz.
/New officers of Teens Who Care

"I refer particularly to your operator at Dempster and Cicero in the
town of Skokie. Not a single seat
in that restaurant is a moveable
seat — thus resulting in an impossibility of effective seating for an
overweight peison.
"I have a 60-inch waist and am 6
feet 5 inches tall. It is absolutely
impossible for me to get service in
that restaurant because of the tvne
of seating that you have installed.
Further, many of the single seats
have such small platforms on the
seats that it is impossible for the
posterior of an overweight individual to sit on that scat.
"We are very serious- in our
demands that McDonald's recognize the existence of the large and
heavy minority that make up nearly
20 percent of the American population, and take severe steps to provide at least 20 percent of the seating in your restaurants to be suitable... for large and heavy people.
"We will await bringing litigation for 30 days pending the possibility of a suitable plan being developed by McDonald's to recognize

the problems and heavy minority."
An interesting point of view, but
my guess is that if Januz sues, he
will lose. Unless he happens to get
a judge who has a 60-inch waist.
I don't know what. the federal
laws say about equal rights in public accomodatiOns, but I don't think
Januz is on firm legal ground when
he puts himself in the samt.category as blacks, Mexicans, Asians,
women or others who might be
considered minorities. They were
born black, Mexican, women, etc.
But Januz was not born with a
60-inch waist and an enormous
butt. Nor did anyone force him to
_develop a 60-inch waist and an
Cnonnous bun. After a certain age,
he created himself and his butt.
They are his responsibility. And
even the most liberal of liberals4
would have to agree that Januz's
60-inch waist and awesome butt
should not be the responsibility of
the federal government of the
United States of America.
If anything, McDonald's might
be sending him a subtle and considerate niecsage by providing
chairs that don't accomodate his
bulk. They might be saying: "If
you can't fit into our chairs, you
shouldn't be eating our food.
Forget the Quarter Pounder with
cheese, large fries and a malt. You
shouldn't even think about a Happy
Meal. Take our advice: Go to a
veggie joint instead, and nibble on
some carrots."

After reeiving a copy of his letter, I called Januz and asked him if
he was serious about suing.
"Yes; I am," he said, sounding
serious. And he went on to tell me
about how many Americans are
overweight or very tall and wide
and how unfair it is that some of
them can't squeeze into a seat at a
McDonald's.
Then we had the following
conversation.
How old are you?
"I am 52."
How much do you weigh?
"I'm,- uh, about 365 or 370. I
have a 16-inch shoe."
Doi- you have a regular
physician?
"Uh, yes, I do."
What do you think your physician would tell you?
"He'd. uh, tell me to diet."
And he would probably advise
you to stay out of McDonald's
wouldn't he?
"As a matter of fact, I talked to
him the other day."
What did he say?
"He said that my car should be
trained to drive past all McDonald's. Haagen-Dazs and places
like that." •
Good luck.
"Thank you."
And if Januz does sue, I have
one piece of advice for him.
When it it your turn to testify, be
careful. Do not sit on the judge's
bailiff.

Looking back
at Calloway County High School Steve Knott, Mrs. Jackie Butterare Michael Bell, Bonnie Stone, worth and Mrs. Nancy Simpson are
Thelma Hurst and Barbara Stone. new officers of Hazel Woman's
Club.
Twenty years ago
Thirty years ago
Roy Knight was named as head
Miller of Murray was
L.D.
by
Department
Street
of Murray
Murray City Council. He succeeds reelected as chairman of Directors
Jimmy Billingtory who resigned of East Fork ,of Clarks River
after 27 years of service because of Watershed Coutervancy District.
Bethel Richardson, Murray Cerhealth reasons.
Public Accountant, has been
tified
Tappan
the
of
Murray Division
Company has been presented an elected to Board of Directors of
award of merit -for low injury rate Kentucky Society of CPA.
Tina Sprunger, daughter of Mr.
during 1970, according to Don
Alley, safety director, and-Ed Hen- and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, was
crowned as queen of Murray High
don, plant superintendent.
School Junior-Senior Prom held
Gerald
Mrs.
Ray,
Gerald
Mrs.
Gallimore, Mrs. Ed Russell, Mrs. May 26 at Paris Landing State Park

thm
Forty years ago
A feature story about Robert
Swann, local grocery store owner,
written by Frieda Jones, is
published.
Buist Scott, manager of Scott
Drug Company's Walgreen Agency
Store at Fourth and Main Streets on
courtsquare in downtown Murray,
silid the store will open for busintss on May 31.
"We visited Max Nance's automobile auction yesterday and were
amazed at the activity at the auction block," from column,"Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
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A High School Youth Ministry Workshop will be at Parish Center of
St. Leo Catholic Church on Thursday, May 30, from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Tony
Cooper, youth director for the diocese of Owensboro, will conduct the
workshop which will consist of a process to discover what's currently
happening for youth and what leaders would like to ..see happen in the
future. High school youth and parents are encouraged to attend the workshop. Refreshments will be served,

The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will have a rummage sale
on Friday, May 31, at 9 a.m. at Weaks Community Center. Funds from the
sale will be used for Senior Citizens activities. The group will accept donations of items for the sale and may be taken to the center from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. each day. For more information call 753-0929.

California Connection plans picnic
The Second Annual California Connection Picnic in the Park will be Saturday, June 8, from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on the deck of Playhouse in Park at
Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck picnic will be served with each one
to provide own table service and a dish (casserole, salad/vegetable, or
dessert). The committee will provide the picnic tables, iced tea and soft
drinks. The children are welcome to bring games, toys, whatever they enjoy.
The public pool will be open for swimming. Horseshoes will be set up, and it
is also hoped a volleyball and net will be available. 'Once again well be
asking for a small donation to cover the cost of soft drinks, mailing and paper products,' committee members said. Anyone who has ties to California is
urged to call Pat Danna at 759-1337 for further details. Other committee
members include Sally Baumeiuster, Barbara Tompkins, Lefty Page, Flo
Rogers, Bob Aiken, Ginger Goodell and Tom Tompkins.

Some 22,000 young people eagerly anticipate one of the highlights of
their year coming up soon — the beginning of 4-H summer camp. Dwight
Crum, 4-H specialist with the University of Kentucky's Cooperative Extension Service, said half of those participating in the largest camping program
in the country will attend a summer resident camp at one of five Kentucky
locations. The location of the camp for Calloway County children is Dawson
Springs. Calloway County youth pill spend the week of July 8-12 at camp.
Other counties camping at that time include Ballard, Fulton and Marshall.
Parents who want to send their children to 4-H camp still have time to make
arrangements. They should call 753-1452 to make reservations. Children
need not be affiliated with 4-H to attend camp, according to Jane Steely,
4-H Club agent in Calloway County.

West Fork plans Bible School
Vacation Bible School will be at West Fork Baptist Church at Stella starting Monday, June 3, and continuing through Friday, June 7. Classes on the
theme, SONWARD HO!, Sharing the Adventure of Life with Jesus,* will be
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon each morning. All children of the church and community are invited to attend. There will be Bible study, crafts, songs, refreshments and games each day. For more information call 753-6618.

A little Miss and Mr. Western Kentucky Pageant will be Saturday, June 8,
at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah. This is for children, 0 to 17, and each
must be pre-registered. For more information call 1-442-5472.
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Vacation Bible School for children, ages three years through sixth grade,
will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray, starting Monday. June 3, and continuing through Friday, June 10. Classes will
be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Children of the community are invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor. To register, call the church
office at 753-6712.

One, Two and Three Bedroom Rent Assistance Applications are now
being acepted from very low income families and elderly and handicapped
individuals. Eligibility guidelines and application materials are available by
contacting the Purchase Area Housing Corporation at P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, Ky. 42066, or call 1-247-7171, or 1-800-247-2510 for the hearing
impaired, according to Carol Rogers, public information officer.

The Purchase Area Senior Games Regional Tennis Tournament will be
Tuesday, June 18, at Kenlake State Resort Park Tennis Center, Aurora. All
men and women, 55 years of age or more, who reside in the Purchase Area
may compete in the event. There is a $5 facility fee plus, the $5 entry fee
which entitles the participant to a Purchase Area Senior Games T-shirt and
entry in all 1991 events corrdinated by Senior Games. Each participant is
required to bring one unopened can of- USTA approved tennis balls. Entry
forms may be picked up • at all area Senior Citizens Centers, the PADD
Office in Mayfield, and Bank of Murray. For more information call Cathy
Duncan, tournament director, at 474-2211.

to diet."
ably advise
McDonald's
The Purchase Area Senior Games Swimming Competition will be held at
.Club, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on
Nautilus Racquet and Swim
Friday, June 21. All men and women, 55 years of age or more, who reside
in the Purchase Area may compete in the event. There is a $5 entry fee
which entitles the participant to a Purchase Area Senior Games T-shirt and
entry in all events coordinated by Senior Games. Entry forms may be picked
up at all area Senior Citizens Centers, the PADD Office in Mayfield, Bank of
Murray, and the Nautilus Club in Paducah. For more information call Marvin
Quertermous or Pat Wathen at 1-443-7529.
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Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
include Robert 0. Chadwell and Robert D. Wynn, Murray, James F. Burton,
Puryear, Tenn., and Karen Y. Green, Hardin.

Lori Webb
bride-elect of
Danny Butler
has made her
gift selections from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Miss Shauna Alicia Thomas of
Paducah and Jason Deep Billington
of Murray announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis R. Thomas of
Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tibbitts
Cody of Toledo, Ohio, and of Mr.
and Mrs. James Harold Thomas of
Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the son of
Robert H. Billington Sr. and Ms.
Peggy D. Billington of Murray.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Washington Deep
of Dover, Tenn., and of Mrs. Lurline Billington and the late Guy
Billington of Murray.
Miss Thomas, a 1986 graduate of
Lone Oak High School, attended
Murray State University. She is
presently employed as a partner by
Express Compognie Internationale,
Paducah.
Mr. Billington, a 1986 graduate
of Murray High School, is a 1991
graduate with a Bachelor of Science in Biological Chemistry from
Murray State University. He will
be pursuing a Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at St.
Louis University in August.
The wedding will be Saturday,
July 20, at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
First Baptist Church, Paducah.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
Invitations will be sent.

First Christian Church events
include Chancel Choir/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include: Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Chancel Choirf7:30
p.m.; UMYF Lock-in at Wesley
Foundation/9 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include: Mid-Week Bible Study,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include: Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m.; Library
open/6:1 5 p.m.; Klaymata
Fellowship/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45
• Sanctuary
..:1
Choir/7:45 p.m.p 1n.
Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include: Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Business meeting/7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers'/8 p.m.

Shauna Alicia Thornas and
Jason Deep Billington to marry

Memorial Baptist Church events
include: Supper/6 p.m.; prayer
service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Eighteen members of Chapter M
of P.E.O. Sisterhood were present
at a meeting on Saturday morning,
May 25, at the home of MIS. N.T.
Beal.
Mrs. Gary Flickinger, president,
presided. For the devotion, Mrs.
Howard Titsworth read from the
book of Proverbs.
Mrs. Helen Bennett, chairman
for the International Peace Scholarship Fund, read a letter from the
executive committee of that fund,
announcing a grant to a scholar
who had been sponsored by the
local chapter. The recipient is now
attending college in Rochester,
N.Y.
Reports were given of the recent
state chapter convention held at
Hurstbome Holiday Inn, Louisville,
May 16-18.
• Representing Chapter M were
delegates, Mrs. Flickinger and Mrs.
Robert Larson. Others who were in
attendance were Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, a past state president,
and Mrs. John Twomey, state
recording secretary. Present also
for the Friday night banquet was
Prof. A. Douglas McKenzie of San
Antonio, Texas, a guest of his
mother.
Mrs. Twomey was installed as
state corresponding secretary for

Plans for the wedding of Miss
Mitzi Renee Parker and Brad Lane
Houston have been completed.
The wedding will be Saturday,
June 1, at 7 p.m. at Hazel Baptist
Church, Hazel. Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall of Nashville, Tenn., will
officiate.
Parents of the couple are Dan
Parker and the late Mrs. Nancy
Valentine Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Houston, all of Murray.
Music will be presented by Mrs.
Oneida White.
Miss Parker has chosen Miss
Kina Hurt as maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss Stephanie Vanover and Miss Lee Veazey.
The flower girl will be Kori
Tabers.

the next year. A new member on
the state executive board is Mrs.
Edward Coffman of Russellville, a
former member of Murray Chapter
M.
Representing International Chapter of the Sisterhood was Mrs.
Margaret Johnson, a member of the
International Board of Trustees for
the Educational Loan Fund. Mrs.
Johnson of Holden, Mass., was
accompanied to Kentucky by her
husband.
Three' Kentucky titideittS WhO hold Kentucky P.E.O. scholarships
to Cottcy College, Nevada, -Mo.,
were among speakers. Also a graduate student who holds a master's
degree in music thanked the Sisterhood for an educational loan which
is helping her pursue a further
degree in speech pathology.
A new project of the Sisterhood,
a special award for graduate students, received 410 applications
this year. One of these for $5,000
has been given to a student at Kentucky State University.
Mrs. Twomey and Mrs. McKenzie were special guests at a dinner
for state officers and past state
presidents held at Crane House, a
Chinese Cultural Institute sponsored by Mrs. Calvin Lang. Both

Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.

24-hour Program Information
15(12; 753-3314

Buy one roll of selected
in-stock wallpaper —
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25 YEARS EXPERIENCE - REFERENCES AVAILABLE
1
0 WALKER PIANO SERVICE

502-838-6889

Thursday, May 30
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Courtsquare in downtown Murray/
8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.

Cakko.

PRESENT THIS COUPON JUNE 1 THRU JUNE 30, 1991
AND RECEIVE ONE PIANO TUNING FOR
$25.00 (REGULAR PRICE - 550.00)

Larry Walker

Mrs. Lang and her husband are of
Chinese origin and their two families have made a museum of their
Chinese furniture and art objects.
Classes are -heldthere for school
students, a qUart&ly Crane House
newsletter is issued, and special ,
meals and meetings are held for
various groups.
Next year's state convention' will
be at Lexington with the newly
elected state president, Mrs. S.D.
Smith of Lexington Chapter K,
presiding:
Refreshments of coffee, fruit and
ether items were served by Mrs.
Beal, assisted by Mrs. Robert Boss.
An arrangement of purple clematis
and yellow roses was on the serving table. The hostess gift was
awarded ot Mrs. Joan van
Ameringen.
The next meeting of the chapter
will be Monday, June 3.

Mr. Houston has chosen John
Mark McDougal as best man.
Groomsmen will be Lance Allison
and Justin Houston.
Ushers will be Cregg Parker,
Jason Phillips, Curtis Beane and
Bruce Greer.
The ring bearer will be Grant
Fridy.
Presiding at the guest register
will be Melissa Lamb.
The wedding wiii be directed by
Mrs. Sue Allison.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Mrs. Ima Wilson will coordinate
the reception.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

PIANO TUNING
1/2 PRICE

J.
120513 Chestnut • 753.1$51

Wednesday, May 29
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners 5:15 p.m./regular 5:30
p.m./Ellis Community Center.

WHE

L

PT

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
1990 JCPanney Company Inc
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halved.
Combine crab meat, onion, catsup and mayonnaise. Add salt and
pepper, mix well. Spoon crab meat
onto muffin halves, top with avocado slices, lay 1/2 slice cheese on
top. Broil 4-5 minutes, until cheese
melts.

BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker

*7,
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Crab Meat
As much research as is done in
Avocado
this country on seemingly trivial
Sandwiches
Muffaletta Poor Boys
1 can crab meat, drained and
concerns, I wonder if anyone is
French rolls (10 oz. each)
pkg.
1
studying the projected effect of the
flaked
mayonnaise
c.
1/4
onion
America's
food
on
fast
chopped
industry
finely
tsp.
1
1
1 Tbls and 1 tsp, salad olive
eating and cooking habits. My
1 Tbls. catsup
juice
theory is that the art of crafting
2 Tbls. mayonnaise
4 oz. sliced ham
sandwiches is dying out, solely
Salt and pepper
English muffins
because it is just too easy to "run
1/4 c. and 2 Tbls. chopped salad
1 avocado, peeled and sliced
out and pick something uyp."
olives
To validate this theory, I raise
3 slices American cheese.
4 oz. sliced salami
these questions: Who do you know
that regularly bakes their own
bread? Does the weekly poker
game crew rely on cold cuts and
heroes, or do they just send out for
pizza? When packing a picnic, does
anyone 'spend an hour or more
creating a variedly of sandwiches
to please everyone's palate or just
stop by and pick up a bucket of
chicken? I personally know children who flinch and shy away from
home-made foods, but if it comes
wrapped in paper in a sack, it's
OK.
My all-time favorite sandwich is
one of those silly things left over
from childhood' a tomato sandwich. Fresh homemade white
bread. smeared with mayonnaise
and slices of fresh garden ripe
tomatoes (I could eat a 1/2 dozen!)
Rimning a close second is peanut
butter and banana, only to be consumed when one has the time and
.pattence._ to deal ,with constantly _
prying the contents off the roof of
your mouth, but delicious none the
less.
N.1 . perennial standby is tuna,
with a touch of celery and onion,
or. v.•hole wheat. while my hushc - fs, avant garde preferences
.s the man who eats relish,on'
77-0-Vk-i41-4411IIT TWO PINCASE4
cantaloupe) have included
smoked oysters and pepperoncim
1
PSI/1:4
[
on an onion roll.
• Reading a Lawrence Sanders
novel, especially his "Deadly Sin"
series. can make you gain five
pOunds. His luscious descriptions
of sandwiches' will leave you
drooling.
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
One late night reading Session
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
that contained 2 particularly
OR CRUSH
descriptive reference to a cornedcef on Jewish rye with German
7-,iisar-d-,and -dripping.: w_crcamy
- slaw
. . reduced my husband to
1_2 PK.
p4ttingon shoes and _heading .for
12 OZ.
the store to obtain those same
000010°.-CANS
ingredients (and it was delicious).
Recently, fast food restaurants
24 CT. $5.89
•
have conceded to the nation's
growing health awareness and
began offering some lower fat
selections, which seems to me to
indicate a decline in customers
OIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE Pin,
fwhy fix it if it's not broke?).
7-OP, NT. SEW, MI. PEND
Perhaps there's still hope for the
art of sandwich making, after all. I
encourage everyone to do some
TWO LITER
independent research of their own.
PLASTIC
If you are tired of eating.something
lukew2rm, greasy and left under a
heat lamp for who knows how
long, try one of these great sandwich recipes (or one of your old
-time favorites)..

2 Tbls. chopped ripe olives
8 oz. sliced mozzarella
Split rolls in half, combine mayonnaise and olive juice, spread on
rolls (both halves). On bottom
halves, layer, in order listed above.
meats and olives, top with cheese.
Broil or bake- until cheese melts.
Italian Meat Loaf Sandwiches
1 c. bread crumbs
1 c. tomato sauce
11/2 lbs. ground beef
I egg. lightly beaten
I clove garlic, minced
2 Tbls. grated Parmesan cheese
1/2 tsp. salt
Fresh ground black pepper to

taste
1/2 tsp. chopped basil
1/2 e. grated mozzarella cheese
2 Tbls. olive oil
I Ibis. unsalted butter
2 lbs. onions, cut into 1 -inch
slices
2 lbs. bell peppers, cored, seeded
and cut into 1 -inch slices
6 or 8 Italian rolls
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Oil
a 9x5 inch loaf pan. In a bowl,
soak the bread crumbs in 2/3 c.
tomato sauce until the sauce has
been absorbed. Add beef, egg. garlic, Parmesan theese, salt, pepper
and basil and mix well. Pack into
prepared loaf pan. Bake 45

minutes. Pour off drippings and
spoon the remaining tomato sauce
(1/3 c.) over loaf. Sprinkle with
mozzarella cheese, return to oven
and bake 10 minutes longer. If
serving warm, let rest in pan 10
minutes.
Heat oil and butter in large skillet. Saute the onions and peppers
until just wilted. Season lightly
with salt and pepper if desired.
Invert meat loaf on a board, and
slice (may remove from pan onto
plate and chill if cold wandwiches
are desired). Split rolls and warm
them, arrange meat slices on the
rolls and top with sawed onions
and peppers.
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Retired zvorriati
will contiiiiie study
for bachelor's degree
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
Pearl Grumoli needed, 21 years to
earn an asscciate degree. but figures her bachelor's will come much
Faster' -i-i-C4-1.hat - she's retired. While she worked in the state
unemployment office, Grumoli
only took one class a semester.
"More than that would have
been too much for me when I was
working,- she said. "It won't take
me 20 years to get my bachelor's."
Grumoli, a widow with a grown
son, has attended four colleges. She
will graduate Thursday from
Springfield Technical Community
College, which was founded just
three years before she began her
college career.
Even though she's in her 60s,
Grumoli has no intention of slowing down as a student.
"I never had the opportunity to
go to college when I was a girl,"
she said. "I don't want to waste
my opportunity now."
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Hello
Stranger!
Satr h.n9 for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city'
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative it s my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

S.

9VeTayn4i401
Hostess Kethry,, Outland 753 3079
most's, Intipabdrg kvg 492 0348
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Members of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons recently attended an Area 3 Leadership
Workshop of AARP held at Lake Barkley Lodge. This included chapters from Fulton, Hopkins County, Hopkinsville, Lake Barkley at
Cadiz, Paducah, and the local chapter. Stewart McCloy from Kentucky Attorney General's Office spoke on "Living Will and Power of
Attorney;" Ed Ryan, Kentucky State Director, on "National and State
Update;" Pearl Miller, state legislative committee member, on "Major
State Legislative Issues;" and Irene Vertrees on "Health Care System
Refirm." Open discussions were also held on various topics. Local
members pictured are, from left, John Brinn, legislative chairman,
John Emerson, Orvis Brinn, board member, Ruth Cole, health chairman, Verlene Ezell, president, Rowena Emerson, and Robert Hendon,
vice president.

Matthew Sykes honored
By MRS. R.D. KEY
Murray Lodger & Times Correapondont

Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Cooper Jones recently were
Mrs. Sue Weaver, Mr. and Mrs.
George Delco and Nicholas of
Akron, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley, Mrs. Beth Smith of South
Haven, Miss., Mrs., Mark Farley

GOOD WCD
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BRYAN BONELESS
CENTER CUT
BRYAN WHOLE
BONELESS

PORK
CHOPS

PORK LOIN
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ONELESS TOP
OUND STEAK
ONELESS BOTTOM
OUND STEAK
ONELESS
UMP ROAST

BONELESS SIRLOIN
TIP ROAST
iB
OHSE
TURKEY
HAM
LB. $229
EYE-OF-ROUND
STEAK
LB.

52"

LB
LB.
LB.

ON-COR
CHICKEN NIBBLERS .Ls COON MARTINO
PIZZA
3 PACK $399
BONUS PACK SIRLOIN
$059
TIP STEAK
LB.

COOKS
HAM
SLICES

OSCAR MEYER
MEAT

I WIENERS
$159

SIMPLOT HASHBROWN
POTATOES
LB.
EL-MONTREY

BURRITOS

40 OZ.

HILLSHIRE

SMOKED SAUSAGE ....LB.

JORNSinue
VARIETIES)

BAKERY
IPEIBU

$1109

EACHES

419°

LB.

GOI.DEN 8 CT.
BASBURGEB BUNS
OLEON

EA.

arm

$259

APPLE PIE....4. oz.

\JUICY SWAT FROM ALABAMA

RIP

COLDER R
10 COUNT BAG

BANANAS
DELI
AN
LOGNA
SHIRE
11: SLAW

2tIc

La. $2511

JUMBO SWEET
RED ONIONS

69°
FRESH BUNCH
3/$100
GREEN ONIONS..
FRESH I LB. BAG
C
RADISHES
EA. 79

8

Ls.

gra' u

Le.

LEMONS
1159
FRESH GREEN
CABBAGE
GARDEN FRESH
GREEN BEANS
TENDER FRESH

SPINACH

• Ilife•
•
1
N
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Sharon Farrell talks
about special role
on daytime drama

'09

LB.

and Stephen of New Jersey, Mrs.
Frances Thompson 9f Bristol,
Tenn., and Mrs. Billy Whitlow of
Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
were guests of the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes on the evening of
May 4.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and Lawanda McCallon of Murray
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr at
Puryear, Tenn., on May 11.
The Rev.,Halite Cook and Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry McCree took the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes out
for lunch on May 12.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mr. ari
Mrs. Terry Orr were among the
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Miller on May 12.
Dorothy Sykes, Larue Orr and
Sue Carol Nicholas attended the
Senior Adult meeting at New Harmony Church on May 14.
Mr. and Mrs. David Peeler and
children, Clifford and Cheslea,
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mitch Sykes on May 18.
Mrs. Barbara Young of Covington, Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mayhem Key on May 17 and 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Term., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr of Puryear, Term.,
on May 17 and 18. The Rev. and
Mrs. Glynn On and son, Bryan,
and Sara Fitts of Murray, and Ricky Orr of Dyersburg, Tenn., were
guests in the On home on May 18.
The Wyatts visited in my home on
May 18.
Hilda Miller visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
Mn. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins and
;hildren, Mallorie and Blake,
recently were in Memphis,-Tenn.,
for Mallorie to have treatment theree
in a hospital. She got a good report
and was able to return to school.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
children, Chris, Jeffery and Danny,
spent Saturday with Mrs. Bernice
Fletcher.
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
Paschall on Sunday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee of
Paris, Tenn., attended a Bible Conference in Memphis. Tenn., April
17-19.
Mitch and Marilyn Sykes had a
birthday party in honor of the
fourth birthday of their son, Matthew Sykes, On April 13 at McDonald's at Paris. Attending were
Mitch and Marilyn Sykes, Warren
and Dorothyt Sykes, Susan Lee,
Joetta Paschall, Keith and Melissa
Ray, Steve Caldwell, Sean Stigall,
Jason and Danial Stigall, David
and Tonia Peeler, Clifford Peeler,
Chelsea Peeler, Tina Paschall, Benjamin Paschall, Carolyn Kaminski
and Ashley Kaminski.

••
•

RADNOR, Pa. (AP) — Sharon
Farrell said she and her fellow
actors are "just bozos on the same
bus."
Miss Farrell, who portrays the
vodka-guzzling, part-time hooker
Flo on "The Young and the Restless," said she doesn't see why
actors get uptight about which roles
to do.
"Actors can get highfalutin
about what they will and will not
do and most are just sitting at
home waiting for the phone to
ring," she said in an interview in
this week's TV Guide.
"What's the big deal? We're all
just bozos on the same bus," Miss
Farrell said.
She's had a bumpy ride.
Miss Farrell's career was in
good shape when she appeared
opposite Steve McQueen in "The
Reivers," but shortly after that,
while seven months pregnant, her
lung collapsed and she nearly died.
She and the baby survived, but
her memory was affected. Miss
Farrell ran into Andrew Prine at a
party and forgot she had been married to him once for two weeks.
Miss Farrell said she went to a
psychiatrist, who told her to "just
get on with your life."

Burt Reynolds now
at Hendersonyzlle

3
LB.6
Li.6
LB.

HENDERSONVILLE, N.C.(AP)
— Burt Reynolds says he has a
personal feel for the characters of
"Eleemosynary," the play he's
directing at the Flat Rock
Playhouse.
Rehearsals began Tuesday and
the production opens June 4.
"Eleemosynary" is about communication and, three generations
of women, Reynolds said. The title
is from a Latin word meaning "of,
relating to, or supported by charity," he said.
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Hospital lists
babies, dismissals
for past two days

Cook and Gilbert wedding on July 12

ENDAR
CAL
ft'ont'd from page 5A)
Thursday, May 30

Thursday, May 30

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, May
'7, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wagler baby boy. parents, Marietta
rid Leon, RI 1, Box 184, Henry,
7 nn .
York baby girl, parents. Neva and
Mark, Rt 4, Box 2, Benton;
Summers baby boy, mother, MichelYork, Rt 3, Box 210, Murray:
• Boggess baby girt parents. Angela
•d Kevin 315. Pleasure Ridge Rd
Dismissals
Mrs Marione Barnett, West View
Nursing Home, Murray. Miss Twilla
_Jnner 1623 Catalina Dr , Murray.
Joe Bolm, Rt 1, Box 39, Clinton.
A:oert Torsak, Rt 5, Box 735, Murray
Yrs Phyllis Ann Tucker, Rtr 1, Box
'46, Kirksey,
Mrs Mary Sue Trenholm, 119
,nady Oaks. Murray. Mrs Kelly Diane
amler and baby boy. RI- 1 Box
,4-1. Almo

Iwo newborn admissions and
.:Ismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for7uesday, May
have been released as follows:

First United Methodist Church
evems include Exercise Class/10

Senior citizens' sells ities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

a.m.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/17:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. Info/Kcnnith Broach.
753-3580.

St. John Baptist Church Bible
Study/9 a.m.
LBL events/Corn Planting and Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m
/Homeplace-1850.

meeting of Narcotics
Anonymousfi p.m./Parish Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church.

Open

National Scouting Museum/open
9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
closed
non
Al-A
and
AA
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens''
Youth Ministry Workshop/7
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
sh Center. St. Leo Catholp.m./Pari
•'
753-7663.
ic Church.
Murray Kik+anis 'Club/6
Summer Teenage Volunteer
p.m./Sirloin Sto.kade
Program organizational
Murray Rotary Cluty'12 noon/ meeting/10:30 a.m./third floor education unit, Murray-Calloway
Seven Seas Restaurant.
County Hbspital.
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church/6
p.m./Seven Seas.

Newborn admissions
Morgan baby girt parents, Phyllis
• Id M4x Rt 8 Box 5218 Murray
Boggess baby girl parents Tern
'Id Joey Rt 3 Box 353A Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Rebecca Mott. E-6 Coach
,tates, Murray. Miss Trisha Jones,
iront'd on page 94

Best selling
books of week
are announced

Young N Hearts/1 0:30
am/Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.

Charlie's Safe-f
Discount Pharmacy

FOR THE ART
IN ALL OF US
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Jane Anne Cook and
Gregory James Gilbert to marry

No measles cases in county

day. "Infants are not being vacci- grounds.
Editor's note: After receiving
d
nated 'in t.me in our large. urban . In .city after city, doctors report
Associate
The
from
release
this
(he highest measles rates are
Press, the Murray Ledger & Times
measles
suspected
97
among minority children in poor
were
There
'County
contacted the Calloway
Health Department- to check on deaths in the nation last year. the inner-city areas, A CDC survey,
cases of measles in the area. most since 261 in 1966, when found the measles risk for black'
and Hispanic children under age 5
Daphene Mowery R.N., clinical 200,000 cases Were reported.
given
usually
to he, triple that of white children.
Measles vaccine is
nurse supervisor for the local
umpsmeases-m
Bth:nier says the nation's vaccine
combined
a
County
as
department, said Calloway
rubella inocculation and is recom- delivery system needs to be
has not had a case of measles in
the past few years, and only about mended for most children at age 15 simplified.
months.
30 casts were reported in the state
For a vaccination, many public
But health officials say many
of Kentucky last year. She said she
clinics require appointments,
health
gave credit for this record for the children aren't getting vaccinated
have convenient hours or
don't
until about age 5 when they enter
school immunization law requiring
enrollment in a health
mandate
children to be vaccinated before school. Almost half of last year's
• •
program
entering school; and also the 26,527 U.S. measles cases occurred
"There's no express-lane serrequirement for the booster for in children under 5.
a
fever,
a
he said.
with
begins
vice,"
be
Measles
measles, mumps and rubella to
throat.
sore
parents may also skip
and
Some
sneezing
entering
cough,
now
child
to
each
given
Complirash.
a
measles vaccinations for their
then develops into
the sixth grade. This is also given
and
a
believing it's better for a
pneumoni
include
children,
if
cations
children
to younger or older
child to get the disease and develop
encephalitis
requested. Mowery added.
reported
has
City
York
a stronger immunity, said Dr.
New
14
this
14
cases
measles
2,000
Litman, associate director
than
Nathan
offimore
Health
(AP)
ATLANTA
11
year and more than 4,500 since its of pediatrics at Montefiore Medical
cials were nearly ready to proCenter and North Central Bronx
outbreak began in March 1990.
nounce measles eradicated in the
14
Philadelphia has reported 1.215 Hospital in New York.
United States eight years ago. But
"But this is not a disease we
cases of the disease have since cases this year, including nine
who
children
Six
Litman said. "By no means
deaths.
s
like,"
because
children'
it's
say
ALL
soared, and doctors
14
died were from congregations that should this be vioked as a mild
children aren't being vaccinated.
14
More than 26,000 cases of mea- shun vaccinations on religious childhood illness."
11
W11
sles were reported in 1990, the fed14
eral Centers for Disease Control
each
14
says. That's up from a low of 1,497
14
14
in 1983, when health officials conself-efficacy, and to show how the
14
Dr. Edith Carlisle, an associate
sidered declaring the disease eradi14
concept of self-efficacy has an
professor of Psychology and
cated in the United States.
on change and contributes
So far this year, 4,079 cases Counseling at Mississippi College, impact wellness.
total
to
Murray,
14
have been reported, about half the Clinton, Miss., formerly of
04
More than 5,000 counseling and
number at this time last year. But presented a program entitled
Wellness
through
oiltrment
current
development professionals
"Empowe
said
human
officials
CDC
DURING SALE
national conthe
at
elseand
Efficacy"
City
the nation attended the
York
Selfacross
New
in
from
breaks
14
on
Associati
American
14
of
reported
and participated in
ference
fully
been
ce
haven't
conferen
where
14
for Counseling and Development, skill-building workshops and learn14
yet.
14
ing programs focusing on the most
"From the public-health point of April 23, in Reno, Nev.
14
a
ated
demonstr
the
what
program
The
know
we
really
up-to-date issues and techniques in
view,
14
14
the field of counseling and human
problem is," Dr. Roger Bernier of self-efficacy model that includes
suggested
and
n
Tues
said
evaluatio
personal
CDC
ased
develdpment.
! the Atlanta-b
iv X4
characteristiss which could
Her article, "Effective Commu,enhance optimal functioning.
nication and Family Counseling:
The objectives of the program
Bridging the Gap" has just been
were to identify through selfpublished in the spring 1991 issue
assessment the areas of life which
need improvement, to present char- of the International Association of
Marriage and Family Counselors
acteristics necessary for personal
Newsletter.
empowerment through wellness
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14
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Soldier makes Life cover twice

Thursday, May 30th

JCPenney

FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP)If, as Andy Warhol said, everyone
is entitled to fame for 15 minutes,
Army Capt. David R. Smith has
gotten more than his share.
Smith has appeared twice on the
cover of Life magazine, prompting
a - flood of mail and two marriage
proposals.
"I play it down as much as I
can," said Capt. Smith, an intelligence officer with the 82nd Airborne Division's 2nd Brigade.
The first time Smith was shown
in a helmet and camouflage face

Murray
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)
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y
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other
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on
account,
for
payment
redeemed 'for cash, used

paint on the March cover. Then, his
return from the Middle East was
splashed across the April 1 cover
of Life Weekly, the magazine's
weekly war publication.
Some of the letter writers seem
unaware that he has a wife, Jamie,
and two children. One woman,
"Bunny Judy," sent pictures of
herself in a Playboy bunny costume
and an invitation, to Boston.
"I'd love to go watch the Red
Sox play, but I don't know how
she'd take Jamie, Drew and Sam,"
he said.
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Best selling books for week of
May 26 have been released as
follows:

•
FICTION
1. "Star Wars. Heir to the Empire,"
Timothy Zahn
2 "Loves Music, Loves to Dance,"
Mary Higgins Clark
3. "Oh, the Places You'll Go!" Dr
Seuss
•
4 "The Firm," John Grisham
5. "The Seeress of Kell," David
"Where the price and service.
Eddings
makes the pill easier to swallow "
.6. "Heartbeat," Danielle Steel
7. "'H' Is for Homicide," Sue Grafton
8 "Bright Captivity," Eugenia Price
9 "As the Crow Flies,' Jeffrey
Archer
753-4175
10 "Vortex," Larry Bond
Glendale at Whttnell
NON-FICTION
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
1 "The Commanders," Bob
Woodward
2 -Nancy Reagan," Kitty Kelley
FRAMLNGARTMATTLNGFRAMENGARTMATTING
3, "Light Her Fire," Ellen Kreidman
4. -If You Really Loved Me," Ellen
Kreidman
5 -Wealth Without Risk," Charles
Givens
6. "You'll Never Eat Lunch in This
Town Again," Julia Phillips
• i'citcls
Rules • T Squa'ts •
7 "Michael Jackson, J. Randy
UtiN-• Water Colors • Cah-as anti much more
Teraborrelti
•
8. "Children's Letters to God,Custom Framing - Vacuum Alw..hltrtg .tir:Tik Wrapping
Stuart Hample
9 "Financial Self-Defense," Charles
Givens
1409 Main Street 753-0017
10. "Do It," Peter McWilliams
of Waldenbooks)
(Courtesy
TTING
ARTMA
AMING
INGFR

mines

The engagement antrapproaching marriage of Miss Jane Ann
Cook and Gregory James Gilbert,
both of Murray, have been
announced.
Miss Cook is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L.D. Cook Jr. of Rt. 1,
Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of the
late L.D. Cook Sr. and the late
Ethel Carter Cook of Murray, and
of the late Robert B. and Mattie
Wilson Moore of Hazer
Mr. Gilbert is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Gilbert of 505 Whitncll,
Murray.,
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Junes Gilbert of Rt. 1, Almo,
and of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Riley of
Rt. 2, Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School.
The wedding will be solemnized
in an outdoor ceremony in the garden of Murray Woman's Club
House on Friday, July 12, at 7:30
p.m.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
In the event of rain, the ceremony will be inside the club house.
All relatives and friends are invited
to attend,
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Fashion comes to lifes"

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 1230-530
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.. 10-8
Thurs._ & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

*Monday-Thursday

$799

served 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
restaurant

*Friday & Saturday
Open 4 p.m.

$999

.umcy p m. 9 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. • 763-4141
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PetS 0 the Week Hal Heti

By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP Ncwsfeatures
If simple shampooing doesn't
control your dandruff, there, are
enough over-the-counter preparations and prescription medications
to treat the more severe forms of
the problem.
For most people, however, a daily washing of the scalp — especially during the generally low humidity days of winter — is all that is
needed to control dandruff.
Dr. Jerome Shupack, professor
of clinical dermatology at the NYU
School of Medicine, said that dandruff is a result of the scalp sloughing off small flakes of dead skin..
During winter months, dry, cold
winds, low humidity and warm
indoor temperatures tend to accelerate dandruff, he said.
"The skin requires a relative
humidity of at least 60 percent to
keep from losing moisture to the
environment," Shupack said.
"Warm, dry air just sucks moisture
from the human skin."\
While the flakes are unattractive
and accompanying inflammation
and itching are annoying, dandruff
is not a health threat. Unusually

severe dandruff, however, may be
an indication of an underlying skin
disorder, he said.
Shupack said the key to controlling dandruff is a thorough daily
washing orthe hair, with most mild
cases responding to a soap that
contains either selenium sulfide or
zinc pyrithionc.
Dandruff is sometimes associated with the presence of yeastlike organisms, and there are antidandruff shampoos such as Nizoral,
available only by prescription, that
improve such cases.
Also, some of the over-theemitter shampoos containing
salicylic acid 'or tars may prove
clinically effective.
Perhaps a little folk medicine
can be utilized in treating the dandruff, Shupack suggested. Lubricating the scalp with olive oil before
going to bed, covering the hair
with a shower cap, and then washing the oil out in the morning with
a tar-based shampoo will prevent
the dryness which results in flaking
dandruff.
"It leaves a clean scalp," he
added.

These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane

Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Hawkeye," a male neutered Spitz; "Simon," a male, neutered, declawed housecat only; "Mr.
Magoo," a male neutered Dachsund mix; "Perkins," a male, neutered, declawed housecat only. Animals who do not find homes must be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane
Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

Stenciling as decorating technique is now popular
By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Newsfeatures
Stenciling is a decorating technique that uses cutouts to transfer
patterns onto walls, ceilings, floors,
furniture and furnishings. With current interest in handmade, one-ofa-kind decorating on the rise, stenciling is gaining in popularity.
Here are some basic instructions
for using this traditional art form:
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Piano students of Joyce Herndon were presented in recitals held May 19 in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Students in the first recital were, top photo, from left,
bottom
row, Ken i Anderson, usher, Emily Cutini, Alecia Robertson, Ashley Anderson, Kevin
Cunningham, Jason
Chapman, Adam Scott, usher; middle row, Andrea Scott, Julie Smotherman, Shanna Norsworthy, Jana
Herndon, Kase) Wilson, Gracian Alexander, Danette Woods, Amanda Gallimore; back row, Heather
Van
Volkinburg, Raina Anderson, Elise Anderson, LaQuency Ballard, Ryan Cunningham and Tim Stark.
Students presenting the second recital were, bottom photo, bottom row, Megan Haverstock, Emily
Allen,
Jeremy Hunt, Tyler Williams, Trey Green, Kacee Stonecipher, usher; middle row, Janna Furches,
Amy
Travis, Elizabeth Allen, Leigh Haverstock, Autumn Alcoa, Sara Grace Strickland, Katie Alcott;
back row,
Shea Stonecipher, Susie Richter, Jayme Gibson, Kelley Travis, Sarah Richter, Paige Alcott
and Neely
Green.
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PLANNING THE PROJECT
You can buy stencils of letters,
numbers and design motifs from art
supply stores or you can make your
own.
To make your own stencil, draw
a design on stiff paper, cardboard
or clear acetate, and make the cutouts with a craft knife. Be sure to
include "ti,es" or strips that separate the shapes-and link the cutout
areas to the edges of the stencil.
Tics should be at least one-eighthinch wide.
Any type of coloring agent can
be used for painting the design.
Choose what Pest suits the material
you're stenciling. For example:
— Latex wall paints work well
for stenciling walls because the
colors/ blend well with the background paint. Before stenciling,
paint the wall with flat latex or alkyd paint. Then apply the stencil
paint with an almost-dry brush.
— You can use acrylic or deck
paints for stenciling floors; Japan
'colors for stenciling glass, polished
metal or varnished furniture; and
crayons or poster paints for paper.
Blend the paint to a creamy consistency. Be sure to test the color
on a scrap or a hidden section.
Then, make a few trial runs. Tape
the stencil design to a sheet of
white paper (freezer wrap works
well) and practice. Repeat until you
get a feel for the process.
GETTING DOWN TO WORK
I. To compute how many times
to repeat the design, measure the
stencil and the area to which you
are applying it. Divide the stencil's
measurement into the area; if
there's a remainder, use it for spacing between repeats of the design.
2. Hold the stencil in place and

Children's
Denim

Ladies'
Denim
Shorts
$10

1110

Ladies' Group
Bathing
Suits
86

Ladies'
Shorts & Tops

50% off

(7479W
RENT-TO-OWN
.T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture•Stereos

"Now you have a choice!"
Hwy. 641 S

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-2600

This Week's Special; \
Rg. Bar-B-Que & Fries
Closed Special Good
Monday thru June 1

$249

FriddY Night Buffet
Bar-B-C1 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $
695
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SIDWALK SALE PRICES CONTINUE!

(Cont'd from page SA)
Rt. 1, Box 24, Hazel; Robert Ekdahl,
Rt. 2, Grand Rivers;
Welton Crews, Rt. 1, Wingo; Cecil
Owens, Rt. 2, Box 525, Benton; Darren Mitchell Knight, Rt. 4, Box 90,
Murray;
Mrs. Kimberly McFarlen, Rt. 7, Box
258, Murray; Mrs. Erma Lee Wilson
Rt, 1, Box 76, Aimo;
Mrs. Donna !Mow, Rt. 2, Box 452,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Neva Mae York and
baby girl, Rtg. 4, Box 2, Benton;
Mrs. Deanna Salyers and baby boy,
Box 983, Calvert City; Mrs. Jennifer
Burnett and baby boy, A-7 Coach
Esastes, Murray.

using straight up-and-down dabbing motions.
5. After filling in all the cutout
areas, untapc the stencil and carefully lift it straight up. Clean the
back of the stencil to avoid staining
the next area; then continue making
stencils in the same manner.
6. For a multicolored design,
work with one color at a time,
using a different stencil for each
color. Let the first color dry thoroughly. Then position the next color's stencil over the design and
apply paint in the same manner.

Varieties • On the Square
753-9569
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lightly mark the surface at the stencil's corners. 3. Place the stencil of the color
you plan to use most at the starting
point. Tape it to the surface.
4. With a tiny amount of stencil
paint on the brush, apply color over
the stencil, stroking away from the
edges toward the middle. Apply the
paint in several scant coats to keep
it from seeping under the edges of
the stencil.
For an antiqued effect on Walic,
apply acrylic paints or watercolors
with half-inch strips of sponge,

Trade-

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills .753-7695

753-7991
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Scopes denied attention
despite making history

SAVE•A•LOT

PADUCAH, Ky. -- After
24-year -old John Thomas Scopes
landed a teaching job in Dayton,
Tenn., he told his sister, "I'm
going there because it's a small
town N Ith a small school where I
won't get 'in any deep water."
The skinny. freckle-faced Padui'ahan made headlines worldwide in
1925 \Oen he was convicted of
feaching evolution.
"Brother didn'tAhtnk ihere was
much to what he had
‘,141 sister Lela Scopes.
since died.
Nl•a)L. not, but the Scopes
"Nlonk,:y Trial — was one of the
riioN: famous courtroom battles in
Arneric-an history.
Sopc'as buried on the family.
plot :n old Oak Grove,Cemetery in
Radii:all. A dark greed metal highdc•partment marker at the
ceine:r entrance 'tells about ,him
Jnd [he trial.
. •.\es seldom do people come
in and ask us about his grave,"
said Dcliner Cope, cemetery supervisor. "Most of the time, they'll
Just read the sign and drive on."
Scopes shunned the limelight
after the trial, working as a geologist in South America and Louisiana. The trial cost Lela her teaching
job in Paducah; the city school
board didn't rehire her when she
refused to denounce evolution.
Fresh from the University of
Kentucky, Scopes taught science.
lie violated a Tennessee law that
forbade the .teaching of evolution.
Tennessee called William Jennings Bryan as special .prosccutor.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
)2th St. at Storey Ave.

1

!Pepsi Cola

.
99' ‘‘

2 Liter Froducts

Pepsi Cola
12 Pk

1
Ntl 7,

Can Products

99
2
$

Prairie Farms

Cottage Chees
S 19

1.-..• “...

1

2

oz

.1

Prairie Farms

Wylerwood Whole Kernel or
Cream Style 16V2 oz.

Sour Cream or
_Lite Sour Cream

89

KENTUCKY
BACKROADS
By Beny
Craig
Arm•

A three-time presidential loser and
..)3,Aszclear,y,of state, Bryan.w as the
champion of Protestant
undamentalism.
"Interestingly, in 1909. Bryan
spoke against evolution at a Chaw:
tauqua in Paducah," said John
Robertson. a history professor at
Paducah Community College.
"Paducahans in attendance said it
was the first time Bryan publicly
condemned evolution and the
Scopes family was in the crov.d."
To defend Scopes, the American
Civil Liberties Union hired Clarence Darrow, one of the country's
most famous trial lawyers and an
admitted agnostic.
The inspiration for the play and

Former housing director
sentenced after review
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — The
head of a housing agency whose
misuse of government money led to
a federal takeover and a nationwide
review has been sentenced to more
.than ,four years in prison.
"This'case is sickening," U.S.

Don't Diet

16 oz.

Weightloss Center
N
Call 759-9999

SCrViCCMASTER®
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMNIERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceNIASTER of the Lakes

District Judge Maryanne Trump
Barry said Tuesday as she sentenced Paul A. Marguglid. "It's
corruption of the highest order,
shameless thievery and total disregard of the people he was sworn to
serve."
Calling the- Passaic Housing
Authority a sewer of corruption
under Marguglio, Barry sentenced
him to 57 months in prison for
income tax evasion and blocking
an investigation of the agency. She
also fined Marguglio $50,100.
Even if he earned maximum time
off for good behavior, the 60-yearold Marguglio would have to serve
at least 51 months.
Mrs. Barry departed from sentencing guidelines that called for a
maximum 46-month sentence, saying Marguglio, who ran the authority for 18 years, had violated the
public trust.
U.S. Housing and Urban Development Secretary Jack Kemp
began a nationwide probe of abuses
in public housing authorities last
year after a HUD audit discovered
more than $1.7 million was misappropriated in Passaic. HUD also
took control of the Passaic agency,
which oversees 700 housing units.
Marguglio is the first Plissaic
housing official to receive a prison
sentence. Four others have been
fined and given probation, and one
more is awaiting sentencing. All
pleaded guilty to charges rather
than face trial.
"He stuffed his pockets and the
pockets of his cohorts. He knew
how to get paid for multiple HUD
jobs and lie to HUD when HUD
asked questions. He knew how to
gel kickbacks and be a bagman,"
Mrs. Barry said. "This was money
that should have provided housing
for the poor."

759-1707

COMPARE MY RATES
On
-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AA,
7534451

the movie "Inherit the Wind," the
Scopes trial pitted urban science
and modernism against rural, oldtime religion.
— Modernists exhibited little
understanding of religion and fundamentalists showed icant appreciation for science," said Dr. David
Krueger. also a PCC history
professor.
Scopes was found guilty and
fined S100 under Tennessee's antievolution law that viasn't repealed •
until 1967. Scopes' fine was set
aside on a technicality.
Scopes died in 1970. Chiseled on
his gray tombstone is a simple-epitaph: "A man of Courage."
Visitors Who fine Scopes' grave
are usually surprised by the small,
simple marker, Cope said. "If
you're looking for a big one like
Irvin S. Cobb's you'll miss it."
The ashes of Cobb, a famous
early 20th century writer, humorist
and war correspondent, were buried
beneath a large rough-hewn granite
boulder in the middle of the
cemetery. I

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

"ECM/
BUY NOW AND SAVE!

139."
- 20 0•
119.99

SELF RISING ,

12 Pk. Cans

99

GT 1100
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NASA begins countdown after replacing fuel sensors
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA resumed the countdown
for the shuttle Columbia's medical
research mission after a 10-day
delay to replace damaged fuel sensors that officials said could have
caused the shuttle to explode.
The countdown clock began ticking Tuesday at 9 p.m. EDT. NASA
hopes to send the spaceship into
orbit Saturday morning with seven
astronauts, 30 white rats and 2,478
jellyfish.
Workers also had to replace bad
computer parts in Columbia,
NASA's oldest shuttle.
"All the work is done,and we're
ready to go," said Lisa Malone, a
spokeswoman for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Columbia's nine-day flight was
to begin May 22, but the countdown was halted the day before
launch.
Mission managers feared Columbia's fuel temperature sensors

PARIS (AP) — A drawing by
Georges Seurat disappeared from a
major retrospective of the 19thcentury pointillist's work at the
Grand Palais; officials said today.
Police were investigating the disappearance of "Cocher. de Fiacre(Coachman). Exhibition officials
noticed that the small drawing was
missing before opening hours.
The Museums of France, which ,
oversees all the nation's public
museums, said the value of the
drawing, which is privately owned,
was confidential.
The work, which shows a coachman in a horse-drawn carriage, is
typical of Seurat's art with it. high
contrast between black and white.
Seurat, a neo-impressionist, developed the technique of using small
dots to create an image.
Drawings by Seurat are much
sought after by collectors.
More than half of the exhibition's budget of $2.8 million is
devoted to security, officials said.
The Grand Palais exhibition
opened April 9 and runs-through
August 12 before going to New
York.

might have cracks similar to those
found on a leaky sensor removed
last fall. They did not learn of the
cracks until they received a report
on the sensor two days before the
scheduled liftoff.
One of nine sensors removed
from Columbia late last week was
found to have a cracked weld.
Tests also revealed cracks in the
steel welds of two sensors taken
from the shuttle Discovery and two
from the shuttle Atlantis.

None of the five was as badly
damaged as the one taken last fall
from Columbia, said NASA
spokesman James Hartsfield.
The fear was that if one of the
pencil-sized sensors broke, pieces
of it could be carried into a highpressure turbopump, causing
engine failure and an explosion.
Columbia had computer trouble
early last week, too. One of_the
ship's main computers failed, as

CHICAGO (AP) — The death
toll on the nation's highways during the long Memorial Day
weekend dropped to 378 people, 73
fewer than reported during last
year's holiday weekend.
But changes in the way fatalities
were counted in Texas, which in
past years has recorded some of the
highest numbers, may account for
part of the drop.
Texas reported 11 deaths. That
total may be low because the Texas
Department of Public Safety
stopped tallying holiday death tolls.
The state's total now comes from
local law enforcement officials
reporting to The Associated Press.

Thirty-one people were reported
killed in Texas traffic accidents
during the 1990 Memorial Day
weekend.
California reported the highest
number of deaths this year — 40
— followed by Florida with 24 and
Ohio with 23.
No holiday deaths were reported
in the District of Columbia and six
states: Alaska, Hawaii, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota and Wyoming.
Last year, 451 people died during the three-day Memorial Day
weekend, extending from 6 p.m.
Friday to 11:59 p.m. Monday.

did a unit that processes computer
signals.
Workers installed new computer
components and replaced six fuel
temperature sensors with spares,
five for liquid oxygen fuel and one
for liquid hydrogen. Workers
plugged holes where three other
hydrogen sensors had been located.
Shuttle managers decided to
keep a hydrogen sensor located
upstream from a filter, which
would prevent the device from
flowing toward the turbopump. The
other three were downstream, and
engineers said they posed an

unnecessary risk.
Columbia's nine-day voyage will
be the 41st flight of a shuttle and
the first mission since 1985 to use
Spacelab. The bus-sized laboratoryfits in the cargo bay and is con-

nected to the crew cabin by a
tunnel.
The crew includes three physicians and one cell biologist. Three
of the astronauts are women, a
space flight record.

PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Genetic tests indicate William Kennedy Smith had sex with a woman
who says he raped her at the Kennedy family estate.
Specifically, a DNA analysis
released Tuesday shows an appa-

rent match between Smith's blood
and evidence taken from the body
and clothes of his alleged victim.
Smith, who is to be arraigned
Friday on charges of second-degree
sexual battery and misdemeanor
battery, has denied wrongdoing.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th ofthe month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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Register to win Lawn Furniture (Table, 4 Chairs & Umbrella) at the
SuperAmerica store listed below. Registration for the SuperAmerica
store is May 20 through 4 PM. May 31, 1991. A drawing will be held at '
4:00 PM.on May 31, 1991. No purchase necessary. You need not be present to win. Approximate retail value of the Lawn Furniture is $679.00.
See drawing barrel inside store for complete details.

,,

PRAIRIE FARMS SUPERCARE SUPERCARE
ICE CREAM BABY SHAMPOO COTTON SWABS
1/2 Gallon $
All Flavors

300 Ct.

GRILLED DOGS

SAVE 40C

Credit Garda May Be Used For All Purchases
Excluding Lottery And Money Orders
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC.
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Officials, politicians
break ground for center

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
O RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Read.
Then
recycle.
including
public,
offi—
HOUSTON (AP) NASA
limits to the
cials and local politicians broke astronaut-training facilities,
ground on a $70 million visitors'
center here and urged Congress to
reconsider providing funds for a
537 billion space station.
Tuesday's groundbreaking ceremony at the Johnson Space Center
— complete with a mock countdown, fireworks and a display by
parachutists — was marked by
repeated calls to resurrect the space
station.
Congress struck down the space
1407 Main
station two weeks ago in a subcomPhone 753-4682
mittee vote.
904d —
"As Space Center Houston takes
We Accept food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
shape, even more exciting are the
space missi9s that are building up
in the 1990s. said NASA Aclinini-strator Richard Truly. a former
astronaut. "None is more important than Space Station Freedom.
"This important program of the
US. Choice Boneless Sirlon
future is under a fiscal attack, but I
can assure you in the end it will be
built," Truly said.
NASA estimates the total cost of
the space station at $37 billion.
President Bush had asked Congress
U S Choice
Center Cut
to allocate 52 billion for the station
Pork Loin
Boneless
next year.
LtD
I
U.S. Rep. Mike Andrews, a
Lb
includes
district
whose
Democrat
Boneless 1.99
the Johnson Space Center, said losing the space station would cost
Lr
Houston 10.000 jobs and millions
LID
of dollars;
U.S. Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas.
'Called the vote to 'strap the -Spacestation shortsighted.
Seaboard
"I don't have to tell you there's
Boneess Rolled
Country Style
a lot of opposition to the space station and the space program." he
said. "Our challenge is to inspire
Congress to invest in the next
generation.''
The Johnson Space Center's new
Planters
visitors center, financed with taxZesta Saltine
Oak
Royal
in
million
510
and
bonds
exempt
Regular 10 lb
public money. is expected to be
7 oz
Lb
1 Lb
finished fate next year and attract
some 2 Intilion visitors annually'.
About 1 Million people a year stop
by the current visitors center.
which is much smaller.
The new center. with 183,000
square feet. will include seven
exhibits. A tram tour will also take
visitors to areas previously off-

Prices Good
May 29 thru
June 4

Hours:
M-Th. 8 o.m..1 p.m.
Fri. & Sot. 8 a.m.4 p.m.

11Fc.coall 1101xlica1Deli Hot Line
9freuen 10_00/ 96a0.4

-

Read.
Then recycle.

753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

U.S.Cho ce

1/4 Sliced Into Chops

Round Steak
1 79

Pork Loin

Pork
Chops

End
Roast
S 69

979

Ground3-4Beef'
Tip Roast
Lb. Pkg.
9
$23
Ground
Sirloin Tip

Lo
1 99

$289

Frying Chicken

Farms

Legs or Thighs

0
49
99'

$ 1 39

Court decision
backs key ruling

Del Monte

Tomato
Juice
46 oz

Northern

Bathroom Tissue

2/79'

Rosedale Yellow Cling

Orange Juice

Peaches

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
+ Dep.
Sunclrop

,Armour 5 OZ

Combos

Vienna Sausage 2/$ 1

Snacks

29 oz.

16 oz
8 oz

bra„-iny Single Roll

9'

Spaghetti

Paper Towels
Prairie Farms

Koc.)-1 /-do

$ 1 89 Whole Milk

Kool Burst
New Toshiba

Van Camp

•

3/99'

Navy Beans

99'

Tropicana

64 oz. $ 1 59
I
Carton

Hot Dog Sauce

69!

89'

4 Roll Pkg.

Vieth 10 oz

99!

Lb

Rump Roast Whole Fryers
39 Snacks
Crackers

Spare Ribs

s

Round
$ 99

Steak

Ono ce

WASHINGTON (API — The
Supreme Court's decision to let
stand a key lower court ruling in
the Iran-Contra case of Oliver L.
North puts the former White House
aide's three convictions in severe
jeopardy. legal experts say.
Prosecutors now face the
extremely difficult — perhaps_
:mpossible — task of proving that
testimony North was compelled to
give Congress didn't seep into his
criminal trial in federal court. these
experts say.
In 1987, North spent a week in.
televised hearings telling Congress
about his efforts to trade arms with
Iran for American hostages and use
the weapons-sale profits to help the
Nicaraguan Contras.
On'Tuesday. the Supreme Court
let stand an appellate panel's order
that the trial judge in North's criminal case must review the testimony
to determine if witnesses were
influenced by what North told.Congress under a limited grant of
immunity.

Extra Lean

$259

$219

Charcoal

Owens Best Family Pack

Pork--& Beans 1 6 oz

$169

White House

99'
69'
199

French's Spicy

2/79'

'
99

Applesauce

99'
69'
99'
$219
3/99'

24 oz.

Mustard

8 oz

Paramount Sweet Sliced
,ft
16 oz
Roddenbery Cr or Ch.

Pickles

Peanut Butter

18 oz.

Pride of Ill. Mixed Cut

Green Beans

16' oz.

The Capable
Compact!
•Zoom Reduction and
Enlargement'
•Space-Saving Front-Load
Cassette!
•Complete Edge-to-Edge Copying?
•Statement. Letter, Ledger, and
Computer Size Copying!
• Stationary Platen!
• And More . phis optonal Sorter
and Color Copying!
Get more copying capability
in 33% less space!

Owens Best
Baked

Eckrich
All-Meat

Turkey Breast

Bologna
59

89
$3 $2
Lb

TOSHIBA
.4

w.n.

AkreA4or ••••• 14••• I*aka.

R ecommended

by Ituyers Lab

I IX N. 7th St. Mayfield,
I-X00-633-7296 Inside Kt,.
I-X00-X5X-0492 Outside Ky.

Pit Cooked

$3
,

$3
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I
•

•
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Potatoes

Lettuce
$9{ 84pa

99C

b

L

Cheese
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Lb
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Dole
Golden Ripe

Bananas

$

Lb.

2 Lb Bag

Washington State
Extra Fancy Pee'
or Yellow Delicious

Lemons

Apples

$ 1 59

69 99°

Wisconsin
Aged Cheddar

/ •'

••

•

.

Swiss Ham
$289

Dole Cello

Lb

Cheese
89

Lb

U.S. No. 1
Real 5 Lb.

Lb
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Traveling back in time to the 1850s

.7 p.m.

m.4 p.m.

Pack

eel
Pkg.
Staff photos by Daniel T. Parker
Visitors to the Land Between The
Lakes two weekends ago saw how
"mountain men" lived as members of
area "black powder" clubs set up their
camps at The Homeplace-I850. Scenes
included (clockwise from top) a
"mountain man" telling spectators
about using beads for trade with
Indians; a young lady learning to shoot
a percussion cap rifle; necessary survival tools for life in the wild; a hatchetthrowing competition between the participants; detail of a percussion cap
black powder rifle; and a "camp table"
of the time, complete with wild carrots,
oil lamp and leather drinking mug.
The "Rifle Frolic" is becoming an
annual favorite at LBL...,

?L!

)hs

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities
8 a.m.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday

Parmount Hamburger Slice

Pringles Assorted Variety

Dill Pickles

Potato Chips

?9'
59'
Ks'
2'9
99'

Sunshine Kracklin Ration

le
Ripe

Lipton Tea, Welch Grape,
Mr. Pibb, A&W Root Beer,
M.M. Orange 12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello
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SPORTS
Portland victory blazes trail back to Los Angeles

Sports Writer

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Buck Williams is rebounding,
James Worthy is limping and the Portland Trail Blazers are
still alive in the Western Conference finals.
Williams set the tone for a dominating Portland perforniance on the boards Tuesday night as the Blazers beat Los
Angeles 95-84 to force a Game 6 on Thursday.
-Buck was really intense before the game. He was very
quiet. and that's very unusual for Buck," Clyde Drexler said.
"So I knew he was going to come out like a maniac."
Williams grabbed 16 rebounds as the Blazers commanded
the boards 52-33, including a Portland playoff record 26
otfensive rebounds. The Lakers had just nine offensive
hoards: - • Seven of Williams' rebounds came in the third quarter,
hen the Blazers outscored, the Lakers 28-18 to take control

Dave GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer

The Lakers will have 'to win Thursday without a healthy
of the game.
"Buck was awesome. He was unbelievable," Portland Worthy, who sprained his left ankle in the first quarter. He
tried to play but finally sat down for good with 9:34 to play
coach Rick Adelman said. "He was everywhere."
The Blazers still trail the best-of-7 series 3-2 and the Lak- and finished with 12 points.
"It's kind of tender and sore, but with the ice on it it's also
ers can earn their eighth trip to the NBA Finals in the last
decade with a victory Thursday in the Forum, where they kind of numb," he said.
"We tried to see if he could go," Lakers coach Mike Dunblew out Portland twice last weekend.
The Trail Blazers had the best road record in the league in leavy said. "But it was clear he couldn't, so we just tried to
the regular season, but they're 1-5 away from home in the get him out of there and hopefully ready for Game 6."
playoffs. So,will they be able to continue the intensity they
Worthy said he plans to play Thursday, but team physician
displayed Tuesday night in the hostile envirinment of the Stephen Lombardo said the severity of the injury wouldn't be
Forum?
known for 24 hours.
"A lot of Things have been said about this team's mental
Magic Johnson, who scored 29 points but waSonly 3-for-14
toughness," Williams said. "The true test is going to be in from the field after making his first five shots, didn't know
Game 6."
(Coned on page 38)

Now that the World League
Of American football has wowed
them in Europe and bored them
in the United States, the scenario for next year is clear:
Tommy Kramer of the Chicago Crickets throws downfield
and ... it's picked off by Ronnie Lott of the Paris Poodles.
In other words, expand the
WLAF into more major markets
and add aging stars to spice up
television ratings.
"They should let some of the
retiring veterans come over
here,' says the still-active Lott,
one of the broadcasters for
Saturday night's
Sacramento-Frankfurt game.
"They could lend their names
and reputations to the teams. Us
old guys who retire now don't
have a place to go."
That game in Frankfurt is a
perfect example of one side of
the WLAF.
A total of 51,653 turned out
in a 37,000-seat stadium and
another 1,000 were turned away
as Sacramento knocked Frankfurt
out of the playoffs. In the U.S.,
the only people turning away
were the fans the league hoped
would watch on TV:
As London prepares to play
New York-New Jersey and Barcelona gets ready for Birmingham in this weekend's playoffs,
league officials have mixed
feelings.
If the WLAF was an unexpected smash in Europe, it was
a LAF in the United States,
where TV ratings were awful
and fans viewed it as football's
version of the Triple-A Alliance
or the CBA.
Financed and sanctioned by
the NFL, the WLAF hoped to
get about 25,000 a game in the
U.S. and 15,000 in Europe.
Instead, it averaged more than
30,000 in Europe, a little more
than the average for top-grade
soccer, and about 25,000 overall, with U.S. crowds inflated
by freebies.
"The most phenomenal -thingthat's occurred is what happened
in Europe," says WLAF president Mike Lynn. "Who would
have thought that we'd have
had more than 100,000 people
for the last two games in London and Frankfurt?"
But the U.S. TV ratings also
are phenomenal — on the negative side.
Having hoped for a 4.0, the
league averaged about 2.0 on
ABC, which paid $28 million
for the rights to the first two
seasons. The ratings on USA
cable — $25 million for Saturday and Monday nights —were
even lower.
There were some other glitches — like New York-New
Jersey and Birmingham winning
the North American divisions
with 5-5 records while
Frankfurt, at 7-3, missed the
playoffs. European dominance —
Sacramento's two victories over
Frankfurt were the only wins by
American teams over the Europeans — may have been
another reason for fan indifference this side of the Atlantic.
Lynn thinks otherwise.
"I wish everyone had been
5-5," he said. 'I just think
that people here can't accept
that there can be two professional leagues. One the NFL,
the other an international league
that plays in the spring. We
have to prove there can be."
There will be a second year.
Last week, the NFL voted to
give the WLAF another $13
million for its second year —
$500,000 each from 26 teams
with Chicago and Phoenix
declining to participate.
Most likely the league will
expand to 14 teams — two in
the United States and two overseas, probably Europe. Games in
London, Barcelona and Frankfurt
this year have turned into more
than football — that old 1960s
word "Happening" might best
describe the atmosphere that
(Cont'd on page 38)

Twins put end to streak;

Pirates edge Cardinals, 9-8
By the Associated Press
Rangers manager Bobby
Valentine just wants his team to
pia y well. so he isn't bothered a bit
710A that the club record 14-game
winning streak will be discussed in
the past tense.
"It's not like we were going to
win all the rest of them." Valentine said after the Minnesota Twins
t"eat the Rangers 3-0 Tuesday
7.ight. "What I hoped we learned
was not to gel caught up"in all the
garbage about the streak."
The hype that had whipped
Lrowds into a frenzy at Arlington
Stadium also will die down. Valentine doesn't think that's such a bad
"It's a /462-game season and that:
was just a fanfare stretch," he said.
But by winning the most games
onsecutively since Oakland in
1988. the Rangers proved a few
tnings to themselves, if not the rest
the baseball world.
"Now it's over." Ruben Sierra
"What this shows is that we
are capable of doing it but knew
we couldn't win them all. Erickson
pitched a great game."
Scott Erickson quieted baseball's
hottest bats in doing it, pitching
iiht innings and giving up only
-•
Elsewhere in the American
Lague
-as-Boston -6. New York
Baltimore 5, Cleveland 2-, Milwaukee 15. Detroit 2; Oakland 8,
toronto 4; Chicago 6, California 5.
and Kansas City 6, Seattle 5.
Texas entered the game with the
major league's top hitting percentage of .294 and the best slugging
percentage .at .447. The Rangers
also had the best on-base percentage of .365.
The Rangers. who had no less
than five runs and nine hits in any
game dunng the streak, were trying
to become the first team since the
1977 Kansas City Royals to win 15
a row. Minnesota won for only
second time in nine games.
Erickson (7-2) worked out of
trouble in the first, fourth, fifth and
seventh innings and didn't allow an
extra-hase hit among seven. He
ru-t-k -OW seven and walked three
eight innings for a career-high
.
.nth
straight victory.

"Somebody would have got
them sooner or later," Erickson
said. "They got me last time (a nodecision in an 11-6 Texas victory
five days earlier). I got them this
time."
Dan Gladden homered off Jose
Guzman (0-1) and Kirby Puckett
had two RBIs.
•• • •
In the National League, Jim Leyland managed the Pittsburgh
Pirates as if the division title were
at stake, and it's -a good thing.
"It's 'a• grind -it-out business,
that's the key, and you have to stay
right after it," said Leyland after
the Pirates built a six-run lead and
hung on to beat the St. Louis Cardinals 9-8 Tuesday night. "They
played a full nine innings, and so
did we."
Leyland used five pitchers and
made numerous other visits to the
mound in the 92-degree heat to
prevent the Cardinals' 10th comeback victory of the season.
"I'll stay in shape or have a
stroke, one of the two," Leyland
joked after his club's fifth straight
victory. "They're never easy. We
finally got the 27th out before it
was too late."
In other NL games, it was New
York 9, Chicago 8; Philadelphia
12, Montreal 0: Atlanta 8, San
Diego 6; San Francisco 6, Cincinnati and Los Angeles 8-, Houston
2.
Barry Bonds singled and tripled
and drove in three runs to lead the
Pirates' attack, and afterwards he
complimented his manager.
"Jim Leyland has kept this ballclub sound," Bonds said. "He
knows what's he's doing. He
knows when to let go and he knows
when to push us."
Bonds is hitting only .238. but
he's 8-for-17 with six RBIs in five
garnes against the Cardinals. Andy
Van Slyke also had a two-run triple
and rookie Orlando Merced had an
RBI double, walked three times
and scored twice for Pittsburgh,
'which broke open a 4-3 game with
five runs in the -fifth.
The fifth-inning rally included a
rare triple by lumbering catcher
-Mike LaValliere,- whose fly ball
got past rookie outfielders Bernard
(Cont'd on page 38)

Calloway County Lady Laker
coach Peter O'Rourke gives some
instruction during the CCHS
Lady Laker basketball camp,
going on this week at Calloway
County High Sch000l. (Below)
Laker guard Darra Mitchell
gives Lindsey Morton some
shooting tips while Kelli Griffin
looks on.
Staff photos by Monad& Kerr

Sampras outlasts Muster in five sets at French
PARIS (AP)• — Clay-court
novice Pete Sampras pulled a role
reversal as he rallied from two sets
down to defeat Thomas Muster at
the French Open Tuesday, retreating to the baseline to win a heavyweight slugfest.
The U.S. Open champion abandoned his serve-and-volley tactics
after losing the first two sets. He
!hen heat Muster. a 1990 French
Open semifinalist who excels at
pounding opponents with groundstrokes, at his own game.

and Boris Becker won by sticking
with what they do best — serving
hard and rushing the net.Edberg and Becker, victims of
historic opening-round upsets last
year at the French Open, won easily this time by turning the clay
courts into a Wimbledon annex
with their grass-court styles. '
Defending women's champion
Monica Seles defeated Radka Zrubakova 6-3, 6-0 and third seed
Gabriela Sabatini was even more
economical, eliminating Marianne
Werdel 6-1, 6-1. Sabatini and Steffi
Graf each could dethrone Sites as
the No. 1 women's player by,:w4nning the French Open.
Eighth-seeded Zina Garrison
became a first-round loser for the
second straight year. Garrison, a

It was the first time Sampras,
who has little experience on clay,
had recovered from a two-set deficit to win a match. The 4-6, 4-6,
6-4, 6-1, 6-4 victory took nearly
3A hours.
"Clay is obviously the toughost
surface for me to play on," he
said. "I would much rather be
playing on grass, but we're not at
Wimbledon yet,"
While Sampras changed his style
to adapt to the slow clay of Roland
Garros, top seeds Stefan Edberg

THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY'S
FUTURE.
_

.. •

•

Wimbledon finalist last year, was direction," Ivanisevic said. "I can
eliminated 6-4, 6-0 by Japanese spit wherever I want. I didn't spit
teen-ager Naoko Sawamatsu.
at him, but it was only 10 meters
"I was so nervous," Sawamatsu away."
said. "But someone told me I had
Among the women's winners
a chance."
was 1989 champion Arantxa
Karel Novacek, the men's No. Sanchez Vicario, the
fifth seed,
14 seed, withdrew midway through who defeated Lori
McNeil 6-2, 6-2.
his match with Magnus Gustafsson
Twenty-six of the 30 seeds who
because of a twisted ankle, but all began play Monday have
advanced
other seeds advanced without to the second round that begins
difficulty.
Wednesday. There were 16
The winning men's seeds were women's seeds but only
14 seeded
No. 9 Jim Courier, who defeated men this year
because Ivan Lendl
American compatriot Derrick Ros- and Jonas Svensson
dropped out
tagno 6-3, 6-3, 6-0, and No. 8 Sunday with injuries.
Goran IVanisevic, who was fined
Sampras, who fell behind 4-1 in
$1,000 for spitting in the direction
of opponent Frederic Fontang of the final set but then won the final
five games, said he was upset with
France.
"I didn't mean to spit in his his serving despite unloading 17
aces.
"I don't think I was hitting the
ball that well the whole match,"
said the sixth-seeded Sampras.
"After I lost the first two sets I
just told myself to hang in there for
the rest Of the match."

Murray State Lady Racer
Basketball Camp

1.7 est.

A $
$

June 2nd-6th

•

Ages 8-18

For hie insurance that can provide financial
security for those you love call

Jane Rogers
305 N.

12th St.
(Next to Century 21)
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For More Information Call:

Coach Breazeale 762-3448 or Continuing Ed. 762-2187

753-9627

roil State Farm Sells Life Insurance.
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Complete Auto Rep
of Murray, Inc.
Serving Murray and Calloway
County over 25 years
514 So. 12th • 7534868
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Actions and Reactions
MSU TRACK

iter

Seben Straughn and the Lady Racer
1600 meter relay team will represent
Murray State this weekend at the NCAA
Outdoor Championships at Euguene
Straughn, an indoor All-American, will
compete in the 400 meters, while Stephanie Saloom, Felicia Upton, Anna
Cherry and Crystal Roberson make up
MSU's 1600 meter relay team
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KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Paglial's and Ryan Milk were winners in
Tuesday night Kentucky League play.
Paglial's defeated Hodge. Noel and
Associates 14-1, with Andy Sheridan
picking up the win. Alex Holden led the
attack with three singles, while Andy
Sheridan had two singles and Chris
Jones doubled. David Wallin pitched in
with a single. Eric ~for singled for
Hodge, Noel and Associates. Ryan Milk
Office Products, 9-8 with Joey
picking up the victory. Brian
Settle tripled and doubled for Ryan Milk,
while Corey Sykes, Mathew Leet and
Robbie Hathcock all had singles for
Office Products.
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PARK LEAGUE
Wal-Mart defeated Murray Mold and Die,
25-19 in Park League play Tuesday
Drew Henry led Wal-Man with four hits,
while Josh Michelson, Josh Seavers,
Bobby Kiesau, Chris Hudspeth, Justin
Sharp and Brian Adams had three hits.
For Murray Mold and Die, Troy Urban,
Roben Urban, John Duncan, and Jerry
Butterworth all had four hits, while Darren
Keel, Brad Thurmond, and Jay Boggess
had three hits.
•In previous Park League play, Kopperud
Realty defeated Wal-Mart, 20-13. Charles Scott, Rodney Emerson, Justin Maynard and John Kopperud all had three
hits for Kopperud, while Derek Stalls,
Mitch Woods, Brian Hopkins, Jacob Payne and John Canfield all had two hits
while Derek McCallum tripled. For WalMart. Drew Henry, Justin Sharp, and
Nathan Doyle had three hits, while Brian
Adams, Austin Webb and josh SeaVers
all had two hits for Wal-Mart.
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SOFTBALL
Murray Moose Lodge hnd Martha's
Restaurant were winners in upper division softball play. Murray Moose Lodge
defeated Faye's 8-5 behind a homer from
Ruth Ferguson and a triple by Shannon
Williams. Valerie Shelton had three hits,
including adouble for Faye's, while Shelly Rudolph singled andIripled and Marti
McClard had two hits with a double.
Martha's defeated Roberson Hi-Burger,
20-9 with Molly Wisehart had four hits
while Carrie Watkins had three hits and
Linda Stubblefield doubled. For Roberson, Stacey Boyd had four hits including
a homer and a double, while Shanna
Lamb had three hits.
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LITTLE LEAGUE
Dennison-Hunt and J.H. Churchill battled
to a 4-4 tie, while Fraternal Order of
Police defeated Allergy and Asthma Clinic, 10-4 in Tuesday Little League play
Dennison-Hunt got two hits each from
Roger Houk, Sean Stonecipher, Roy
Clendennon, and Brian Dennison while
for J.H Churchill, Josh McKeel had two
triples, John Eric Yezerski had two doubles and Mark Stockton singled. For
FOP, David Perlow was the winning
pitcher while Jason Gilliam had two hits
and Craig Coles and Shane Wilkerson
each had a hit. Adam Haley had three
hits including a double for Allergy and
Asthma, while Ross Clark tripled and
Adam Meloan doubled.

FOOTBALL
MINNEAPOLIS(AP) — A federal judge
cleared the way for NFL players to sue
for free agency by throwing out the
league's labor antitrust exemption. The
league said it would appeal immediately,
as urged by the judge in his opinion. The
ruling, which recognizes the players'
union decertification, is the latest in a
series of decisions by U.S. District Judge
David Doty stemming from the union's
24-day strike in 1987. It came in
response to a motion by a group of players who sued the league last year seeking unlimited free agency. Under the current free agency rules, which took effect
in 1978, a team signing a tree agent
must compensate his former team with
draft choices. Only two players, however,
have changed teams since that took
effect. Doty's ruling held that because the
union is no longer handling grievances
for the players and regulates agents, it
has abandoned its collective bargaining'
relationship with the league. It was that
relationship that the 8th Circuit Court of
Appeals had cited in overturning Doty
and continuing the NFL's antitrust
exemption. Doty also held that Ole playefs "paid a price" for their lack of rep
resentation when the NFL went to a
17-week schedule last seaSon, ,giving
each team a week off in the 16-game
season.

re.

(Cont'd from page 2B)
Gilkey .and Ray Lankford and
rolled to the wall. It was the third
triple of LaValliere's career and his
first since Aug. 25, 1986, when he
played for the Cardinals.
"I like to space them out,"
LaValliere joked. "If the third-base
coach had waved me in, I'd have
punched him in the nose right
there."
The Cardinals suffered consecutive home losses for the first time
this season.
Si Louis rallied for three runs in
the sixth, with pinch hitter Milt
Thompson, Ozzie Smith and Pedro
Guerrero each accounting for an
RBI.
The Cardinals also rallied in the
nith, getting four singles off Bill
Landrum, including a two-out, tworun hit by pinch hitter Gerald Perry, but Craig Wilson, another pinch
hitter, flied out with runners on
first and third.
"They're not going to quit, but
they just had a -little too much
wood to chop," Cardinals manager
Joe Torre said. "We don't hit the

(Cont'd from page 28)
includes rock concerts, circuslike acts and wild cheering.
"The fan support here is
unbelievable," Lott said after
hearing the fans sing along with
the rock music on the public
address system. "I've never
heard 40,000 people sing a rock
song together.
The big market strategy stems
from good results in the New
York area, where the Knights
drew over 40,000 twice and
averaged more than 30,000 with
a faceless team. That's more
than the USFL's New Jersey
Generals could do with Heisman
Trophy winners Herschel Walker
and Doug Flutic.
Another problem is on-field
continuity which leads to better
play.
League officials estimate that
between 15 and 30 of the
WLAF players could make NFL
teams this fall, taking away
stars that the league created.
There are a couple of ways
to reciprocate.
One is to get more NFL
players on loan.
Quarterback Mike Elkins,
Kansas City's second-round draft
choice in 1989 was loaned to

long ball, so we have to chip away
and string things together, and it
almost worked."
Reliever Stan Belinda (3-1), the
third Pirates pitcher, worked two
scoreless innings for the victory.
Pittsburgh's fifth in a row at Busch
Stadium dating to last season.
Smith went 3-for-5 with three
RBIs and a stolen base for the Cardinals. Smith is hitting .438
(28-for-64) in his last 17 games,
and he also increased his errorless
streak at shortstop to 51 games dating to Sept. 20.
"Whatever he's playing with, I
wish he'd bottle' it," Torre said.
"There's no question he's the best
(shortstop) RI the league."
Guerrero also drove in two runs
for the Cardinals.
Cardinals starter Jose DeLeon
(2-4) gave up six runs in four
innings, allowing five hits and
walking five. DeLeon has won only
three of his last 28 starts.
"There's no reason with his
stuff that he can't get people out,"
Torre said. "But you neutralize
your ability when you fall behind."

Your

more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

Baseball

753-8355
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Earn Division

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L

Pct. GB
25 18 581
25 20 556
23 21 523 24
21 23 477
18 24 429 6•4
16 26 381 8.
14
28 333 10',,
West Division
W
L Pot - as
25 15 625
Times
27 17 614
Oakland
24 20 545 3
California
23 22 5,1
Seattle
20 21 488 54
Chicago
21 24 467
lAnnesola
20 23 465
Kansas City
Tuesday's Games
Boston 6, Ni'. Von; 2
Salerno(' 5. CleveMnd 2
Milwaukee 15. Detroit 2
Oakland 8, Toronto 4
lAnnesola 3 Texas 0
Chicago 6. Caltornia 5
Kansas City 6. Seattle 5
Wednesday's Games
Deno, (Petry 2-3) at kakvaukos (Navarro 4;2)
1 35 p m
Kansas City (Baker:kw 3-3) at Seattle (Ho(man
4-5), 2 35 p in
Boston (Bolton 5-1) at Now York (Sanderson 4-2)
6 30 pm'
Cleveland (Nichols 0-3) at Baltimore (.1 IA Robinson
2-4). 6 35 pm
Oakland (Si)t/same. 1-1) at Toronto (Key 6-2), 635
in.
California (Finks/ 7-2) at Chicago (Hibbard 3r21
7 05 p m
lAnnesota (Morns 4-5) at Texas (Ryan 31). 735
P

Boston
Toronto
Detroit
Milwaukee
New Yoh
Cleverand
Baltimore

WI.

Rosourgh
New Von'
Sr Lass
Chire
Philadelphia
Montreal
West
Los Angeles
Atlanta
Gina nnati
San Dierge
Houston
San Francisco

28 15
24 19
24 20
23 22
21 24
20 25

Po

GB

651 —
558 4
545 4',",
511 6
467 8
444

Division

26
22
22
22

17
15

18
19

Po

GB

59/ 537 24
512 3
478386 9
333 11 rr

21
24

27
IC

Tuesday's Garner

Philadelphia 12 Montreal
Ni'. Von, 9 Chicago 8
Potabbrgh 9 St Louis 8
Atlanta 8. Sark Diego 6
San Francisco 6, Cinannatt 2
LOS Angelis 8, Houston 7
Wednesday's Germs
New York (Cone 4 3) at Chicago ;Scanlan 2-0r
1 20 p m
Cinannak (Hammond 32) at San Franasco (Bak
en 2-3i, 235 pro
llkinthkai (kA Gardner 02) at Philadelphia (Mu)holland 5-3). 635 pm
Pittsburgh (2 Smith 6-2)al St Lass 48 Smyth 4-2i
7 35 p m
Atlanta (Glavin* 7-2) at San Diego (Banos
905 p m
Houston (Harnisch 2-3) at Los Angst.. (Hershrser
0-0) 9 35-p m
Thursday'. Games
Houston at San Diego." 3 05 pm
Atlanta at San Francisco 9 05 P in
Onannat at Los Angeles 935 pm
Only games scheduled

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355
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Duralast Gas

Car Shocks

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

Heavy Duty
Shocks

Duralast Gas

-

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

99EACH4

Truck Shocks

26!!

Duralast
Gas Struts

EACH

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

Duralast Gas

Strut Cartridges

2694

Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVE

EVERYDAY
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Al' Conditioning
Receiver Dryers

Duralast Brake
Shoes or Pads EVERYDAY

Duralast
Alternators

3 Piece Timing Set

American
and Import
Store stock only
With exchange

All Others$18.88 to $24.99

Pads-519 99
Shoe pr ce *oh e(cr

TRW Hydraulic Lifters
Sot most Chevy and Ford

One-Year Warranty
Valucraft Brake
Shoes or Pads EVERYDAY
Semi-metallic
Pads-$16.99

For 350 small block
Chevy #1C4995

One-Year Warranty
EVERYDAY

Valucraft
Alternators

Store stock only
With exchange

Sacramento to get combat experience after completing one of
two passes for 5 yards in two
seasons with the Chiefs. Stan
Gelbaugh of London, a former
third-stringer at Buffalo, could
probably make money as an
NFL backup this season and go
back to the NFL.
"There are a lot of young
quarterbacks who could use the
experience," said Lynn, former
general manager of the Minnesota Vikings.
Then there's the other theory
— old quarterbacks, like Kramer, for example. Or Mike Pagel,
Jeff Rutledge, Matt Cavanaugh
or Joe Ferguson, who could
pick apart defenses with their
brains and perhaps even serve
as assistant coaches.
And maybe some other old
guys — a Joe Morris here, -a
Keena Turner there. Bruce
Clark, a one-time Pro Bowler
with New Orleans played with
Barcelona this year, but he was
an exception.
"We don't want. to become a
retirement league," Lynn says.
"But giving each team a guy
like Clark might not be a bad
idea."

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

0
94
vir

Duralast
Air Adjustable
Shock Kit

21 95

Semi-Metallic

#V1.35 #V1,3 7

TO
69 95

Our Best Price

r

•

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Kevin Cogan,
who underwent surgery to repair a fractured upper right arm, right forearm and
right thigh sustained in a crash during the
Indianapolis 500, was upgraded from
satisfactory to good condition. e

;

•
.••

The Insurance Center
of Murray

burst.
The Blazers led by seven at the
start of the final period and Los
Angeles didn't get closer than five
the rest of the game.
"A lot was on the line for them
in terms of their pride," Johnson
said, "and they came out and
showed why they won 63 games.- .
Adelman went with a switching
defense for the first time in the
series, changing the matchups several times. Sometimes Kersey
guarded Vlade Divac. Williams, an
all-NBA defensive team selection
the last two years, often was
against Worthy. Kevin Duckworth
guarded Sam Perkins.
-The way the Lakers had been
playing, the Blazers had to do
something, Adelman said.
"They were in such a good
frame of mind and such a good
flow offensively that we changed
some of our assignments to give
them a different look," he said.
The Lakers committed 17 turnovers. Portland outscored Los
Angeles 24-15 in points off turnovers and 34-18 in second-chance
points.
Kersey said he r and his teammates know that a lot of people
have written them off after their
sorry showing in LA. But he said
the Blazers are confident they can
become the fifth team in NBA history to come back from a 3-1 deficit to win a series.
"It's life or death now," he
said. "It has to be there. There's
nothing to save. We know we can
win there.''

NEW YORK (AP) — Tommy Greene of
Philadelphia, who pitched the National
League's first no-hitter last Thursday,
was named the NL player of the week
and Tony Phillips.of. Detroit won American League honors. Greene, a 24-yearold right-hander, struck out 10 batters
and walked seven in his no-hitter against
Montreal at Olympic Stadium. Phillips
went 12-for-20 for a .600 batting average, had a .714 on-base percentage,
scored nine runs and stole four bases.

Sports Writer ...

•

(Coned from page 211)
how much Worthy's injury affected
Tuesday's outcome.
"It's a factor offensively for
us," Johnson said. "But what they
were doing to us on the boards, he
couldn't have helped us there.
They played volleyball with it most
of the time."
Still, Dunleavy said he would
like to have had a healthy Worthy
during the Blazers' second-half
surge.
"He may not have made all of
those shots that Portland may have
given him," Dunleavy said, "but it
would be nice to have seen what he
would have done."
Jerome Kersey had 20 points and
9 rebounds. Drexler added 19
points and Terry Porter 17, nine in
the third quarter. Williams and
Cliff Robinson scored 13 apiece.
In the first half, the Lakers
seemed in good shape to win the
game and advance to a Finals
showdown against the Chicago
Bulls. They led by as many as
eight points and still were on top
50-47 at halftime., ,
"Everything was good," Johnson said. "It just fell apart. They
attacked the offensive boards and
we didn't box them out. We didn't
put bodies on nobody."
The Blazers caught up in an
intense third quarter, when there
were five ties and three lead
changes before Portland took control for good with an 11-4 run to
end the quarter. Five different players scored during tbe decisive

BASEBALL

Twins put end to ...

itings also
I the nega-

SCOREBOARD

Portland victory ...

ing a doubts. Hawaiian Tropic defeated
Calver City No 1, 2-1, with Gary White
hitting a triple and Sean Waller striking
out 12 while picking up the win.
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LEAGUE

Kiwannis and Hawaiian Tropic were winners in Pony League play Tuesday.
Kiwannis defeated Kirksey, 5-4 with Ryan
Vanover picking up the -win and Shane
Schroeder banging out three bits induct-
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Water Pumps EVERYDAY
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Air Conditioning
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10999
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model GM's
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Ancient ruler's tomb could help explain Mayan demise
By SHELLEY EMLING
Associated Press Writtar

DOS PILAS. Guatemala — The
:,ejeweled Mayan king unearthed at
Ihis anoent capital in northern
Guatemala may have set his people
.bn the path to destruction by intro'u;.ing an era of war and conquest.
"In 50 years, these people went
:mom greatness to jungle: war is the
.tory at Dos Pilas," said archaeologist Arthur A. Demarest of VanderHt. University.
Vanderbilt officials in Nashville,
Tenn-;anriaine-ed—the discovery of
we tomb on May 14.
Demarest believes..'struggles over
.,.),.ser, and trade routes, coupled
•.,%.!(4.t-- 0. n4e---kind of ecological cata-

strophe. led to the collapse of the
Maya culture in about 810.
His crew, many of them graduate
students, are trying to finish excavating the 1,200-year-old tomb
before the rainy season arrives in
the next fev. weeks. They work late
into the night in the musty crypt.
digging to the sound of taped music, mosUy songs by the Doors.
Scholars believe the skeleton in
the headress of jade and mother of
pearl is a king they call Ruler 2,
who reigned from 698 to 725.
"Ruler 2 changed the mentality
of-Dos Pilas," Demarest said. "He
started an era of marriage, alliance,
then conquest — and conquering
for territory, not just for prestige.—
_The skeleton is surrounded by

obsidian blades and pottery coveted in hieroglyphics. The tomb is
beneath the ruins of a pyramid at
Dos Pilas in the Petexbatun region,
60 miles from the famous ruins at
Tikal.
Demarest and other archaeologists have been exploring the area
since 1989 and plan to continue for
at least two more years. He said
other finds, including defensive
walls and moats, contribute to the
theory that war and ecological disaster combined to destroy Maya
culture.
"Evidence leads us to believe
the Maya concentrated in or near
defensible centers and that is something the soil here cannot sustain,"
he said.

Last year, archaeologists found
evidence of intense warfare not
encountered before: a village where
walls surrounded each house and
garden plot. Scores of broken
spearheads and monuments bearing
symbols of death have been
unearthed at the site.
Another part of the picture is
Punta de Chimino, a half-mile-long
peninsula cast of Dos Pilas protected by three moats, one of which
is 150 yards long and nearly 25
deep.
Claudia Wooley, an archaeologist at Guatemala's National University, said the Maya devoted
more labor and material to constructing the defensive moats than
to the 'numerous buildings at the

site.
They moved about 150,000 cubic
yards of earth and burrowed
through thick layers of bedrock to
build the moats, she said.
South of Punta de Chimino is
Aguateca, the twin capital with
Dos Pilas and the last holdout of
the dynasty. Either Ruler 2 or Ruler 3 founded the city in approximately 700.
More than three miles of defensive stone walls have been uncovered, Some up to 5 feet thick, along
with monuments bearing inscriptions of warfare.
Takeshi Inomata, project director
at Aguateca, said the evidence indicates a "dramatic" change in how
and why the Maya waged war.

"It had been ritualistic and it
became cruel," he said. "Before,
they just captured a king or a noble
and sacrificed him. But later, they
started attacking whole cities and
killing more people."
Ruler 3 followed in the footsteps
of Ruler 2, who was either his
father or older brother, by conquering the larger city of Seibal during
his reign in 725-40.
Under Ruler 4 (740-60), the
kingdom covered 1,500 square
miles along the Pasion River. It
broke 'into warring factions and the
area suddently was abandoned in
about 810.
"By the 7th century, there were
too many princes and not enough
quetzal feathers or jade to go
around," Demarest said. "You
cannot be a king without quetzal
feathers or jade. This led to conflict over the rivers ... the trade
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GOTT
DR.
by Peter Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Ase discuss
cervical spondylosis. How long do the
symptoms last, and can it be cured?
DEAR READER: Cervical spondylosis is a potentially serious abnormality in the neck, when the bones
and discs (the tissues separating the
cervical vertebrae) degenerate. In its
most common form, the discs become
thin and calcium deposits appear on
the bones, causing compression of the
upper spinal canal. This is a vital area
that contains the nerves traveling to
and from the arms and legs.
Therefore, in the presence of spinal
cord compression, patients usually
develop pain, weakness, numbness
and loss of reflexes in the extremities.
These symptoms may worsen and actual muscle atrophy (withering) may
appear.
The diagnosis is established by Xrays (or CT scanning) of the neck, a
myelogram (special X-ray test) may
be necessary to demonstrate the prespinal
the
of
location
cise
abnormality.
For unknown reasons, some cases
of cervical spondylosis stabilize or
improve without therapy. However,
symptoms may be lessened by the use
of physical therapy and a soft cervical collar. Patients who do not improve — or in whom symptoms progress -- must consider surgery to
relieve the obstruction and decompress the spinal cord. Such an operation, called a decompression laminectomy, can be performed by a
neurosurgeon.
There is no set rule about how long
symptoms last. The most important
considerations are extent of spinal
cord injury, progression of symptoms
and response (if any) to non-surgical
is usually
treatment. Surgery
curative.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach To
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT I take 400 IU of
vitamin E daily for Peyronie's disease. Would you please express your
views on this?
DEAR READER: Peyronie's disease, a progressive affliction marked
by shrinkage and contraction of part
of the penis, causes deviation of the
erect penis to one side, pain and difficult intercourse. The cause is
unknown.
Traditional treatment includes cortisone injections into the shrunken areas or surgical removal of the constricting tissue Also, some urologists
have reported benefits from ultrasound treatment to the contracted
portions of the penis.
Vitamin E supplements enjoyed
some popularity years ago because
the therapy is simple, cheap, safe and
appeared to improve symptoms on
occasion. However, the effects were
subsequently shown to be unpredictable, probably because some patients
with the condition improved spontaneously, without any treatment
whatsoever.
Therefore, while vitamin E therapy
will do no harm, it is not considered to
be particularly helpful. My view is
that you should be under the care of a
urologist, who can assess the extent of
your affliction and make suggestions
about appropriate treatment.
19 1991 NEWSPAPER F:NTERPRISE ASSN
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The sudden abandonment,"leads
me to believe there was some sort
of ecological disaster, because if
the soil were good someone would
have continued to live here," he
said.
The project is financed in part by
the National Geographic Society,
the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the Institute of
Anthropology and History in
Guatemala City.
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Report shows thousands died in war
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WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than 150,000 people have died as a
result of the war with Iraq and at
least 5 million have lost their
homes or jobs, the environmental
activist group Greenpeace said
today.
Between 5,000 and 15,000 Iraqi
civilians died in aerial bombings,
the organization estimated, basing
its figures on interviews with international relief workers, reporters.
U.S. officials and news reports.
Greenpeace, which devotes much
of its work to disarmament and
other measures to protect the
human and natural environment,
plans to send a ship to the Persian
Gulf to assess the damage from the

NATO ministers
change alliance
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
NATO defense ministers have
agreed to radically restructure the
42-year-old alliance through creation of a leaner, more mobile force
that emphasizes greater European
leadership.
Under an agreement reached on
Tuesday to meet the challenges of
the post-Cold War era, the United
States will cut its 300,000 forces in
Europe in half by the mid-1990s,
with fewer troops stationed in Germany, the front-line country during
the Cold War. .
Overall, allied troops in central
Europe will likely drop by 25 percent, from 830,000 to 625,000 by
1995, officials said.
The alliance will also reduce us
reliance on nuclear arms, officials
said.
"The new era has well and truly
begun for Europe and the
alliance," the defense ministers
said in a communique today at the
close of two days of talks. The
meeting came two months after the
disbanding of the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact. Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney and other officials in the
16-nation NATO pact said Tuesday
that the streamlining reflects the
virtual elimination of a threat of
Soviet attack.
Now, the alliance wants to be
able to respond quickly to security
threats that might arise from instability in nearby regions
specifically eastern Europe and the
Middle East.
"There's no longer a need to
defend Europe against a sudden
invasion from the Soviet Union and
the Warsaw Pact," said Pentagon
spokesman Pete Williams.
"In the past, we had a warfighting strategy ... (Now there's)
more emphasis on crisis management," said a NATO official who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

Toy trucks recalled
because of parts
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Approximately 1,100 toy trucks
sold in drugs stores in three southern states are being recalled
because the wheels and rims can
come off and young children could
choke on them.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission said Tuesday that Harco Inc. of Tuscaloosa, Ala., was
voluntarily recalling the toys. No
children are known to have been
injured by the toys.
People who bought the toys, sold
under the name "Rescue Truck,"
with license plates numbered 8115,
were urged to return them to the
store where they were purchased.
The trucks were sold at Harco
drug stores in Alabama, Florida
and Mississippi from September
1990 to April 1991.
The trucks come in three styles:
a red fire truck, a blue police truck
and a white ambulance. The driver
is a bear whose head nods back and
forth.
The trucks have yellow wheels
with white rims. They are 4'/2‘
inches long, 3 inches wide and 3'/2
inches high. Thy are marked
"Made in China.''

Money, apology
given to Taylor

oil spill and fires. It also intends to
lobby for an international treaty on
protecting the environment in times
of war.
The civilian war deaths occurred
despite allied efforts to ensure their
actions were viewed as humane and
moral and their use of precision
"smart" weapons to pinpoint military targets, Greenpeace said.
Overall, allied actions "could be
seen as paving the way for positive
new standards for humanitarian and
military conduct," the authors of
the report said.
"Iraq's gross behavior, particularly its devastation of the natural
environment, serves as a sad contrast," they added.
The report — the first comprehensive survey on the human
and environmental toll of the
43-day allied war with Iraq —.estimated that:
— 100,000 to 120,000 Iraqi
troops died during the war.
— 5,000 to 15,000 Iraqi civilians
died during the war.

— 2,000 to 5,000 Kuwaitis died
during the Iraqi occupation of
Kuwait and, the ensuing war.
— 20,000 Iraqis died in the
month-long civil war set off by the
Kurdish and Shiite rebellions
against President Saddam Hussein.
— 15,000 to 30,000 Kurds and
other displaced people have died in
refugee camps and on the road.
— 4,000 to 16,000 Iraqis have
died of starvation and disease since
the war ended.
— 343 allied troops died in combat and accidents; among them
were 266 Americans, of whom 145
were killed in action.
Greenpeace said as many as
30,000 more refugees and Iraqis
are estimated to have died of disease, lack of medical care and malnutrition since the report was completed at the beginning of May.
The ratio of Iraqi deaths to allied
explosives was the most "efficient" in modern history — an
average of more than one Iraqi
killed for every ton of explosives

dropped by allied planes. This IS
twice the U.S. killing rate of the
Vietnam War and four times that of
the Korean conflict, according to
Greenpeace.
The majority of the casualties
were caused by "dumb" bombs
and by the 12 million to 16 million
bomblets released by an estimated
60,000 to 80,000 cluster bombs
dropped by allied planes, the report
says.
Figures were hard to come by,
said one of the report's three
authors, William Arkin. "This is
the result of aggressive policies of
secrecy" by the Bush administration, the U.S. allies and the Iraqis,
he said.
The United States won't say how
many Iraqis died, although it gave
a list of corpses buried by allied
troops on the - battlefield to the
International Committee of the Red
Cross in late March, Greenpeace
said.
Iraq has not revealed the number
of its war dead.

Forces guiding refugees
CUKURCA, Turkey (AP) — On
a rocky bluff ringed by
snowcapped mountains stand the
last of 480 elite U.S troops who
journeyed into the high country of
southeastern Turkey to turn back a
tide of misery.
This camp they have called
home for six weeks is set to close
by the end of the week. Most of its
Kurdish refugee inhabitants have
gone home to Iraq.
The American will soon also be
coming down the mountain, ending
the first phase of Operation Provide
Comfort.
"When we arrived, they were
waving hello," said Sgt. 1st Class
John Boldenowi 35, of Corvallis,
Ore. "Now, we're standing, waving goodbye."
The men of U.S. Army Special
Forces 10th Group are satisfied,
and say their work may have
helped shed a stereotype or two.
"It brought out a side of us that
people didn't believe we had,"
said Staff. Sgt. Dave Miller, 32, of
Pittsburgh. "The human side."
On Tuesday, Col. Bill Tangney
of Worcester, Mass., the men's
commander, called their mission a

"total success."
Thousands of Kurds were saved
by his troops' rapid airlift into the
squalid refugee camps starting on
April 14. Now, more than 430,000
refugees of the original 450,000
have left those camps and headed
home.
The population of Cukurca, once
estimated at nearly 100,000, is
down to 18,000. Six other camps
on the Turkish border, which
together held up to 450,000 Kurds,
have already closed.
The scope and success of the
Special Forces operation has
stunned soldiers and aid workers
alike.
"It's like taking the .population
of Boston and sending them up to
Vermont and the Canadian border
and then saying, 'Okay, save
'em," said Warrant Officer Bill
Vuori, a 34-year-old from Boston.
Save 'em they did.
In the six weeks the forces have
worked among the Kurds, the mortality rate has dropped from 7.9 to
2.5 deaths per 10,000 people per
day, Tangney said.
,
That works out .to 6,700 people
saved a month,„_10,509 in six

weeks, he said.
In addition, during March and
early April, 70 percent of the dead
were children under 5 years old.
Now, 28 percent are that age.
With the close relations they
established with Kurdish elders and
tribal leaders, the Special Forces
also played a key role in convincing, the Kurds to return home.
Although no one knows what
type of future awaits the Kurds,
especially once the allied forces
leave, the future uncertainty has
got to be better than the death and
squalor of the camps.
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By popular request. Abby shares more
Of her favorite prize-winning, easy-toprepare recipes. To order, send a long,
husiness-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95194.50
in ('anada) to: More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abh). P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
61054. 4 Postage is in('luded.)

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

SPECIAL SALE THURSDAY
RE-OPEN FROM 6Pm TILL 9Pm

411:

il

N.
it
411

Business Sale
CLOSING THE DOORS!

3

Cook's Champagne
$399
750 ML

All Inventory Must Be Sold!

Inglenook
$881
3L

Riunite
3L

** *

DEAR LUCKY:Even if you had
won thejackpot with your date's
quarter,the jackpot would have
been all yours. When someone
gives another gambling money,
the winnings belong to the person whodid the betting.Had you
offered your date part of your
winnings,fine and dandy — but
you didn't owe him anything.

Going Out Of

Prices Good Thru June 1, 1991

L$836

DEAR HEAVY:Your grandson
should have personally acknowledged your offer of the
tickets with thanks and regrets
for his inability to accept.
But since he failed to do so,
you should not have attempted
to punish him by reporting his
bad manners to his father. A 19year-old college student is old
enough to take his own lumps.
Should Stuart have another
lapse of bad manners,sock it to
him — not his father.

DEAR ABBY:.A friend of mine
invited me out for an evening's entertainment. One of the places we
went to had quarter slot machines.
My friend handed me fOur quarters
and said, "Here, have a good time."
I put the first quarter in. Nothing. The second quarter, nothing.
Same with the third quarter, and
ditto the last quarter. I looked in my
purse and found one lone quarter,so
I put it in the slot machine and
turned away when the bells started
ringing, and money began pouring
4 )11 I.! I couldn't believe' it. This was
the first time I had everwun ajackpot.
I was so excited, I was in a total fog
fa- the rest of the evening.
The next day I told the kids at
ork about it and they all thought I
should have offered to split my winnings al) my date. Why? It wasn't
1.11..; quarter I won with.
LUCKY LADY

-

Largest Wine Selection In Paris,
Over 3,000 Types of Wine!

California Coolers

DEAR ABBY: My grandson 1111
call him Stuart ) is a 19-year-old college student. A few weeks ago, I
noticed that a stage play was coming
to town. Because Stuart had played
the lead in that play in high school,
I wrote to him; offering to treat him
and a friend to two tickets. I.asked
him to let me know which performance he wanted to see so that I
could Purchase the tickets and mail
them to him.
Two weeks went by. I didn't hear
one word from Stuart,then his other
grandmother told me that Stuart
was "pleased" with my offer, but he
was "too busy" to accept.
I told my son (Stuart's father)
that I was hurt and displeased that
his son didn't do me the courtesy of
giving me that message personally,
whereupon my son immediately
came to his son's defense, pointing
out what a fine lad he was -- no
drinking, no smoking, no drugs. I
added,"And no manners'
Now I'm the heavy. Everyone is
mad at me, and I am mad at my
grandson. Your comments, please.
THE HEAVY

-1

Let Us Help You
Celebrate The Occasion!

Paul Masson
$789

DEAR
ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

Nqirr

,

Remember — Don't Drink & Drive

PAGE 51,

Canadian Mist

$1 299

750

Gallo
$794

OFF

$696

Retail Price

Canadian Club

3L

1.75 ML

Riva Vodka
$99

'2023

Dewars White Label

1758

$288
Barcardi Rum
' 59

Gordon's Gin

.:5 $1 399

175

Crown Royal

Jose Cuervo

750 ML $1

Savings
Up To...

699

$1699

White 750 $969
Gold 750

PRICES SLASHED!

20'

All Sale Prices Have
.
1 11110
Been Reduced Another...

OFF

Fine Diamonds • Emeralds • Rubies • Sapphires • Pearls
14 Kt. and 18 Kt. Gold Jewelry • Watches • Giftware

Don't Miss This Opportunity To Buy Fine
Jewelry at Going Out Of Business Prices

$1099

Largest Wine Selection In Paris!
Cases of Coolers & Wines Cold To Go

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Elizabeth Taylor got money and an
apology to settle her libel claim
against the National Enquirer over
its reports that she was "boozing it
up" while hospitalized with a nearfatal case of pneumonia.
The settlement was reached last
week, Taylor's lawyer, Neil
Papiano, said Tuesday.
"We regret the inaccuracies in
PARIS,
MI
A tr..4.v..a ii. * sq
the articles, but are pleased that
TENNESSEE
0
this dispute has come to an amicable end;" National Enquirer EdiOpen Mon. thru Sat. 8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
tor and President lain Calder said
901-642-7714
in a joint statement released by
Discount by Case or Mixed Case
Taylor's publicist,, Chen Sam.
....•mm
.

Emptying The Vaults

EST
,
OOD
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& LIQUORS
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*2.41

HILL ARK
JEWELERS

Corner of 3rd and Broadway Street • Paducah, KY • 502-442-9333
::::

\lonua‘ - Satiircla‘ 9.(1(1 - i:0(1 • Instant Credit Available • All Major Credit Cards
*Discounts are oft regular or suggested prices which may be ottenng prices that may or may not have resulted in sales.
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi Products

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park Frozen 12 07

2 Liter

Orange
Juice

White Gold 4 Lbs.

Sugar

Crisco

1.09
2.99
5.89

PSPC
'
4
6

PURE
SUGAR

Shortening 3 Lbs.

...111112r

12 Pack Cans

_---••••■••••

.•••••••
--.:••••••••

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

24 Pack Cans

Nob*

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

4tutlable 41 )our
Supermarket

Sermeg dar.ttece Jur thr

1
1
99
131

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Value Pric
Showboat

311.00
10 oz. Cheez-it, 12 oz., Hi-Ho,
10 oz. Cheez-it Party Mix
6 oz

eries

Archway 11 oz

Cookies
Kool-Aid 6 Pk

Kool Burst Drinks
Kraft 16 oz

Marshmallows

-:•• _

Tk.
"••;(05;
s.

4•••

tr

fr
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.
••rf W1V
•ell--

•

Duncan Hines 18 oz.

Cake Mix

79.

3/119°

Duncan Hines Sheet Cake 11.3 oz.

Kraft 12 oz Velveeta

Shells & Cheese.
Heifetz .32 oz. Hamburger

Dill Slices
Ronco 7,!4 oz.

Mac. & Cheese

Duncan Hines 12.9 oz.

Brownies
Life L. oz.

Cereal
Smuckers Grape 18 oz.

Jam or Jelly
Betty Crocker 21.5 oz

Fudge Brownie Mix

Value Priced Groceries

71* Bath Tissue
Towels
Chanhin
igEft:tim.:
1.19
1.59 Pantiliners
4.59
1.59 Puppy Food
1.59
1.19 Dog Biscuits

88

Limit 4

Reynolds 18" Heavy Duty

Foil

•
•......

Tomato Sauci
Rotel 10 oz.

Tomatoes
Kraft Pourable 16 oz

Salad Dressin
McCormick 2 oz.

Black Pepper.

Pizza

Always 18-24 Ct.

2/5.00

Milkbone 26 oz.

Orange Roug
Catfish Fillet
Imitation Cra

Kraft 16 oz. American Singles

Piggly Wiggly Crinkle

Cheese

2.49
89°
1.19
9r
99°
1.49

Cream Cheese
3 Lbs

Parkay Spread
Ballard 4 Pk

Biscuits
Prairie Farms 16 Oz.

Sour Cream
Kratt 8 oz

Cheese Whiz

1.19

79'

......

Lb.

41•*
.

2.99
..................1.19
1.39
89°
2/4.50

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Part Sited 16 oz.

.....

Downyllake 12 oz.

Waffles
Piggly Wiggly 8 oz.

Whip Topping
Tombstone

Washington State Extra Fancy Red or Golden Delicio-s

Frozen 2 Lbs.

Apples

Ice Cream
Strawberries

Cut

Potatoes
--I
'rain* Farms 1 Gal.

•
•......

Fresh F

Frozen

Dairy

Philly 8 oz

Contadina 8 oz.

11" Single Topping Deli

Limit
4 Pkg.

Sunshine 20 Lbs.

Paper Plates

ice..

Spaghetti SaL

Charmin 4 Pk.

BEIC

Napkins

Ragu 2830 oz.

Deli Special

Bounty

Hefty 50 Ct

t1,1
,
.,• I I

99'
1.09
.99
91t°
1.59

,

Frosting

1.39
1.49
139
3/89°

Applesauce

PROp
handle
emploi
0VS ow
you I
bout th

•

Vegetables

Musselman 48 oz.

99°
1.49
1.99
1.19

Bugles

Scott 300

Bakery
753-0265

Joan of Arc 17 oz.

t
i .%
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OUR EMPLOYEES ARE
From now on, your groceries will b
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified
company through participating
Ownership Plan). As
well gi
desire. Our attitudeowners,
Is positive

641 South-Murray
753-9616

15 oz

Pork & Bean

Ihru

Prices Good

r From

Pizza

Gar
Just Peel & Eat

4/1.00
1.59
5/1.00
lb. 79'

Kiwi Fruit
Summer Snacks

Apple Chips
LH Juicy Assorted Flavors

Fruit Drinks
USA D'Anjou

Pears

Gar

SI

Nov

Gar

NEN
•IP

-5.

5

Save 2.00 Purina Dog Chow:
On 25 Lb or Larger
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nnor
s.:-

8 Qt. Sugar Sweet
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1.99
Piggly Wiggly thru
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Good Only At Murray
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Cheerios

Country Time

At Murray Piggly Wiggly thru June 4
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THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Peter Pan 18 oz

Peanut
2 Butter

11.39
VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

PROUD TO SERVE YOU
• handled by a stockholder of Plggly
employee now owns a part of the
n our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
vs you the personal ;WACO that you.
bout the future of our company.

If for any reason you are not totally pleased with your
shopping experience at Piggly Wiggly let us know!

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

Call Our Hot Line: 1-800-464-7166

Q Sauce

79'
99°
4/1.00
59°
1.99
99*

28-30 oz.

ghetti SaL
dina 8 oz.

ato Sauc(
10 oz.

atoes
Pourable 16 oz

d Dressin
mick 2 oz.

ck Pepper

ange Roug
tfish Fillet
itation Cra

Garden Fresh Yellow or Zuccini

Squash
Garden Fresh

Snap Beani
New Small Bolling Size

Potatoes

Emge Regular Sliced

Bologna
Mr. Turkey Sliced

Turkey Bologna
Field In The Piece

Braunschweiger
Mr. Turkey Ham Chub

Turkey Ham

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced

lb. 1.69
lb. 1.39
996.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Slab Bacon

nn

Grogan's Pork

Sausage

Ground Beef Patties

Emge Regular 12 oz.

1.19

Wieners

lb.

Eckrich

lb. 1.99

Jumbo Franks

Lean & Tender Boneless

Happy Home

Pork Steak.

Corn Dogs

Small & Lean

El Monterey 10 pk.

Spare Ribs

Burritos

lb. 1.49

Wieners
Bryan Low Salt

Bacon

Chuck Steak
Fryer Thighs

Field Half Kentuckian

Lo-Ann All Varieties 12 oz.

Field

Boneless Ham

Egg Rolls

Bologna

Field's Jumbo

Chocolate-Lemon-Coconut

Bologna

Cream Pies

"Ready When You Are" 8 Pieces Dell

Baked Fresh 14 oz.

Fried Chicken .. ................
Deli Fresh

......A.99

Macaroni Salad
Big

Leaf Lettuce

SwissCheese.._..............3.99

Murray Piggly Wiggly thru June 4

Oscar Mayer Bun Length

Crystal Lake

Garden Fresh Bunch

Cherr
ios
Buy 1 Get 1

T-Bone Steak
"Grill Ready"

Eye

Upton

Rice & Sauce

89'
(Excluding Wild Rice)
Good Only At Murray Piggly Wiggly thru June 4°

Crumb Cake
Fresh Baked

Brownies
Baked Fresh In Our Deli Dozen

Dinner Rolls

12
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
gate legislator has promised to
lead the-fight in the next General
Assembly for a statewide seat belt
taw.
Only Lexington and Louisville
now have such ordinances.
Rep. Mike Ward, D-Louisville,
predicted that "it's going to be an
uphill battle, but I think many legislators are seeing that its time has
come." Similar bills have died in
the past.
Lexington passed its buckle-up
ordinance last July. Louisville's
ordinance takes effeet in July.
Similar proposals have failed in
northern Kentucky, Glasgow and
Barren County.
Stephen Biggers, executive vice
president of the Glasgow-Barren
County Chamber of Commerce, is
3 strong supporter of such a law.
"I just don't want to see Kentucky be last at something again,"
he said recently. "And with 38
states adopting seat belt laws,
we're headed down that road."
Since Biggers' statement, Delaware Gov. Michael N. Castle
signed a statewide seat belt bill
into law, making it the 39th state to
do so.
So far. Lexington police have
issued 2,174 citations at S25 each.
The Lexington ordinance is a
secondary law, meaning officers
can issue tickets only when motorists are stopped for other traffic
violations.

A month after the ordinance took
effect, seat belt use in Lexington
increased from 46 percent to 77
percent, according to a study by the
Kentucky Transportation Center.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration honored
Lexington for having the highest
percentage ever for an entire community — even higher than cities
in states where drivers can be
pulled over for not wearing a seat
belt and where fines are at least
S50.
Police Chief Larry Walsh said
enforcement has not been a problem, and the law has been accepted
well by his officers — even though
it is only a secondary ordinance.
The next survey will be- finished
-at the end of the summer, said
research engineer Ken Agent. That
study. which started last week, will
check safety belt use statewide,
including Lexington.
Most complaints about the Lexington ordinance come from outof-county residents who visit Fayette County. "They get cited,
because all entrances to the county
are posted," Walsh said. "It's the
law here."
The main argument against having a mandatory seat belt law is
that it is an infringement on a person's rights.
"People think they have an inalienable right to fly through a
windshield. I don't think they do."
Ward responds.

Congressman late on sponsoring bill
WASHINGTON (APi- — A.
spokesman for t.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard of Kentucky says the Congressman still intends to resubmit
legislation creating an independent
agency to- investigate workplace
accidents that lull three or more
Deople.
The current congressional sts%Ion is half over, but spokesman
Joey Lucas said the 1st District
Democrat will introduce the bill
.000. He declined to be more
Tecific.
Last year. following a 1989
western-Kentucky- mine disaster.
Hubbard pledged the bill would be
Jfered 'r'on the urst.daY -of the se-:on in January."
"So much of the time Congress
:as been in session this year we've
spent ... reacting to the Persian
Gulf situation." Lucas said. "He's
eryi interested in it, and he's workit extensively."
cd
When he Introduced legislation
'-or the independent agency in the
waning days of the 101st Congress,
Hubbard made headlines and was
cheered in editorials last year.
• Because there was no time for
lawmakers to consider the measure.
-Hubbard said he would reintroduce
tin January and give the new Congress plenty of time to act.
Hubbard's interest in the propos.foflowed the 1989 mine explosion in his district that killed 10
men employed by P-yro Mining Co.
- -The company- as- well as the
Mine Safety and Health Admi-

•

nistration. which inspects the
nation's coal mines, were - severely
criticized for the accident.
Although the mine safety agency.
imposed heavy fines on the company, lawmakers and others
accused the agency of lax,.enforcement of safety laws and questioned
whether it could objectively investigate the accident.
The criticisms renewed calls for
a separate agency, independent of
the MSHA, to investigate fatalities.
Hubbard proposed that such an
agency be established to investigate
all workplace accidents in Which
three or more die.
John Whitfield. a- Madison-Ville
attorney representing some of the
widows of men killed in the Pyro
mine, agreed.
"It's frustrating because when
the iron is hot and the emotions are
high, a lot of these ideas are espoused by politicians and then
nothing is done." Whitfield said.
"He needs to follow- through with
it.''
J. Davitt
,:Ateer, executive
director of the Occupational Safety
and Health Law Center, said the
legislation was still urgently
needed.
"I'm disappointed the idea
hasn't gone forward," he said.
"The idea of a- workplace safety
board is an idea we have espoused
for a number of years. We think
the notion is even more valid now
than it was in the past.-

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR
ORDERED
Fast. Accurate Prescriptions
•

Cash Discount
on Prescriptions

'
r—

Aid
Service

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S 3 St

753-1462

Views On
Dental Health®

Most city officials say they are
waiting to see what the state does
with the proposal in '92. "There's
no sense in me beating a dead
horse right now," said Biggers,
who is going to begin lobbying this
fall for the law.

Villagers prematurely
remove items from
jetliner wreckage
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) —
Thousands of villagers removed
valuables from bodies and picked
over the wreckage of an Austrian
jetliner. possibly removing evidence that could determine if a
bomb destroyed the plane.
Bangkok newspapers say as
many as 20,000 people swarmed to
the site 100 miles northwest of
Bangkok where the Lauda Air Boeing 767 crashed Sunday, killing all
223 people aboard. Officials
reported today that all the bodies
have been recovered, many of them
mangled or charred._
When polite reached the wreckage at about I a.m. Monday — less
than two hours after the last communication from the plane — they
reportedly found 200 villagers
going over the • wreckage in the
jungle.
Ed Shore, a Boeing Co. representative assigned to Lauda Air,
inspected the site Tuesday and said
virtually everything of value had
been taken, including possible
evidence.
Speculation has focused on the
possibility that a bomb exploded as
the plane approached cruising altitude after taking off from Bangkok
en route to Vienna, Austria.
A transcript of the radio conversation between the Bangkok traffic
controllers and the 767's pilot indicates the aircraft was experiencing
no problems before communications were lost.
Austrian newspapers have speculated a "drug. mafia" planted a
bomb on the jet. Several newspapers reported 11 pounds of heroin
were. found in the wreckage.
Niki Lauda, founder of the
Vienna-based airline, said today he
was told by police .that they suspected Lauda Air flights were used
by drug couriers. But he said he
could not confirm reports that heroin was found at the crash site.
"You'd have to be incredibly
lucky to find something there,Lauda said of the wreckage, which
he inspected Tuesday. "Perhaps
it's true ... but I can only say that
from what I've seen, I have difficulty imagining it."

Service
Notes
PVT. CHADWICK B. THOMAS has completed training at
U.S. Army Infantry School, Fort
Benning, Columbus, Ga. He
received training which qualified
him as light-weapons infantryman
and as indirect-fire crewman in a
rifle or mortar squad. His instrucaLion included weapons qualifications, tactics, patrolling, land mine
warfare, field and combat operations. A 1990 graduate of Mayfield
High School, be is the son of
Martha A. Thomas of 419 North
Sixth St., Mayfield.
AIRMAN JONERIK F.
ANDERSON has graduated from
the security police specialist course
at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas. He was taught systems security operations, tactics
and weapons handling. Included in
the training were base ground
defense, and concepts and principles of anti-terrorism. He is the son
of Fritz J. and Judy G. Anderson of
Rt. 5, Benton.

OBITUARIES
Bobby Joe (Punkin) Southern Jr.
Bobby Joe (Punkin) Southern Jr.,
21, Rt. 1, Dexter, died Tuesday at
12:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Born April 6, 1970, in Hayti,
Mo., he was the son of Bobby
Southern Sr. and Patricia Cain
Southern.
He is survived by his father,
Bobby Southern Sr., Rt. 1, Dexter;
his mother, Ms. Patricia Cain

Mrs. Clover Boyd
The funeral for Mrs. Clover
Boyd is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel or Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr and the
Rev. Lawson Williamson are officiating. Mrs. Sherma Scott is
pianist.
Pallbearers are Glenn Barnett,
Bill Hampton, Bill, Crick, Oscar
Turner Jr., Dewey Orr and David
Smotherrnan.
Burial will follow in Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Mrs. Boyd, 86, Murray, widow

WASHINGTON (AP) — .The
Senate's leading Democrat says
he'll fight President Bush's plan to
continue favored trade status for
the Chinese government.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said the president was
ignoring China's human rights,
trade and labor violations in seeking unconditional renewal of China's most-favored-nation trade status for another year.
Mitchell, D-Maine, also objected
to Bush's claim it would not be
"moral" to punish Beijing.
"What is especially offensive ...
is that he seeks to clothe what is an
immoral policy in moral terms,"
Mitchell told reporters Monday in
Portland, Maine. "I intend to make
every effort to reverse this mistaken policy." ,
Mitchell, speaking today ,on

Murray man hurt
in two-car wreck
A two-car accident Tuesday sent
a Murray man to the hospital,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Thomas B. Auer, 57, of Murray,
was treated for head injuries and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital around 7:37 p.m.
after the car he was driving struck
another vehicle driven by Andra
Lynn Donnawell, 23, of Puryear,
Tenn., at the intersection of Arcadia and N. 12th Street, police said.
Police said Auer was attempting
to turn south onto 12th Street from
Arcadia when he struck Donnawell's vehicle in the side as she
attempted to cross 12th Street
going east on Arcadia.
Donnawell and a passenger,
4-year-old Jessica Donnawell, suffered -minor face injuries but did
not seek treatment at the hospital,
according to reports.

Goodyear plans
to reduce production
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company's Union City, Tenn. plant
plans to reduce production on each
Friday in June and on Mpnday,
July 8.
It has not yet been determined
how many of the company's 3,000
employees will be affected, a company spokesman said. The five-day
cutback comes in addition to a
week-long holiday shutdown July
1-5 and will be used to reduce
inventories caused by continued
sluggish sales.

Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr. D.M.D.

AUDIOLOGY
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There is no substitute that
can replace the natural tooth for
strength, longevity and usefulness. But, there are times when
the best decision is to extract
the tooth. For example:
I) To relieve overcrowding:
r Occasionally there are two
many teeth in the dental arch.
Overcrowding can produce diseases, loosening, crooked teeth
and a bad bite.
2) A hopelessly diseased
tooth: Occasionally', a general
body ill can be cured by removal
of such a diseased tooth. Usual
cause is waiting too long to see
the dentist.
3)Looseness: Teeth loosen as a result of' periodontal disease
and bone loss. If it is so wobbly

with insufficient supporting
bone to save it, it must be
removed.
4)Appearance: When a tooth
is so crooked that it will produce
an unattractive smile or bulging
lip, it may be possible to remove
it and actually improve the
smile.
5) An impacted or imbedded
tooth (normally the wisdom
tooth), if it is a hazard to your
oral health, would be extracted.

of Dwight Boyd, died Monday at
3:37 a.m. at Henderson Community
Methodist Hospital, Henderson.
Survivors are one son, Ralph T.
Boyd and wife, Maxine, Henderson; two brothers, George Smothermon and wife, Jean, Paris, Tenn.,
and Eugene Smothermon and wife,
Joette, -Frankfort; two grandchildren, Mrs. Rene Kauder and husband, Bruce, Newport News, Va.,
and Brad Boyd and wife, Ann,
Henderson; four greatgrandchildren.

Policy disturbs Mitchell

•

WHEN THE TOOTH MUST GO

Southern, Chicago, Ill.; one
brother, Billy Joe Southern, Chicago; half sister, Betty Joe Hefflin,
Vienna, Ill.; paternal grandmother,
Mrs. Rhoda Southern, Hardin.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. O.D.
McKendree will officiate.
Burial will follow in Haymes
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 9 a.m. Thursday.

ra

e

NBC's "Today" show, said a
"clear majority" in Congress
opposes Bush's decision. But he
added, "Whether we've got twothirds I don't know and we won't
know until the vote comes." Congress needs a two-thirds vote to
reject the president's policy.
Bush, announcing his decision
Monday in a commencement
speech at Yale University, said his
purpose was "to pursue a policy
that has the best chance of changing Chinese behavior."
To censure China, cut ties and
isolate it "is not moral," Bush
said. "We will not be able to
advance our cause or resist repression if we pull back and declare
that China is simply too impure a
place for us."
Senior administration officials
accompanying Bush said he also
was moving to retaliate against
China for providing long-range
missiles to Pakistan by blocking
sale to China of $30 million in
high-speed computers and barring
satellite licenses. The officials said
the move would hinder China's
satellite program.
Mitchell called Bush's
'sanctions
"a joke. They aren't even a slap on
the wrist."

Paducah police
looking for
attempted rapist
Paducah police are looking for a
man who reportedly assaulted and
attempted to rape a Paducah
woman Tuesday night.
According to a published report,
the woman was treated and
released from Western Baptist Hospital after the 8:55 attack.
The woman was walking along
Bachman Street between 8th and
9th streets when a man approached
her and attempted to force her into
an alley, police said.
The woman told police she
fought the man and was cut with a
knife during the struggle. Area
residents called police, but the man
fled before help arrived.
Police said the man was wearing
a blue shirt, jeans and is thought to
be six feet tall and about 22 years
old.

HOG MARKET
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Services for Willard Alls Sr. are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Roth Funeral Home, Paducah.
Louis Douthitt is officiating.
Burial will follow in Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah.
Mr. Alls Sr., 77, of 2967 Harrison St., 07, Paducah, died Monday
at 2:45 a.m. at Superior Care Nursing Home, Paducah.

He is survived by his wife, Mrs,
Robbie Collie Hamilton Ails, Paducah; one son, Dr. Willard Ails Jr.
and wife, Martha, Murray; one
grandson, Joe Mark Ails, and two
great-grandchildren, April Elizabeth Ails and Mary Catherine
Ails, Haleyville, Ala.; one brother,
Clifford Ails, Paducah; one aunt,
Mrs. Nell Yancy, Paducah; one
niece; two nephews; several
cousins.

a

Druey Marshall
Brisendine

tr

Funeral rites for Druey Marshall
Brisendine are today at 1 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Warren Sykes is officiating.
Pallbearers are Rex Jackson,
Michael Cole, Bill Bratton, Lawton
Burton, Paul Linsman and Autry
Robinson.
Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Mr. Brisendine, 69, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., was pronounced
dead on arrival Sunday at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Carolyn Lee, Buchanan,
Tenn.; two sons, Larry M. Brisendine, Buchanan, and Gary Brisendine, Puryear, Tenn.; four
grandchildren.
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An Unbeatable Offer

Meet Marvin Mann, Audiologist
41 ri VW.
-

May 30 & 31, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Register to Win a FREE Hearing Aid!

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health .
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S 6th St. Phone 753-2642.

Willard
Ails Sr.

Hearing Kid Batteries 1/2 OFF
Suite 304 M•dicol Arts Bid.
300 S 8th St., Murray

.1991 Cavalier Cpe.
lig per mo.

Air Cond , Auto Trans , Stereo, Bucket Seats, Tinted Glass
'Plus tax !.t4? I:cense based on 48 months Closed End Lease

759-4815

641 South

753-2617
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Searching for answers to ell
those who/what/whore questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Representative, it's my hob to help
you get over the hurdles of being

Sr. are
lapel of
aducah.
ng.

a WI/COMM.

By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community into, Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8349

PUBLIC NOTICE
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Two graduating seniors from Calloway County High School were recently awarded for their entries in an essay contest sponsored by the Mental
Healthcare Unit of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Pictured in the left photo are: Lynda Coleman, English IV teacher at CCHS; first place
winner Mark Garland of Rt. 1, Almo; and Barbara Moody,LPN in the MHCU.Pictured in the right photo are: Coleman;second place winner Jeremy
Faughn of Rt. 6, Murray; and Carolyn Steen, LPN in the MHCU. First prize was $25 and second prize was $10. The essays dealt with the topic of
depression; how it affects teens; and positive ways to deal with it.
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Suicide is the third leading cause
of death among America's youth,
ages 15 to 19, according to the
Center for Suicide Research and
Prevention in Chicago. The Center
says in 1988, the suicide rate
among 15 to 19-year-olds in the
U.S. was 11.3 per 100,000.
As distressing as that is, there is
hope and help for teens who are
troubled or depressed. Often, a teen
experiencing depression can deal
with his or her feelings after seeking professional help; or simply
talking over problems with close
friends or family members.
The Mental HealthCare Unit
(MHCU) at MCCH recently
involved -Calloway County High
School senior English students in
an essay contest focusing on
depression and how teens can positively deal with it.
All entrants received free food
coupons from Hardee's and McDonald's. The hospital's MHCU plans
to sponsor another essay contest
this fall for Murray High School
students.
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Volunteer host families from communities in West Kentucky arc
needed to share their homes the
.weekend of July 13714 with young
people from Europe participating in
an international workcamp at Wickliffe Mounds Research Center.
Both male and female students
ranging in age from early to late 20s
will stay with families from Saturday
morning, July 13, to Sunday afternoon July 14. Students are expected
from Belgium, France, Germany and
Spain, as well as the U.S. All speak
English.
Now in its sixth year, the workcamp involves the students in a threeweek archaeological project. They
Live and work at the Wickliffe
Mounds site except for the Host
Family Weekend, according to Dr.
Kit Wesler, center director.

Calloway County
to receive $10,000
Calloway County will receive
$10,000 of a $326,652 allocation
from the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet
for assistance in 'preparing their
solid waste management plans.
The Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet
was allocated $800,000 in the
1990-92 biennium to provide solid
waste planning funds to counties.
All funding recommendations must
be approved by the Finance and
Administration Cabinet.
To receive funding, a county
must sign a contract with the Kentucky Division of Waste Management, verifying that it has a universal collection system in which all
county residents have access to a
garbage collection and disposal
system. A universal collection system must be sanctioned by a county ordinance before that county is
eligible for funding.
"These counties are to be commended for ttieir prompt attention
to the solid waste planning process," said Tom Bennett, deputy
secretary of the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Cabinet.
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son's personal need. Once a person four times weekly. Group therapy
High school graduation is a peak
time for stress and depression for has taken that first step, he will allows individuals an opportunity
teenagers as they head to college, soon be back on his feet again." to verbalize and discuss problems
Contest entrant Tony Black
and concerns anti identify solutions
enter the work force and face life
in the "real world." Many of the noted the pressure on youth during in a supportive environment.
contest entrants offered excellent their teenage years: "Teenagers
Self improvement activity therface peer pressure, rebellion and .apy is held twice a day except
comments on the subject.
First place winner in the contest, other trouble which may affect when group therapy is scheduled.
Mark43arland of Route 1, Almo, them. All of the pressure or stress This activity helps patients set
said "A person does not have to be that is felt has to go somewhere. So short-term goals, improve self
at the top of his class to be suc- in return, depression is sometimes esteem and socialize with others
cessful. Everyone should accept the felt. When some young people feel through question and answer sesfact that disappointments are a part depression, they try to think of an sions, discussions, arts and crafts,
of life. When these occur, remem- easy way out. One way of coping therapeutic games and group prober that things will get better. with depression is to have confi- jects. Daily exercise is also provided for MHCU patients.
Sometimes, just talking about it dence in oneself."
Kathy Culbert, a registered nurse
"Granted, all of us experience
can help. A person could try talking to his or her parents. If there and clinical manager of MCCH's stress," Culbert said, "and teens get
Mental HealthCare Unit, said there it from school, parents, jobs and
seems to be nobody to talk to, try a
- are certain signs one can look for if life. If stress leads to unusual behacounselor.
vior in a teenager, like prolonged
Second place winner in the con- they believe a youth is depressed:
test, Jeremy Faughn of Route 6, changes in eating and sleeping depression, get help for the person.
habits, changes in hygiene, with- You and the teen will be glad you
Murray, said "The first step in
drawl
from friends, family and did."
dealing with the state of depression
is to admit that there is a problem. activities, persistent boredom, diffiBLON DIE
Then a person must seek help. culty concentrating, decline in
Whether it is through family, schoolwork, loss of interest in pleafriends, a support group or psy- surable activities and inability to
chiatrist will depend upon a per- accept praise.
The last sign listed here can
mean the youth has experienced a
drop in self esteem. Culbert
emphasized that if parents work on
developing a teenager's positive
attitude, improving self esteem,
offering encouragement and getting
the teen to accept his or her
The weekend experience with a strengths and weaknesses it is well
host family is intended to give the worth the effort.
"Just communicating and listenvisiting students a better perspective
of American family.life. Hostfamilies ing to your teenager can be benefifroth past years have found the cial," Culbert said. "And, if anyone
HoBBES, WHAT DO'0)NINK
Weekend to be "a sharing, growing talks about attempting to commit
4APPEmS 'X)uS WENj
j
and fun time," said Ruth Jackson, suicide, it should be taken seriously
NE DE 7
international student adviser at Mur- and professional help should be
sought."
ray State University.
Culbert said if an adult experAnyone wishing to obtain more
information or to volunteer as a host iencing depression is admitted to
family should call Ruth Jackson in the the hospital's MHCU, they become
Center for International Programs at part of a therapeutic community
Murray State at 762-3089 or 762- atmosphere.
4152.
The staff holds group therapy

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from.us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Take more time when making decisions and you will make better
choices. Luck favors you in financial
matters this coming fall. Although
roimce can he a challenge at times.
it will add great color and glamour to
your life during November and December. The business outlook holds
bright promise in January 1992. Heed
the advice of your family in February. Your career goals will be more
clearly defined by next spring..
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Michael J. Pollard, running back Gale Sayers,actor
Clint Walker, jai/ great Benny
Goodman.
ARIES(March 2 1 -April .19): You
delight in what is going on around
you. VIPs may have a special project
that is tailor-made for you. Be creative! Put aside strong-arm tactics and
use quiet diplomacy.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Be
more attentive to your responsibilities: focus on negotiations related to
organizational, governmental or parental concerns. Avoid making a
diplomatic blunder at home.Romance
flourishes.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20):Pitch
Your ideas behind closed doors today
and you will get the results you want. /
Becoming a comparison shopper can
save you big dollars. Go ahead and
take center stage this evening. "
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A
prime time to work at improving.
family relationships. Whatever you
give you will receive in return. Move
slowly in business. Vkit someone
who is ill. Romance is in the air.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your
relationship w ith a friend or family
member will he enriched today.Count
both your money and your blessings!

CATHY
rCR1H4! WHAT HAPPENED'??
PINKLVI SAID YOU HAD A

It may be time to make a permanent
commitment. Know your own heart.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): Make
amends to someone you may have
slighted in the past. tiasty decisions
could backfire. Obtain all facts and
figures before taking action. Romance
could blind you to loved one's faults.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Contact those in authority and make a
reasonable request. Buy and sell —
especially jewelry, gold ornaments
and high-quality clothes. Romance
and your social life enjoy favorable
influences.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.21 ):Do
not be afraid to ask probing questions. You will get straight answers.
Stress your originality and independence at work. Employers will be
impressed by your ability to deliver.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Get an early start today to complete important paperwork on time.
Your work habits may he questioned.
A change of lifestyle could improve

F/1/11101 EMERGENC4 !!

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 191:
Beware of dipping into your savings
to splurge on clothes. Use extra tact
when discussing ticklish subjects with
your elders. You meet nevk people
and gain fresh insights at a social
function.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IS):
Risky new ventures are hest avoided.
Conduct as much business as you can
from home. Someone's change of
attitude could frustrate you until you
learn the reasons behind it. Be more
tolerant.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Take th' gsquietly. Any health prob
kin
uires immediate aueution. If
you
late for work, explain why.
Your personal desires v, ill have to
take a backseat to an employer's
needs.
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110 order a revised and updated copy(gleam Dixon's best-selling hook."Yesterday. Today And Forever
Iloss Astrology Can Delp You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send SS 95 plus Si postage and handling to
Dixon, ,%ndress• and McMeel.P
Box 419150, Kansas(ii). Mo fit 141 Make checks pay able to Andress.
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a close pei solidi relationship.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are curious, alert and loYal. They love to take
shortcuts ,--- t'ven if these sometimes end up being long detours! Anything
new or trendy will attract the attention of these fun-loving Gemini. With
maturity, they will become much more disciplined, able to focus on their •
careers. Although these children rarely feel jealous, they are possessive of
their loved ones. Give them plenty of attention and praise.
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ou Lan n,,u. get a personaliied daily horoscope from Jeane Dixon Fused On our nn birth date It costs
only 95 sent, per minute. Call I -900-988-7788.

53-2617
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West Kentucky families host
European students July 3-4
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Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Siiveracto PickiiP,
oaQed 11109174 $30591 fro •
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Kis Tax T,li•& Lams,
411 Mo C,osed End Liam

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly. Have
great references
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
If not home, leave
message. I yyjireturn Your call.

S.

Firewood

Notice

Nodes

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hOS
pital expenses For
tree information
Call:

SPECLAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change ^24.95

Storage Buildings

624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

L. E. Williams
489-2663.

753-1713
Lordy, Lordy
Guess Who's
Forty

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION

818 Sooc
var
a ca
s•I, is G
co•-ort.t,o, :1 4a,

VCR Service
‘11 Lini,
Ward Elkins

$404*0K PER YEAR Na
uonal Wholesale Jewelry Co
seeks rep for local area No
!Sew sales, wholesale only
(113) 782-1881

i
Z
ga

-free local
claim service"

Happy Birthday

Larson wins Reuben Award for Tar Side'
National Cartoonists Society. This
year's other Reuben nominees for
"Outstanding Cartoonist of the
Year" were UPS cartoonists Cathy

Gary Larson. creator of the comic panel, The Far Side," won the
National Cartoonists Society's
-Reuben Award for "Outstanding
Cartoonist of the Year. announced
Universal Press Syndicate (UPS),
President John P. N1cMeel.
"The Far Side: syndicated to
more than 1.500 daily and Sunday
..1.1nivers4
_mew spapers
u as named "Best Syndicated
Panel" in 1985 and 1987 by the/

Guisewite ("Cathy") and Garry
Trudoau ("Doonesbury"). This is
the first time in the history of the
Reuben Awards that all three nominees for "Outstanding Cartoonist of
the Year" have been represented by the same syndicate.

Burley
Tobacco
Base
Call:
492-8566
- after 5 p.m.

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

WANTED
TO BUY

AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% commission $8 $15 luts De
tayed billing Door to door
unnecessary Insurance
available Assist Mgr
1 800 866 2243

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

SMALL term with 3br house
in Calloway or Graves
county 435 4147

WOOD for sale 753-9745

USED and junked air condi
honors Will pick up
436-2904

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEE,D a job? A
GED? Hope-for the future?
You may quality rt 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma •You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E OE This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Counal JTP A
Call J T PA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a m

Experienced
Meat Cutter
Needed
Send resume to
P0. Box 10401,
MJrray. KY 42071.

1

Articles
For Sale
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants rip stop cotton
$1995 Speed lace army
boots $39 95 Motorcycle
helmets and shields
Walker work boots and
western boots Jerry's
Sporting goods 6th and
Walnut Mayfield KY
42066
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
ROUND 36" coffee table
TOM lawn mower. 21' cut,
like new 759-4947 after
5pm
SEARS rear tine tiller Purchased 5/9/91 Used ap
proximately 10 hours
$600 753-2650

PAINTERS must have 2
years experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Blacks Decorating Center.
S 4th Street or call
753-0839

Gymnastics

SUNTAN booth 753-3488
WOOD lathe Delta 4ft
model Includes motor and
tools First $195 753 5154
after 5pm

PART TIME retail sales
clerk Send resume to P 0
Box 1040G
POSITIONS available at
Shoney's Inn Must apply in
person Shoney's Inn
6-41N Murr4 Ky
PSYCHIATRIC Unit Clinical Program Staff Mental
Health Management, Inc
(MHM)One of the nation's
leading health care man
agement firms has excellent opportunities for Clinical Staff on a brand new
16-bed inpatient psychiatric unit in Pans, TN for
Psychologist - PhD required, part-time Social
Worker - MSW required
-Activity Therapist Psychiatric Nurses Competilive Salary and Benefits
Please send resume to
Program Manager, Henry
County Medical Center
Personnel Office, Tyson
Avenue, Paris TN 38242
EOE Mental Health Management. Inc

June 4
Register Now!
753-4647

160
Horn.
Furnishings
COUCH, chair & recliner
Excellent condition Cal
anytime 489-2982
COUCH with matching love
seat and queen size
waterbed for sale Call
753-6042
MOVING Sale 2 Danish
chairs at $25, Danish (walnut) recliner and ottoman
$50, Pecan bed $35, ceramic top coffee table $25, 2
brass headboards at $50. 2
stuffed chairs at $50, kneehole desk $30. large office
desk (antique white) $35,
chest $25, 2 new Dresher
twin brass headboards with
twin Simmons maxipedic
mattresses springs and
frames $500. Regulation
Ping•pong table $50, 32'
bronze storm door $40
753-6869

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
a

,
Or 1A-ri

8 Stor,
1 2 Be
Detest
14 Sor of Adarr
15 Great outcry
'7 Peopoint
19 Cooled lava
20 Recent
21 Dove cr,,
22 Hostelry
23 Barracuda
25 Hearing
organ
26 Never
Sunday
27 vessel
28 High
mountain
29 in India a
mendicant
32 Negative
Prefix
33 Foolish talk
of
36, Stair post
II

13

14‘, NO1P
'

.

2

• 1-] Electrifiec
particle
39 Dress bor0.
40 Paid notice
4 1 Negative
42 Container
43 Prohibit
45 2 000 ibs
46 POSSesSes
47 Article
48 River island.49 Cake mix
52 Antlered
anrrnat
54 Kind of
collar
56 Greek letter
57 Father
58 Lifeless
59 Openwor.
fabric

'(..) L ES. A
.WA St)
A,
AN
PILES
DETAr LS
RIATA
S • E .. T
URN:I :11 A
REPEL'
CADENCE
SAL El
N
,
SER
AM
j
.. .
..
R.,'Al
RIDES
PUT
AS
D *E.V. 1 L
.E.S'A U
REMORSE
- R.E:A.PS
RISES*
PS
.
111111[0
1.. +E.N-D S.
TUNNEL S
T 4 E—A'
0 SE
.
0
A:T:E 1111N.
SEW‘
DENTS
DE W

E

•

4 Manifest
atiorl
5 Equality
6 Near
7 Choir voice
8 Flap
9 Hebrew
month

7

E

8

2UU13
15

17

27
32

24

25

26

28

30

29

34

33

35

39

41

44

42

45

46

so

48

54

53

52

55

49UUU
56

U
57

31

UU
UUU17 UUUUU
UUU
UU
40

47

11

19

18

18

43

10

21

20
23

9

59

UIU

58UUU

RD'
DIAL-A-WO
cro,....nrd
Clues for irides'.

puzzle.

4

Spare
Verve
Encountered
Maiden loved
by Zeus
21 Words under
a picture
22 Writing
fluid
23 Twirl
24 North or
South
25 Guido s
nigh note
26 Paddle
28 Everyone
29 Marsh
30 Roman date
31 Italy s
capital
33 The
Burning
34 Torrid
37 Pale
39 Hurry
41 Famea
Housenoto
pet
43 Game fish
44 One opposed
45 Agave plant
46 Workman
48 Mature
49 Neckpiece
50 Summer Fr
51 Rodent
53 Rachins ID
55 Tellurium
symbol
1n
11
16
18

14

16

RlcATA4uRmw
LIMAINION, T

ks"

v

1 Moccasin
2 Lubricate
3 Daily
• S,iper man s
caper;

4

3

E
ALLIANC
*.amorn

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

scale

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

si

UU
UU

1-900-454-3535
8702
'Extension

Situation
Wanted

lige Mop

Trivel

Senng
Grales & ç

Calloway
Fultoo Co.

Owes
&evert, DeViix.
(5112) 434.2443

aim 1 11444y
tsf.11

WILL sit with suck or elderly
Call 753-4590 or 435-2497
MRS THERESA psychoc for information
rebder and adviser can
help through all problems
HAS your mothers morn
Call for appointment ing out program closed for
502-554 7904
the summer? We offer 5
hours of creative care for
050
your youngster on Tuesday
Lo
& Thursday Supervised
And Found
play, crafts music, water
tun Limited enrollment
• LOST Gray tiger strip long
753-9369 or 753-7383
hair cat Near Hale Road &
94E 753 6760 Leave IRONING done in my
Non-smoker
home
message
753 7383
060
WILL do house cleaning
Help
Call after 7pm 753-1016
Wanted
1 ADULT and 2 students
needed for girt shop The
Hitching Post Aurora
474 2266
BABYSITTER wanted
45-55 years of age for 2
month old girl 759-1334
BABYSITTER to sit in your
home evenings and
weekends Lynn Grove
area preferred 435 4000

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

HOUSEKEEPER with re
ferences wanted 4 day
twice weekly $5 00/hour
753-8734 after 5pm

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove Will also buy ax
les 527-2932

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORK
EFtS NEEDED $3500 & up
per hour Tax free Both
skilled & unskilled for info
Call 615-779-5505 Ext
K-275

USED mobile homes and
campers 491'8714

Hwy. 641 South
Paris, Tn.
901-644-1176

May Saleabratioe
1990 8 1991 models must
go to make room for 1992
models,
14,16 Doubletvides Repos
We offer more for
your money!!
Check Us Out!!
See oassied ads lor speclals1

Miscellaneous
ACREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale or $1295 Gall Mayfield 247-7831
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
lcu tt bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604
PATIO stones 2-x8-x16"
gray or red 69c ea Also
2-x12'square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red'
octagon square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

STARTER home with ex
tras, 1652, 2br, 1 bath
electric stove, frost free re
trigerator, living room and
dining room furnished with
FREE WASHER &
DRYER , Was $14,900,
now $13,650 Bargain
Home Center. Hwy 641
South, Paris, TN
901-6441176

PINE Bark Mulch or Nuggets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag just
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
AZalea s are just $299 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

STYLISH & Elegant
Southland double wide
28x64, 3br, 2 bath com
pletely furnished must see
to appreciate, Unbelievably
priced at $38,900 including
FREE 4 TON CENTRAL
AIR & CONCRETE FOOT
INGS, Bargain Home Con
her, Hwy 641 South Paris
TN 901-644 1176
SUPER size bedrooms in
this 16x80 2bdrm 2batti
home, Storm windows ply
wood floors, 11 11 21 insu
lation. dishwasher, gar
bage disposal, stereo and
much more, Was $22 900
now $20,255 with FREE
CENTRAL AIR, Bargain
Home Center, Hwy 641
To
Paris
South
901-644,1176

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is expanding' We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars
proof sets, U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts and investments Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray),
the Mercantile (Aurora)and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates
502-753-4161
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
Ky
TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753 2446
Bogard Trucking & Exc,a
vating Inc

BLADE & planter for farmar
cub tractor 753 7580

,

"YOU-

310
Want
To Rent
PHYSICIAN moving to
Murray June 15th needs
3br, unfurnished home
fenced yard In or between
Murray & Paris Prefer
dose in rural or county
setting 2 adults, no children Will consider lease/
lease option Deposit and
references furnished
502-245-1616

110
Apartments
For Rent

1BR upstairs apt near university, appliances
$185/mo Available 6/1/91
Coleman RE 753-9898

pay for most nursing home cost.

• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• in our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the -poor" only provides help after you
literally Impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

„Ire Smith
Masonry

bath

12x60, 3br,
753-3229

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

12x65, 2br 2 full bath
$4200 436-2639

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

1470 Mobile Home 2br
baths central air
1/,
759-1067 after 7pm

USED lawn mowers & till
ers for parts Running or
not 753-4314 evenings

Prime
Office Space
For Rent
2000 sq ft newly
decorated. Plus
800 sq It decorate to suit. Close
to downtown Murray. First month
free rent with 1 yr.
lease.
753-8302 or
753-5870

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

NEW doublewides. 3 bedrooms, $14,999 00,
$17221 per month. $1.296
down, 12 25% APR Free
delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
TN
South, Jackson
901-422-2825

Lessons 8y
Appointment
Jimmy Sufi' won PGA Pro
Lynn Suiiivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MUFF:4AV KY

Business
Rentals

753-5341 or 753-1270 ,
Miiiiiiabithint hies .

LUXURY model 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingled roof,
was $25,900. now $22.350
with FREE CENTRAL AIR,
Bargain Home Center, Hwy
641 South. Paris TN
901-644-1176

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

AIR conditioner repair, tree
estimates 436-2904

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

BANK Repos - down pay
merits starting as low as
$29900, 2 & 3 bedrooms,
doublewide repos also
available BEST HOME
CENTER. Hwy 45 South,
TN
Jackson,
901-422-2825

Lighted
Orrinng Range
Miniature Golf

Went
To Buy

Heating
And Cooling

Factory Authorized Repairs Forl
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

24t1 PERRY travel trailer,
self contained, skirted, in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition, brick pa
tio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

290

iiice on all brands: window air conditioners
:
Sei
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves -dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

Mobile
Homes For Sale

MEN'S Arnold Palmer gel
dubs Sand Wedge-3Irons
$195 Women's Powerbil
yuit (-lobs Pitching
wedge 3Irons $75
753-5904

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209

111. J 1(,1:Loi Al :1 ',1:1 III

27,1

SPorig
Equipment

NEWER 2br 14x60 on pri
vale lot 19 miles from Mur
ray Walk to Johnathan
$265 /mo
Creek
354 6248

IBA and trailer only a couple blocks from campus
Furnished Cheap rates
759-1534

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales service, supplies parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248 4319

200

DOUBLE1AIDE 2br gas
heat Days 527 1987
nights 354 6335

YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
bedroom, $10.999 00
$127 22 per month,
$88500 down. 1225%
APR, 180 mos Free deliv
ery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER Hwy 45
South, Jackson, TN
901-422-2825

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations.Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite 8102
Murray, 753-2641

GLEANER K combine
corn & grain head 100 crop
sprayer 4 bottom plow
Culti-mulcher Hydraulic
log splitter, like new Rotihoe 759-4947 after 5pm

2BR 753 9866

WANTED to rent 2-3br
house or apt for professor
August or earlier
753 6378

Business
Services

CATERPILLAR Grader
Good shape $3500 Howard Brandon 753-4389 or
753-5960

Mobile
Hones For Rent

USED homes ready to live
in 2 or 3 bedrooms sin
glewides and doublewdes
tree delivery and set up
Starting at $4,143 00
BEST HOME CENTER
Hwy 45 South Jackson TN
901-422-2825

WOODEN storage buildings 816 starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450,12x24'
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831

ARTSWAY grinder mixer
Hog & pig feeders 4 ton
bulk bin w auger and motor
753-6088 753-8539

240

300

Farm
Equipment

PHARMACEUTICAL
DISTRIBUTION Nationally
Advertised Brand Name Product No Selling - Establish
Vending Route Minimum In
vestment S7000 Call Fast
P harmaceutical
1 800-327-8122

•EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel bro
chures For more informa
ton send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Box
P 0
Travel
430780-81 South Miami
FL 33143

Bargain Home Center

2.1n

ANTIQUE mall at The
Hitching Post in Aurora wil
be opening Memorial Day
weekend Dealers wanted
474-2266

1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
Total electric, W/D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141

1990, 14x50 FLEETWOOD, WO hookup, furnished central HA, Utility
pole and underpinning in
cluded Set on country lot
498 8528 after 5pm

SOUND System Yamaha
PM 1000 16 channe
mixer (2) BGW 750W
Amps, (1) BGW 250W
Amp,(1) 31 band Et) (I) 2
way x-over, (4) Bass ca
binets with 2-15' JBL each
(4) community horns with
JBL drivers (2441) (3) Har
banger monitors with 15'
JBL Road cases for all
equipment 753 2981

Antiques

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILERS

1986 CLAYTON 14x70
3br. 2 bath All electric
Stella Mobile Home Court
759 4934
Musical

OAK corner china cabinet
$300 2 wicker chairs
SERVICE Technician for $50ea New panasonic
HeatingiAir Conditioning microwave $100 Whirlpool
Apply at Buford s Heating microwave $50 All exceland Air, 1928 N 8th Street, lent condition 753 4701
Paducah KY or send resume to P0 Box 1396
090

14x80 BUCCANEER Set
up 3bdrm, 2full bath Take
over payments 753 2856

220

USED and antique turni
lure, glass tools quilts
901 -642-6290

LEAD guitar needed for
country rock band
759 9932

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

What really happened to Tinkerbell

JUNK cars and trucks
437-4087

1480 3BR. 2 bath, must be
moved 436 5272

S.
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320

&MO
For Ilels

Apartments
For Rent

2br 1 bath
c, W/D hookup
1 Located Rivi
I 7 389-0141

2BR apartment in Northwood $265imo 753-3964

BULLS AND HEIFERS
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental, Gelbvieh, and
Maine Anjou crossbred
service age Bulls and Heit
ens Only the very top performers offered for sale All
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
DAY
42211
KY
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235-5170

I or 213DRM apartment
753-4109
2BR, appliances, water
furnished, central H/A, new
carpet $275/rno Available
now. Coleman RE
753-9898

bbile
For Rent

1866

IDE 2br gas
ts 527-1987.
6335

28R apt appliances and
lawn maintenance Near
University $275/mo Available 6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898

14x60 on pn
miles from Mur
to Johnathan
$ 26 5 m o

it

lks 2 or 3br,
as Walking dis
liege 753-5209

lasting
I Cooling
repair, free
436 2904

3ner

iciness
lentils

,rime
e Space
r Rent
q. ft. newly
ted. Plus
It decosuit. Close
ntown Murirst month
It with 1 yr

8302 or
3-5870

1

NN moving to
ine 15th needs
rnished home,
d In or between
Paris Prefer
rural or county
adults, no childconsider lease/
on Deposit and
es furnished
616

to rent 2-3br
ipt for professor
or earlier.

mirtments
or Rent

railer only a coo
s from campus
Cheap rates
sirs apt near uniappliances
Available 6/1/91
RE 753-9898

PAIR
conditioners rs - dryers lectric ranges.

airs Fo171
on-Brown
teed

-1270

1, Inc.
OSTS:
7
home cost.
°J.
es pay even
ericans over
rsing home.
)ver $18,000

AKC Brittany
502-362-4018

Building

2BR Executive apartment
Central H/A, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, lawn
maintenance, outside storage, deck Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

BEAUTIFUL Siamese cat,
declawed, sprayed, all
shots, house trained
$20 00 Must sell d6 to
lease 753-0607

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

2 FURNISHED apartments
for rent $150 and $175/mo
Gas and water paid
753-7276

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
PET Pen, 1101 Story, trap+
cal and goldfish, birds re
ptiles, small animals, deg
grooming 759-1322

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights.

ROTTWEI LE R pupplies
AkC, male and female
shots and worms
or
901-648-5024
901-644-1099

FURNISHED efficiency
apt Available now No
pets Zimmerman Apts
753-6609

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

NEWLY redecorated 2br
duplex Central H/A, W/D
hookup, yard mowing provided Westwood Dr $350
759-4979 or 753-8859

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft . next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1 4br KOPPERUD REALTY ofhouse W/D hook-up Day fers a complete range of
9-5 753-6111, night Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
753-0606
homes, all prices
carport,
NICE 2br duplex,
753-.1 222 -toll free
appl , gas heat, deck, 1-800-251-HOME Ext
lease No pets $425/mo 711L
710 Sycamore 753-7457
MUST sell 2br trailer and
NICE 3br stove and re- small cottage on 14 acres
frigerator furnished. Gen Well, electric and septic
tral heat/air Half of the Good rental property in
utilities. $450/mo, deposit. Croppie Hollow 436-5005
No pets. 105 N. 16th
753-1953 days, 753-0870
nights
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502-437-4113 EHO

LOT 1 mile south of Ken lake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541

LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
VACANT furnished 2br Park in Anderson Shores
apartment No pets Easy
terms
753-5292
1-800-621-3894 or
474-8826

2BR, stove & refrigerato
furnished $225/mo plus
deposit. 2bedrm duplex, 3
miles east. Stove, refrigerator, water furnished
5225Imo plus deposit
753-1513

28R House, vinyl siding
carport, stove, refrigerator,
sattolite, newly decorated
On 9 acres of land 4 miles
south of Murray on blacktop
road Owner financing to
28R, appliances W/D hoo- qualified party 436-2041
kup, central H/A, curtains
carpeted 1004 Main 3BR, 24 BT home 3 mi
5360/mo $300 deposit west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
759-1265
room with fireplace. Dining
2BR, gas heat, appliances room, playroom, utility, and
1607 Ryan Available garage Central H/AC,
6/1/91 Coleman RE paved drive, city water, ca753-9898
blevision All appliances inNICE furnished house in cluded Perfect for young
residential area for shared family or retired couple'
rental to two responsible Call 753-8151 for
graduate students $250 appointment
each plus 'A utilities each 3BR brick 5 miles southDeposit and references re- east 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
quired. All appliances, acre wooded lot, new well
microwave, W/D furnished and septic Mid $40'5
753-8143 or 606-254-6583 436-2742

IDEAL FOR THE YOUNG FAMILY!
Very nicely decorated, well-maintained 3 bedroom home. Large deck, fenced-in back yard and
workshop/storage area are some of the quality
items you'll find. $60's. MLS 2652.

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Imm.4

DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Well then do itl You can se a representative selling insurance and other

con-

covered with

limates.
19-2149
'ecause We
ork

490
Auto
Services

485

Services
Offered

Services
°flared

Services
Offered

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

LANDSCAPING, mowing
a
trim, tree removal and haul
ing major or minor clea
nups. dozing and grading
492 8254

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

Motors
1985 NISSAN 300ZX, red
1-Top, automatic Excel
lent Condition 498-8528
after 5pm
1985 RENAULT Alliance
Convertible A/C, AM/FM
stereo cassette, automatic
Good condition Runs well
$3300 negotiable
753-4229

1985 CREST 40t1 pontoon
houseboat, sleeps 6,
generator, gas furnace gas
cook stove A/C, gas/
electric, refrigerator (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100hp
Johnson Commercial
Good ConditiorS Fully
°gulped 753-2085 or
753-8662

1986 MONTE Carlo Excellent condition 759-9472

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753 2455

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60t1 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free estimates. without obligation__
Day or nee 753 5484

MITCHELL Paving Seal
1987 GRAND AM Maroon/
DAVIDSON Roofing New coating and hauling Over
Gray Low mules, Air, Cal
offs
Tear
repairs
roofs and
30yrs experience Free es
sette Very good condition Al
TREE Service Stump and re-roots Written guar- timates 753-1537 or
1986 CAMARO black louv
$6700 1987 Mazda B2000
T C Dinh Repair and Mainremoval and spraying Free antee Local references 753 1221
ens $150 753 2068
LX, short bed 5 speed All
tenance Electrical Clean,
estimates 753-0906 after 753-5812
MOODY'S mower repair
mg Sewer 1210,1212 Main
231 BUICK engine newly options $5700 753-06-39 5pm, 759-9816753-0495
LICENSED for electric, Pickup and delivery All
753-6111 office.
5acre rebuilt $4450 753-3102
Street
BEAUTIFUL 2
1987 MONTE Carlo SS
work guaranteed
ALPHA'Builders - Carpen- gas, refrigeration Installa
753-0606
after 5pm
tracts with paved roads
759-1274
T-Tops
82 91 CAMARO or 228 Loaded,
try, remodeling, porches, bon and repair Free esti- 753-5668
Located near Hwy 94E
after Spat
753-7203
mates
Wood VCR
REPAIR
VCR
hood
$300
style
Daytona
roofing concrete, driveclose to Ky Lake Contact
MOODY S mower repair
Service Center cleaning
1987 PONTIAC Trans Am ways, painting, mainteFENCE sales at Sears Pickup and delivery All
Kopperud Realty, 437-4076
servicing $15 most repairs
GTA loaded, T-Tops, red nance, etc Free estimates
753-1222 for prices, plats,
now Call Sears 753-2310 work guaranteed
190
all brands 3rd Street
$35
489-2303
tires
New
condition
your
Great
for free estimate for
and restrictions MLS 2644
Used
753-5568
Almo
Open 9 121/ 15,
Great mileage 753-6191 or
needs
Cars
ANTENNA repair and inSat
CONDOMINIUM ground
MURRAY Fence Co Chain Mon Fri 9 2pm
436-5883
stallation Replace or install
FULL time yard mowing link fence dog kennels, re- 753-0530
floor unit with•garage Low 1980 MAZDA RX7 red, air
1988 CHEVY Beretta Gray channel master antennas, Dependable Free esti sidential, commercial Free
utilities wheel chair ac
$1350 753-9710
wiburgandy interior Power rotors, and amplifiers Ranmates 436-2528
cessable For sale or lease
estimates 753 9785 or WILL do painting recoat
1983 CAMARO Z-28, AM/ windows and locks, tilt, dell Beasley. Buchanan,
753-3293
GENERAL Repair plumb 753-3254
FM cassette, T Top, good cruise. 47XXX miles Day- Tn 901-642-4077
ing metal roofs On mobile
ing, roofing, tree work
COUNTRY Living Brick
tires $2800 OBO
MYERS Roofing Specia- homes barns or houses
time 753-5532 After 5pm
436-2642
3br, 2 bath 1 acre. 5 mi
753-0732 or after 5pm 753-8353
lizing in tear-offs, recovers, 5yrs experience Reason
APPLIANCE SERVICE
notes to city Low $60s
753-5932
tree and repairs 5yr written able rates 753 9838 after
repair,
GENERAL
Westinghouse,
Kenmore,
989 FORD Escort 4 door
1!
Bob Perrin Real Estate
work, roofing, general guarantee 20yrs experi- 3 30pm
AM/FM stereo Air/heat. Whirlpool 30+ years ex759-1881 or evenings
hauling, yards ence Free estimates
clean-up,
Hopper,
perience
Bobby
WILL do plumbing All guar
cruise Extra clean 45,000
753-3509
Free estimates. 354 6234 or 437-3056
mowed.
4.36-5848
anteed 435-4169
miles Owner must sell
James Sills 753-4120
FOR sale custom built 3br,
PAINTING Interior and Ex
$4900. 753-6633.
A-Z services Roofing,
WILL mow yards Reason
2 bath home offering quality
GUTTERING By Sears tenor Free estimates
plumbfencing,
painting,
able rates Free estimates
CAR Stereo Installation
workmanship and pleasing
Reasonable
repairs
Small
ing, electrical, hauling, tree Sears residential and comNo job to large or to small
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
intenoreesign and color
landscaping. All ar- mercial continuous gutters rates 753-6844
474 2300
Music Murray's Alpine Car work,
Feaiurtitg raised ceilings,
installed for your specifica- PLUMBING
handy -man
Free estiAudio Specialist, Dixieland ound
round top windows, marble
WILL mow yards Also light
tions Call Sears 753-2310 mates Affordable rate
5pm
after
436-2868
Center, 1 block from MSU
faced fireplace and desighauling 435 4169
for free estimate
work
All
service
Same day
dorms.
ner kitchen Call 753 3903
BACKHOE Service - ROY
YARD work, mowing, trim
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- G W CONSTRUCTION guaranteed 753-4200
HILLTOP Home Must Sell
Gerald Walters roofing, PLUMBING repairman with ming, odd jobs of any kind
tor 30 years experience
45
5225
AnPUNCH
15th
Reduced
Rd
Hale
On
Free estimates 753-8463
vinyl siding all
niversary Special! Sunset Septic system, drive-ways, painting,
same day service Call
$23,000 negotiable
kinds of remodeling Phone 436-5255
etc
foundations,
hauling,
Blvd. Music Murray's
436-2010
560
489-2267
Rockford-Fosgate authorized 759-4664
Painters
Free
PROFESSIONAL
KY Lake property in low
dealer. Dixieland Center
HADAWAY Construction Inc Coolray and Larry
Column
$20's Furnished Irvin
Chestnut St, 753-0113.
paintremodeling,
Home
finconcrete
BLOCK, brick,
Adams 20yrs experience
Cobb area 314-472-1848
ishing Basements foot- ing, wallpaper, carpentry, Also remodeling and decor- FREE lyr old Siamese cats
8to4 ask for Miller, after
:to good home 759 9655
510
ings, garages, drives, floor covering No job too ating 753-3315
6 30pm 314-276-4130
small 436-2052
walks 30yrs experience
Campers
13yrs. in Murray area
MARTIN Heights. Brick
HAULING - topsoil, sand
753-5476 Charles Barnett
3br, 2 bath. 2 car garage,
bank gravel, washed
1976 - 20FT Midas moto
patio landscaped, used
BOGARD Paving Paving gravel, whiterock 'Or all
home One owner Ford
lade 753 4065, 762 1123
chasm, 351 engine $6350 and sealing driveways and types, mulch and other type
hauling available Call
parking lots Over 20yrs
OBO 753-7275
NEAR downtown area 4br,
experience Free esti- Kenny 759-1039 anytime.
14 bath vinyl siding
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
mates 753-9552 or
520
home Central gas heat,
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
yard work, tree
HAULING,
437-4391
Boats
living-room dining room,
All Types Of:
removal, mowing Free es
& Motors
kitchen basement ExcelWoodworking
Custom
CARPET and vinyl repairs timates 759-1683
lent rental property
1965 RUNABOUT in good and installation Profes- INSULATION Blown In By
753-0569
condition with -75hp Evin- sional service. Glen Bobber Sears TVA approved
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
rude OB in excellent condi- 759-1247, leave message Save on those high heating
NEWLY listed 4bdrm,
-Drop by & see our showroom
tion. $1000 Call James at CHUM Chlm Chimney and cooling bills Call Sears
409 SurQuRY-ktURRAY (Behind Bunny Breac
2bath lake front home on
753-594C
435-4425.
wooded lot Owner anxious
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- 753-2310 for free estimate
to sell' A good buy $60 s
chimsell
1984 CHEETAH ski boat. zen discounts. We
KITCHEN CABINET REMLS 3292 Contact Kop
164 ft., 120hp, Mercruiser ney caps and screens. MODELING with wood
Bid
perud Realty 753 1222
stern drive. Life jackets, 435-4191.
grain formica, all colors
accessories included.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Free estimates Wulff's Renegotiable
$3500
and Cooling Service Com- covery, MUrray 436-5560
HOMESELLERS
345-2520
plete service on all central
REALTY
all makes and ROCKY COLSON Home
cooling,
1980
sailboat,
26FT
753-0375
models Call Gary at Repair Roofing siding
McGregor $5500 Johnson
Saturday June I, 1991 10 a.m.
painting, plumbing con
1901 N 12111 Si.
759-4754
Outboard Refurbished
crete Free estimates Call
Paris, Tennessee
trailer, new tees Boat like
how your owe property &
DAVID Palmer Steer 474-2307
ye thousa•ds. Check with
new 759-4780
will be held on the farm 7 miles North of Pans on
Auction
ex20yrs.
Service.
Loader
us when selling Of huving_rest
perience. Can accommo- ROGER Hudson rock haulOld Pans & Murray Road, 4 miles South East of Puryear.
. tate lioneSelleis 7S375HP EVINRUDE out375 W. PAID. DAILEY
date jobs in tight places ing, gravel, sand dirt, driveWatch for Auction Arrows!!!
board motor Excellent
PRINCIPAL BROKER
or way rock 753-4545,
502-489-2181
From Pans or Purycar, turn off Hwy.641 N. at north edge of
Condition $700 Call
753-6763, 750 1823
502-753-4181
James at 435-4425
Pans onto Old Pans & Murray Road. Go 7 miles to farm.
7
ACRE
FARM
UTHWEST of MURRAY
From Puryear go east on Hwy 140 approximately 2 1/2 miles
bins, tool shed, great
turn nght to farm 1.5 miles
and
rm.
492-8222
PLUMLEY FARMS SELLING 524 ACRES
& 50 Registered Polled Hereford. Cows & Calves AT
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SERVED AT 11:30 A.M.
LUNCH
FREE
OWNER Moving and
524 ACRE...FARMS SELLS EIRS'T
wishes to sell custom-built
Offered in 4 tracts - 43 acres -to 301.5 acres with
home on 21 acres 24
high tensile arid barb wire fencing 85 Acres Al
new
city
Murray
of
miles north
falfa "Balance in Lush Pastures
of Hwy 641
limits 3 or 4 bedrooms, 3
corner
S.W.
the
at
home,
a
needs
house
A
li.itirey Hatcher
Choice cattle farm limed and fertilized in excellent pasture
full baths, dining room, 2
& Payne,P/2 story frame - formerly located 209 N.
B Ca 1,e't • Greg Brads.,.',
kitchens, 2 walk-in panand hay.
Toe Thurman
tries, sun room, den, great
TRAcr 1 - 135 +/-ACRES: Level land with 75 acres of
12th
room, 2 fireplaces, closets
Bea-den. Bus. Mgr
alfalfa.
and storage galore Energy
All proceeds from this auction will go to Habitat For
C'ad Coc^,an. Gen. Mgr
TRACT 2 - 43+/- ACRES: Level to rolling land 10 acres
efficient Attached, overalfalfa. Good Frontage.
Chapter.
Co.
ay
Murray/Callow
Humanity
sized garage with work•FRACi.3 - 44.8641- ACRES W/LIVESTOcK BARN &
shop. Too many other speSuccessful bidder has 10 days to remove the house from
CATTLE PENS & 4- WELL: Level so rolling land 58'00'
cial features to list.
present site, structure prepared to roll to it's new
ix)ic bans w/cattle working facility
753-6869
1 77111
IF'
TRACT 4 -301.54/-ACRES: Long blacktop frontage Level
location. New owner will purchase the house only, no
SALE or lease At lake, 2
rolling land, fertilized pastures in two fields:
to
miles from Aurora New ceReal Estate to be conveyed.
TERMS: Real Estate: 20% down day of auction. Balance
dar 2br, R-12/16 large
will be due within 30 days or balance city be financed at
screened in porch, view,
Terms: Cash day of sale.
1 1/2% interest over(New York Prime). Terms, 5 years with
private See at Bent Tree
yearly payments to be set up subject to approval of the holder
Estates, last home at lake 1983 CUTLASS Calais,
Conducted b%
drive. Buddy Valentine, of- automatic in the floor.
of the note. Call for pre -approval. Sales management of
fice Mayfield 247-5621, bucket seats, AM/FM casowners reserve the right to group or regroup any or all tracts
home Murray 753-4981
sette Black with burgundy
as they see fit.
Dan Farris - Auctioneer
tinted windows,
A PRE.AUC770,V INSPECTION IS INVITED
PRICE reaucedi Tnree interior,
492-8796
50 REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORD COWS
bedroom, 1-'4 bath, brick, PS/PB Must sell 474-2789
WITH CALVES SELLS AT 12:30 P.M. CALVES
excellent condition on quiet 1984 CELICA GT Red, loW
street in city. Central gas miles, air, cruise, 5-speed
RANGE FROM NEWBORN TO WEANING AGE
heat, living room dining $4150 753-8788 after
THESE ARE LARGE FRAME CATTLE
room, kitchen/utility room, 5Prn
REGISTERED 4-YR OLD HEREFORD BULL 1RM
large sunroom, paved
(TENNESSEE RIVER MUSIC) MISTER EQUAL
driveway, carport, de- 1984 O-LDSMOBILE
BORN 5-4-87/BRED BY RANDY OWENS OF FT.
tached garage or work- Frenza, 1 owner, 60,000
PAYNE ALABAMA
miles, excellent condition
shop, fenced backyard
An outstanding group of Young cows and calves with
Lots of extras Call 51500. 753-8736 after
Super Heavy
COMMERCIAL
several 3-in-I combinations,Strong concentrauon of Victor
753-1893, Chuck Foster. 6pm.
TWEED CARPET PLUSH CARPET BOAT/AUTO
Domino bloodlines along with Justa Banner, Beanooth and
CARPET
6070 Oz
Canadian breeding
Take Roll
Cattle Terms: Cash or pre approved credit. Registration
$1 79 PSY
$1095 PSY
The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agripapers will be furnished the buyer on request at the buyer's
99° PSY
expense.
cultural Stabilization and Conservation SerHas Flaws
PLUMLEY FARMS dba/PLUMLEY FARMS DIVIvice's Calloway County Office in Murray,
Register For FREE Area Rugs...Drawing 6/3 at 9 a.m.
SION OF PLLTMLEY CO - OWNER
location
office
new
a
Kentucky, is seeking
PARIS TN 38242 •• PHONE (901) 644-9215
MONSANTO
SCULPTURED
within the boundaries of Murray City Limits
LEIGH REALTY, PARIS, TN •• CO-OPERATNG
BERBER
STAIN
CARPET
and Hwy. 121 on the North; Murray City Limits
BROKER
From
BLOCKER
PHONE (901) 642-8875
Stain Res 1st Cual
on the East; Murray City Limits and Wiswell

38R brick near MSU_ Gar
age and also workshop
Small downpayment
nancing available Immedi
ate possession 753-3690

Auto
- Pens

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
180 Toyota Corolla............2187
19 Pontiac Grid Arn „..„ 1,417
119 Pont. Grand Prix LE .1,917
'19 Toyota Cary...m...1,917
'19 Toyota Cellica GT... 110,917
119 Cressida................„.„..115,997
Toyota COrDlia
'11487
12 Mazda 626
'88 Toyota Cressida....„...13,487
........'8,417
'88 Toyota
17 Dodge hadot.......„„.1,917
'17 Mustang Conv.....................
'87 Mond Accord a... . .'8.417
'86 Toy. Crary LE....„....1.987
16 Toy. Corolla .487
15 Ford
15 Merc. Colony Pt
'85 Park
'84 by. Tercel
14 Toyota
'83 LinxIn
'3987
'83 Buici Regal .
'11 Cy
TRUCKS
19 Toyota Lzedcruiser....16,987
'10487
19 Toyota Exub
89 Chevy S.10.................1,717
18,787
'88 Ford F-354 Van
11.47
'81 Toyota 4 iner,.R
'88 Prouth Voyager '10487
17 Toyota 1 Ton
16,917
'14 Toyo0

twerrai serves protium tor Ttra Pretereal Van be work rç br ono or
it. 100 bee convenes to sell tor • You'll gel sold tramp,saw -or-divan supnon a conbeehenswe earresmaton pecks°, and opporbrety
for unimasid earrings ()rowel
For more neriatiort call me todsy, Fick Mann 3553 Park Pfau Rd.
Paducah, Ky 42001 1100-264-0960
'No IX bog CAfiefollos lo NI fa. MO Matavy and Th• Rdrap LAW Grow
[MAW by John SWay a Sara. Sc.. Nor vat. Imo
Bo

s port of TM Rock.'
somi aciPalLnlY

ThePrudential
01ee3 fla Pnberdlal

MINIMS

Selling At Auction
June 6, 1991
5 p.m.
Under Absolute Terms

TOYOTA

Farris Auction Co.

Road on the South; and Murray City Limits and
Johnny Robertson Road on the West. This
office requires 3565 square feet of net usable,
high quality office space on the first floor. This
space will also house Soil Conservation Service.
Anyone interested should call David E.
Riley, Jr., at 753-0322 or 753-1781 for a ccpy
of the solicitation.

Camper" of Mance

$299

$088
PSY
LP
1st Quality Track Less

From

PSY

$499

All Advertised Items In Stock • We Stock Over 1,700 Full Rolls
Open til 5 p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Closed Mon. 5/27
Memorial Day

VW-10W

if

u

S
A

1-800-264-4941
Local 498-8161
8 miles South
of Murray, Ky.
• on Hwy 641

V.

•
`16,.,

•

40.

PUBLIC AUCTION

FINAL SALE DAYS!

711 Main St.

,undation,

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

AKC stahdard poodle puppies, black, 9wks
492-8529

2BR Duplex in Northwood
$300/mo 759-4406

i a call for a
ir Guide To

lency

38R brick, 1 4 bath, fireplace West of Gatesboro
$65.000 Also 3 city lots
$10,500
$9,500
753-0800

pups

program for
rip after you
If.

II

1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha, full tarring, trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492 8425

& Supplies

NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mo lyr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753-2905

Want
'o Rent

2BR home Nicely decor
teed, needy landscaped
central H/A (gas), de
latched garage and out
building Great access to
Benton or Murray Ap
pliances included $35,000
437 4883

Psis

2BR apt furnished, close to
campus W/C hookup
$300/mo $300 deposit
753-0919

Motorcycles

530

530

530

Bow

Noma
For Sale

LIveslook
Supplies

•

Alexander
AUCTIONS AND REAL
ESTATE SALES
%tom F tikmik, %alpine' [is. Nri lam
%lain, Towel 1%:
Net 51'4211
NI \RN IN A1.1. \\MR
5874568

pi 1

k
"
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It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
_

Golden Delight
(Bone In)
5 Lb. Avg.

•

*

I

4

TURKEY
BREAST

Ott

Lb.
Seaboard Farms

Fryer Breast

$1.59
$1.89

Lb

Field 16 oz. Pkg.

Bacon

U.S.D.A. Choice Top
Georgia
New Crop Cling

SIRLOIN
STEAK

PEACHES

Lb.
Certified Pure

Ground Chuck

Lb.

On-Cot

Country Fried Steak

Bologna
Reelfoot Slab 3 Lb.

$1.77
$1.69

I.

Pizza

Cranberry
Juice

Bunch

Bacon
Sausage 6 Biscuits

Prairie Farms
Gallon Bucket

Jiffy 8.5 oz. Box

$1.59

Corn Muffin
Mix

4/$1.00
Lb. 59c

Green Onions
Yellow Squash

Tenn. Pride Heat 8 Eat 9.5 oz. Box

Why Pay More 64 oz.

Totino s
9-10 oz. Box

.Noft,

Lb

Lb.

Reelfoot Red Label 12 oz.

4/$1.00

Ice Cream

lif 18 oz. Jar

$3.99

Peanut
Butter

$1.99

•111;29.

/Wit

Soft N Gentle 4 Ron Pk.

Folgers 13 oz. Bag

BATH TISSUE

COFFEE

Liter

Martha White 5 Lb. Bag

PEPSI 2PRODUCTS

FLOUR

DOG

C

89c
/ER
/CR

OFT;

tartMitt%
dgra)

0

t00.0A

onwpfice .nyscr

3 Liter Bottle

RC COLA, DIET
RITE, SUNDROP

Adams

12 ox. Can

ORANGE JUICE

Zesta Lb. Box

Homebest Gallon Liquid

IGA 1/2 Gal. Crt.

CRACKERS

BLEACH

BUTTERMILK

DOG sac BOG 89c

n.

EFFECTIVE DATES:
May 29-lune 4, 1991

Ho

P4t*
7
lJ416,

t lull

•

•

•

r
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•
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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